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We wrote a little book titled “Thinking Like 
a Manager” to share some basic ideas that 
we believed would help professionals en-
gaged in managing wildlife amid changing 
expectations for governance of wildlife re-
sources. Written as a novella and published 
by the Wildlife Management Institute in 
2006, the piece presented several ideas we 
had published in the formal literature. We 
received mixed reactions to that effort, but 
one message, reinforced in subsequent 
contacts with wildlife managers engaged in 
a variety of trainings we have offered, was 
that managers interested in the ideas we 
presented desired a more comprehensive, 
practical guide. They were especially inter-
ested in the approach we call impact man-
agement or adaptive impact management. 
We developed elements of such a guide for 
several workshops we have offered. These 
have been reviewed and revised several 
times based on feedback from workshop 
participants and others.

Based on these experiences, we prepared 
this “practitioner’s guide” for impact man-
agement/adaptive impact management. 
You’ll see that we focus mostly on impact 
management, which we regard as useful 
and achievable for anyone—it’s the practi-
cal approach that most managers should be 
able to engage in with the time, talent and 
treasure they typically have available.

The ideas and process described in this 
guide are still evolving as managers put 

them to practice. They were derived origi-
nally from practical experience and will 
continue to evolve with experience. We do 
not offer a sure-fi re recipe for success, but 
based on feedback from the fi eld, the ideas 
have proved useful for managers in many 
contexts. We believe impact management 
is vital to adapting to the changing soci-
etal, scientifi c, and environmental changes 
facing wildlife managers. We believe this 
guide will help managers who are striving 
to improve the quality and use of stake-
holder input and the integration of biologi-
cal and human dimensions of management 
into decisions about public wildlife re-
sources. If we had to reduce the message of 
this book to one thought it would be:

Given the growing emphasis on stake-
holder participation in governance of 
wildlife resources, focusing on impacts 
will enhance your effectiveness in 
wildlife conservation and better serve 
society by increasing the probability that 
decisions about fundamental objectives 
of management and means of achieving 
them are acceptable, supported and there-
fore enduring until such time as changes 
in context indicate the need to recalibrate 
(i.e. adapt).

Thus, our hope is that this practitioner’s 
guide contributes to building capacity for 
more effective and durable wildlife man-
agement.

DJD, SJR, JFO, WFS, LHC

PREFACE
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1 Introduction to Conceptual Foundations for Impact 
  Management 

Adaptation and change are key pro-
cesses in the evolution of societies and 
their institutions. During its evolution, the 
institution of wildlife management has 
adapted to challenges presented by soci-
etal, scientifi c, and environmental changes. 
The wildlife profession began by serving a 
limited suite of interests, principally those 
associated with consumptive uses, but the 
array of active interests in wildlife during 
the last three decades has diversifi ed. Dur-
ing this period, expectations for involve-
ment in governance of wildlife resources 
(e.g., participation in various levels of 
decision making and action implementa-
tion) have grown dramatically among 
stakeholders. Although these changes 
discomfort some wildlife managers, many 
welcome stakeholders’ desire to be more 
involved and also embrace more diverse 
interests in wildlife. The situation creates 
a need for approaches to decision making 
that integrate biological and human dimen-
sions of management. We propose impact 
management as such an approach (Riley et 
al. 2003).

In Part I (Chapters 2-5) we lay out key 
concepts and describe impact manage-
ment/adaptive impact management. We 
emphasize the need for learning and adapt-
ing from management experience. Steps 
in impact management are presented. We 
conclude this set of introductory chapters 
with an evaluation of a multi-year applica-
tion of impact management. The approach 
and lessons learned are instructive for 
anyone using this approach.

In an earlier book, Thinking Like a Man-
ager (Organ et al. 2006), we present a set 
of concepts to improve performance as a 
wildlife manager whether you are working 

on imperiled or abundant, game or non-
game species, and whether you are work-
ing with wildlife issues on the rural/urban 
interface, farmed or forested rural land-
scapes, or wilderness settings. These con-
cepts, reviewed here in Chapter 2, include 
a focus on: stakeholder-defi ned impacts as 
fundamental objectives of management; 
consideration of scale, capacity and limits; 
and explicit structured-decision processes 
for making decisions. In Thinking Like a 
Manager we also suggested that application 
of these ideas can be thought of as either an 
impact management or an adaptive impact 
management approach (IM or AIM, respec-
tively). 

Although we outline “steps” for impact 
management in Chapter 3, this guide is 
meant to be a road map rather than a cook-
book. We describe how to apply essential 
concepts for management (we call them 
“essence concepts” derived from a paper 
titled The Essence of Wildlife Management 
[Riley et al. 2002]), along a gradient from 
impact management to adaptive impact 
management (with the chief difference be-
ing the extent of learning and subsequent 
adapting that occurs [Chapter 4]). The 
information conveyed in this guide stems 
from our direct experiences in wildlife 
management (e.g., Chapter 5) and through 
teaching workshops about applying the 
essence concepts with professionals from a 
variety of states and provinces. If you are 
not a manager per se – that is, if you are not 
directly involved in decision making – this 
guide should still help you contribute to 
management decisions within your organi-
zation. 

Part II of the guide (Chapters 6-11) in-
structs you in creating a manager’s model, 
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a device we developed with input from and 
pilot use by over two dozen wildlife man-
agers to help them think through the pro-
cess of impact management prior to formal 
planning and implementation. A manager’s 
model is simply your articulation of the 
management system in which you work 
with respect to a particular wildlife issue. 
We suggest that developing a manager’s 
model is often best approached initially as 
an internal exercise, a way to help a man-
agement team think about a management 
issue. Part II describes a way to articulate 
such a model and express it as an anno-
tated concept map. The intended outcome 
of a manager’s model is not prediction of 
outcomes from any particular management 
intervention, but is greater understand-
ing – shared understanding when done by 
management teams – of the management 
system in which managers function. Creat-
ing a manager’s model encourages manag-
ers to become systems thinkers while focus-
ing on impacts.

A set of three examples of impact man-
agement are presented in Part III. These 
hypothetical applications are based on real-
life situations, modifi ed to demonstrate the 
challenges and opportunities of an impact 
management approach. The instructive 
case scenarios in Part III are aligned along 
a continuum refl ecting different degrees of 
evaluation involved. There is no single best 
way to implement impact management. 
An active adaptive approach is not war-
ranted or even appropriate in every case. 
Indeed, our opinion is that an experimental 
approach should only be used when the 
funding and expertise, as well as political 
support, are readily available and assured 
for the duration needed to see an experi-
mental approach through to fruition.

A glossary of terms and suggested read-
ings that provide background for concepts 
presented can be found at the end of the 
guide. 
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“One of the anomalies of modern ecol-
ogy is the creation of two groups, each of 
which seems barely aware of the exis-
tence of the other. The one studies the 
human community, almost as if it were 
a separate entity, and calls its fi ndings 
sociology, economics and history. The 
other studies the plant and animal com-
munity and comfortably relegates the 
hodge-podge of politics to the liberal arts. 
The inevitable fusion of these two lines 
of thought will, perhaps, constitute the 
outstanding advance of this century.” 
Leopold 1935 (in Meine 1988:359-360)

2.1 Introduction
This practitioner’s guide is designed to be a 
resource for wildlife professionals interest-
ed in learning how to integrate human and 
biological dimensions of wildlife manage-
ment by applying impact management (IM) 
and adaptive impact management (AIM) 
principles to decision making and strategic 
planning. In previous writings, we defi ned 
key concepts underlying the core work of 
a wildlife manager (Riley et al. 2002, Riley 
et al. 2003, Organ et al. 2006). We review 
those concepts in this chapter and pro-
vide brief illustrations of their application 
within an IM/AIM approach. Part III con-
tains more extensively developed IM/AIM 
application scenarios. Those management 
scenarios further illustrate means by which 
teams of wildlife professionals can address 
key concepts in practice. 

2.2 Key Concepts
We have been working with wildlife man-
agers for decades, striving to integrate bio-
logical and sociological knowledge bases to 

2 Key Concepts for IM Application

inform management decisions and actions. 
We have witnessed the many challenges 
and opportunities that wildlife managers 
face in their jobs. Working alongside man-
agers compelled us to think long and hard 
about the core work of wildlife manage-
ment – what it is, why it is done, and how 
it can be done better.

Insights we gained are reducible to 
fi ve key concepts. We believe that manag-
ers who take these concepts into account 
through a practice of impact management 
can make signifi cant strides toward the 
ideal of integration that Aldo Leopold 
spoke of three-quarters of a century ago, an 
aspiration indicated by the quote above.

2.2.1 Values1

Simply put, human values are the reason 
for wildlife management. This is such a 
fundamental truth that it often goes with-
out saying, but it’s actually important for 
practicing wildlife managers to keep this 
point in mind all the time. Being explicit on 
this point is a counter balance to the often 
heard statement, “I work for the resource.”

Human values (from which beliefs and 
attitudes arise) are the basis for how people 
defi ne effects of human-wildlife interac-
tions and ascribe relative importance to 
them. Thus, values determine which effects 
become impacts for management attention. 
Values also fundamentally infl uence hu-
man behavior. Wildlife managers who have 
an accurate understanding of stakehold-
ers’ values with respect to a wildlife issue 
are better able to formulate appropriate 
objectives and anticipate how people will 
respond to proposed management inter-
ventions. Widely held values that manifest 

1 Here we use the term values to include what social psychologists would call values, basic beliefs, 
value orientations, attitudes and norms. 
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as social norms are predictors of people’s 
attitudes and behavior. Discovering stake-
holders’ values with respect to a given 
situation is central to the design of manage-
ment that addresses stakeholder needs and 
interests, consistent with the public trust 
responsibilities of a wildlife agency.

Acknowledging the centrality of human 
values in wildlife management is not new. 
Human dimensions specialists were writ-
ing about this decades ago (Decker and 
Goff 1987). Today, it would be diffi cult to 
fi nd a wildlife manager who believes that 
wildlife management is a value-free en-
terprise. Nevertheless, improving the way 
that managers consider values looms as a 
major challenge.

Wind farm development offers an exam-
ple of the values dilemma. Like any public 
issue, debates about wind farms are replete 
with psychological, social, economic, politi-
cal, and cultural infl uences that are broadly 
referred to as the human values or social 
values environment (Keeney 1992). Any 
wildlife manager embroiled in a controver-
sy over wind farms will recognize that val-
ues confl icts are operating. But how does 
she consider such confl icts in management 
decisions? Does she give greatest weight to 
keeping healthy populations of migratory 
birds and butterfl ies? To keeping bat popu-
lations at levels that can control crop loss to 
insects? What about the value of viewsheds 
near the proposed wind farm? Or is the 
main consideration the price of electricity? 
Perhaps it is national security—our nation-
al imperative for reducing dependency on 
foreign oil.

 Wildlife professionals are trained to 
bring technical and scientifi c expertise to 
bear on wildlife management issues. Re-
search helps managers understand prob-
lem systems, but that is only part of the 
puzzle. Wildlife management is largely the 
process of making or informing decisions 
(discussed later in this chapter) about ap-
propriate objectives and acceptable actions, 
and then implementing and evaluating 
their actions. Decisions are based upon 
values and informed by biological, eco-
logical and social data. Science from many 
disciplines is necessary but not suffi cient 

to make wildlife management decisions. 
Managers of necessity must embrace values 
which can be identifi ed with social science, 
and learn to deal with the thorny challenge 
of weighting values as part of a thorough 
situation analysis.

The fi eld of human dimensions research 
emerged in part to help managers un-
derstand the human values wrapped up 
in wildlife management (Manfredo et al. 
1995). Fortunately, gains in values mea-
surement and in experience incorporating 
values in decision making are taking place 
and we can say with confi dence that sys-
tematically obtained human values insight 
can be effectively incorporated into wildlife 
management. Progress to date notwith-
standing, the purposes and approaches 
for integrating human values in wildlife 
management are applied inconsistently. 
Some agencies seek to achieve greatest gain 
in delivering benefi ts from wildlife, while 
ensuring sustainability of the resource. 
Others seek citizen “buy in” to agency pro-
posals rather than optimization of benefi ts 
for diverse stakeholders. This guide focuses 
on the former, more progressive purpose 
behind integration of human values. We 
pursue this by promoting an impacts man-
agement approach.

2.2.2 Impacts
Although values are the reason for manage-
ment, impacts are the focus of management 
decisions and actions. Impacts are a subset 
of the various effects arising from events 
or interactions involving: (a) wildlife, (b) 
stakeholders, or (c) wildlife management 
interventions. Impacts are signifi cant ben-
efi cial and detrimental effects, defi ned and 
weighted by human values. Impacts are the 
actionable manifestations of values. Man-
aging levels of impacts identifi ed by stake-
holders and wildlife professionals becomes 
the primary focus of management within 
IM/AIM. 

Implementation of primary actions can 
result in unintended effects on people and 
wildlife. Those secondary or “collateral” 
and “subsequent” effects (described later) 
can be positive or negative. For example, 
an agency may institute a broad wildlife 
feeding ban to address a primary impact 
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(spread of chronic wasting disease in a 
deer herd). That management action may 
have the unintended secondary impact of 
reducing wildlife viewing opportunities of 
nonhunters who use grain to attract squir-
rels, turkeys, and other birds to sites where 
they can be observed. For some of these 
stakeholders, the negative secondary im-
pacts may outweigh the benefi ts associated 
with managing a primary impact. But for 
others, the containment of chronic wasting 
disease is paramount. Thus, even before a 
values-weighting process can begin, man-
agers must fi rst identify impacts perceived 
by key stakeholders.

Early experiences with impact manage-
ment demonstrate the practicality of impact 
identifi cation as part of a managers situa-
tion analysis. Black bear managers in New 
York used multiple stakeholder engage-
ment techniques to identify impacts and 
found that that effects and impacts could 
be aggregated into just a handful of broad 
categories: ecological, economic, socio-
cultural, health and safety, psychological 
(discussed in Chapter 5). 

2.2.3 Limits and Capacity 
A comprehensive view of limits and capac-
ity is needed in any management scenario, 
as well as recognition that capacity pos-
sibilities include thoughtful refl ection on 
opportunities as well as limitations. For 
many managers, staff size and funding im-
mediately come to mind as limits, but that 
is a narrow view of capacity. Application 
of capacity concepts to both the biological 
and the human dimensions of an issue can 
promote integration of these dimensions 
within the wildlife profession. 

Capacity is most often viewed in the 
classical ecological sense of biological 
carrying capacity (BCC), the natural limit 
of a wildlife population. Yet, BCC is only 
one of several capacity concepts a wildlife 
manager could consider. A more robust 
consideration of capacity can help manag-
ers integrate biological limits with social, 
economic, institutional, administrative, 
cultural and legal limits. Considering social 
capacity concepts explicitly recognizes that 
bounds exist on the impacts stakehold-
ers will accept—it acknowledges that they 

will tolerate negative impacts associated 
with wildlife only to a point, and they will 
accept loss of positive impacts only to a de-
gree. Concepts such as wildlife acceptance 
capacity (Decker and Purdy 1988), cultural 
carrying capacity (Ellingwood and Spigno-
si 1986), social carrying capacity (Minnis 
and Peyton 1995), and wildlife stakeholder 
acceptance capacity (Carpenter et al. 2000) 
were developed to consider human toler-
ance for impact levels. 

Consider both upper and lower limits. 
Although we often think of limits mainly 
with respect to the upper reaches of a trait, 
such as carrying capacity of a population or 
tolerable amount of agricultural damage, 
lower limits should be of equal concern. 
For example, what is the lower acceptable 
limit of benefi ts from wildlife viewing, 
ecosystem services provided by wildlife, 
hunting opportunities, etc.? Identifying up-
per and lower limits for impacts when they 
vary among different stakeholders often 
requires inquiry. Furthermore, stakehold-
ers’ capacity for a given impact at both the 
individual stakeholder and group levels 
can change over time, so monitoring accep-
tance capacity is often advisable.

2.2.4 Scale
Wildlife management issues often cross 
the jurisdictional boundaries of any single 
agency. This requires wildlife managers to 
consider multiple levels of scale to achieve 
management objectives. Commonly, man-
agers fi nd they need to coordinate their 
management actions with others working 
at different scales.  

Wildlife managers applying an IM/AIM 
approach consider at least three kinds of 
scale: spatial, temporal and operational. 
Perhaps the most straightforward is spatial 
scale—the scope or geographical extent of a 
particular impact. For example, the spatial 
focus of one impact may be local or region-
al, while the spatial scale of another impact 
is national or international. The likelihood 
of designing a management program 
responsive to diverse stakeholders’ values 
is often greatest at the local community 
scale. Some wildlife concerns of stakehold-
ers (e.g., safety concerns associated with 
presence of large carnivores) often become 
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community issues, and communities in 
which they arise may need or want to share 
ownership of any processes to infl uence 
impacts. Obviously, there isn’t the need, 
nor the resources, to bring all wildlife man-
agement down to the community level with 
equal attention to all communities affected. 
Indeed, many wildlife management issues 
are best addressed at larger scales.

Managers applying an IM/AIM ap-
proach also consider temporal scale, the 
amount of time involved in a process (e.g., 
a management intervention) that infl uences 
an effect or impact. Both actions and sys-
tem responses have temporal dimensions. 
Some actions (e.g., regulated hunting) can 
achieve relatively rapid system response. 
Other actions (e.g., habitat restoration) 
can take a long time to implement and to 
achieve measureable system response. Ar-
ticulating temporal dimensions of an issue 
and its management is valuable for internal 
decision making and for communication 
with program stakeholders. 

Operational scale—the scale at which 
managers have control or infl uence – is the 
combined jurisdictional, spatial and tempo-
ral extent of a particular impact that man-
agement can affect. Pragmatically, opera-
tional scale matters most in management 
design, as it incorporates jurisdictional, 
political and economic realities. Opera-
tional scale can be small and simple (e.g., 
responsibility for managing confl icts be-
tween Canada geese and users of a specifi c 
municipal park) or large and complex (e.g., 
managing a suite of confl icting impacts 
across a national refuge system or national 
park system).

A frequent hazard in decision-making is 
defi ning operational scale using only bio-
logical criteria; another decision trap is to 
defi ne the operational scale of management 
efforts before impacts are identifi ed. That’s 
putting the cart before the horse. First, de-
fi ne impacts, then defi ne relevant temporal 
and spatial scales. With that information 
in hand, managers can pursue meshing bio-
logical and social scale considerations.

2.2.5 Decision Making
Designing or implementing effective deci-
sion-making processes is the core work of 

a wildlife manager. By effective, we mean 
processes that (a) defi ne the ends or funda-
mental objectives of management in terms 
of stakeholder-defi ned impacts and (b) de-
velop socially acceptable interventions that 
result in desired changes in those impacts. 
We also believe that effective decision 
processes carefully articulate and clarify 
the differences between ends and means, 
where means include enabling objectives, 
primary management actions and mitigat-
ing actions (if needed).

Decision making in wildlife manage-
ment typically is directed at one of two 
levels of management decisions. The fi rst 
focuses on identifying fundamental objec-
tives (outcomes based on impacts); the 
second, on developing enabling objectives 
(directed at specifi c aspects of the manage-
ment system) and the strategies and actions 
to achieve them. “Good” decision making 
results in durable objectives and sustain-
able actions, but not objectives and actions 
that are never to be revisited when context 
changes -- thus good decision-making 
processes expect and allow for modifi cation 
that allows management to be adaptable.
 No single specifi c process of decision 
making works in every situation—decision 
making needs to be “context appropriate.” 
Thus, quality decision making is much 
more than selecting a particular set of steps 
or processes that help a decision maker 
choose a course of action from among a few 
alternative actions. Furthermore, perfect 
decisions do not exist in real-world wildlife 
management, so one has to learn to accept 
decisions that are initially “good enough,” 
but that may be improved with experi-
ence by following an analytic, evaluative, 
and adaptive approach. It may be useful to 
mention here that it is important to distin-
guish between the decision - informing role 
of staff versus the decision - making role of 
policy makers (i.e., commissions, legisla-
tors, etc.).

Decisions by policy makers should in-
corporate stakeholders’ perceptions, scien-
tifi cally-derived knowledge (biological and 
social), and experience-based insight of the 
wildlife manager. The diversity of human 
values, beliefs and attitudes is often messy 
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and confounds decision making, but ad-
dressing values is a central aspect of deci-
sion making. Values need to be considered 
in all phases of management. Stakeholders 
should be involved to identify and weigh 
impacts, and to help select acceptable 
actions to achieve impacts within legal, fi s-
cal, technical and other limits. Thereafter, 
stakeholders also bear some responsibility 
for decisions about both fundamental and 
enabling objectives and for the “tradeoff 
analyses” (e.g., regarding acceptability of 
action alternatives, and weighing of col-
lateral effects associated with different 
actions) that inevitably are made. This is 
a key ingredient for durable, sustainable 
decision making.

Complex wildlife management issues 
involve confl icting values. They wouldn’t 
be public issues if they were simple prob-
lems. Although applying the integrative 
concepts described in this chapter does not 
make your toughest decisions easy, it gives 
you tools to make better decisions. Consid-
ering these integrative concepts becomes a 

valuable part of structured decision mak-
ing, and improves your decision-making 
process in ways that contribute to achieve-
ment of fundamental objectives articulated 
in terms of stakeholder-identifi ed impacts 
desired from the wildlife resource.

To recap -- effective, lasting conserva-
tion efforts are most apt to result when 
defi nition of problems, identifi cation of op-
portunities, development of solutions, and 
implementation of management are shared 
processes among resource agencies and 
citizens at scales where effects are percepti-
ble and impacts identifi able to stakeholders 
(Mangel et al., 1996). The scale of manage-
ment (both ends and means) needs to be 
consistent with the scale of impacts being 
addressed. Following a decision pathway 
such as we outline cannot guarantee that 
the outcome will always be ideal. Yet, the 
only way a manager has to increase the 
odds of achieving desirable outcomes more 
often than not is to follow such a process. 
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3.1 Introduction
In Thinking Like a Manager, we defi ned the 
core work of a wildlife manager: 

“…in our view, the wildlife manager has 
three essential tasks to achieve manage-
ment goals. The fi rst … is to integrate 
biological and social science knowledge. 
The second is to involve the public, as 
necessary and appropriate, in manage-
ment decision making. The third is 
to design effective decision processes 
that identify and differentiate between 
fundamental objectives (ends based on 
impacts) and enabling objectives (means 
or strategies to achieve ends). ” (Organ 
et al. 2006:89) 

Borrowing from general management 
science in the early 1980s, Crowe (1983) 
introduced the basic elements of a wildlife 
management process as setting goals and 
objectives, selecting actions to achieve ob-
jectives, implementing actions, and evaluat-
ing actions. That model was expanded and 
refi ned through the years to conceptualize 
wildlife management as a comprehensive 
decision-making process founded on an in-
tegrated ecological and human dimensions 
information base. We proposed “adaptive 
impact management” (AIM) (Riley et al. 
2003) as an innovation for such integration 
in adaptive management, which Walters 
and Holling (1990) introduced earlier as a 
method to improve learning while conduct-
ing management. 

Although we strongly promote a phi-
losophy of “learning while doing,” we 
recognize that it is not always necessary, 
feasible, or even appropriate to take an 
active-adaptive management approach 
requiring experimental management. A 
focus on impacts, regardless of whether 
management is active or passive adaptive, 

3 Steps in Impact Management

focuses managers on what is important to 
their stakeholders and thereby enhances 
their efforts as public trustees of wildlife 
resources. Thus, we discuss both AIM and 
impact management (IM). Although IM 
lacks the rigorous experimental aspects 
of AIM, IM nevertheless should be imple-
mented with a commitment to evaluating 
effectiveness of management actions for 
meeting enabling objectives. The key fea-
ture, whether you are conducting AIM or 
IM, is defi ning objectives in terms of stake-
holder-identifi ed impacts. To reiterate, the 
distinguishing characteristic of AIM versus 
IM is an emphasis on learning with an 
active adaptive approach in AIM. In both 
AIM and IM monitoring and evaluation are 
critical components of learning and making 
progress in wildlife management.

Several interrelated components of 
AIM distinguish it as an innovation in the 
process of decision-making. Most nota-
bly, AIM builds on the traditional man-
agement cycle by adding: (1) a focus on 
stakeholder-defi ned impacts as the basis 
for setting fundamental objectives; and (2) 
use of systems thinking or systems models 
to inform decision making. Components of 
an AIM process, taken stepwise from the 
point of initializing the process, include 
situation analysis, objective setting, model 
development, identifi cation and selection 
of alternatives, management interventions, 
monitoring, and adjustment of models and 
management based on them (as appropri-
ate).

3.2 Situation Analysis
In addition to complex ecological condi-
tions, wildlife management occurs amid 
diverse psychological, sociological, eco-
nomic, political, and cultural infl uences. 
Sorting these out takes analytic effort that 
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falls under the general category of situ-
ation analysis, the process of collecting 
and analyzing information to frame and 
understand a problem or opportunity that 
calls for management. The principal need 
in this initial step is describing the manage-
ment context or “environment” and iden-
tifying potentially relevant impacts (i.e., 
the expression of values vis-à-vis wildlife 
that should be addressed as fundamental 
objectives). Situation analyses use existing 
information, and often new inquiry, to im-
prove understanding of relevant impacts. 
Such knowledge is used to construct a 
fi rst-generation “map” of the management 
system—the set of ecological, social, and 
institutional subsystems that are intercon-
nected and determine the purpose, limits, 
and opportunities for management. We 
refer to the initial map of these coupled 
systems as a manager’s model and describe 
in detail how to construct this helpful deci-
sion aid in Part II of this guide. 

Decision framing is a process of central 
importance in IM/AIM. Frames are mental 
structures people create to organize and 
simplify the world, serving as perceptual 
“windows” through which people view 
opportunities or interpret problems, and 
establish direction for management ef-
forts. Just as the way a house is framed 
dictates where the windows will be and 
how the occupants view the world, how a 
decision is framed dictates how decisions 
are described (in terms of fundamental 
and enabling objectives) and what types 
of alternatives are viewed as practical for 
achieving the objectives. Decisions in wild-
life management, or any other context, are 
best framed with respect to values of those 
people who are affected by the decisions. 
In wildlife management, we focus on the 
values of stakeholders, those people affect-
ed by or who affect wildlife or its manage-
ment. 

Both managers and stakeholders are 
prone to common decision traps, such as 
the tendency to focus on means for achiev-
ing some end (e.g., how do we reduce the 
size of a cormorant population?), without 
fi rst fully considering the desired ends in 
terms of impacts (e.g., what outcomes are 

we trying to achieve with respect to cormo-
rant management?). Perspectives about the 
management environment resulting from 
deliberative stakeholder processes may in-
fl uence formulation of impact-focused fun-
damental objectives, the enabling objectives 
and management interventions chosen to 
achieve desired impacts, and the social ac-
ceptability of the interventions. 

The types of questions to be addressed 
in a situation analysis are: (1) what is the 
range of impacts occurring now and de-
sired in the future; (2) who are the key 
stakeholders; (3) what are the operational 
scales (geographical and temporal extent; 
jurisdictions involved) of the anticipated 
impacts; (4) what are the capacity and 
limits of the resource, stakeholders, and 
the management entity? These four inter-
related questions are best addressed simul-
taneously.

Precisely defi ning impacts to be man-
aged may not be possible at early points 
in the process. Nevertheless, it is possible 
to anticipate the range and relative impor-
tance of many potential impacts. Articula-
tion of impacts is a prerequisite for devel-
oping objectives.

Impact management can help people 
avoid some common decision-making traps 
because it encourages managers and stake-
holders to view issues through the same 
conceptual “window,” which they select 
collectively. Wildlife agency staff who are 
familiar with a management issue often 
have considerable knowledge for situation 
analyses. Eventually when moving into for-
mal planning, it is necessary and valuable 
to involve key stakeholders in this analy-
sis, which normally complements agency 
perspectives while contributing to an open 
process.

3.2.1 Stakeholder Involvement in 
Situation Analysis
The process of developing a manager’s 
model helps managers identify and ar-
ticulate critical components of an impact-
management process. When considerable 
uncertainty exists about desired impacts, 
some level of stakeholder engagement may 
be desirable during a situation analysis 
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even before formal planning begins. Stake-
holder involvement is most effective when 
it matches the geographical, temporal, and 
social/institutional scale of the issue. Local 
citizens and local governments generally 
are most able to address and offer useful 
insight about issues affecting their commu-
nities. Similarly, regional nongovernmental 
organizations and state or provincial public 
agencies should be engaged in issues that 
involve many communities. 

Determination of relevant scales for 
wildlife management issues and relevant 
stakeholders to engage requires good judg-
ment. Such judgment is as important as 
science in wildlife management and comes 
from experience and thoughtful reasoning 
(i.e., thinking like a manager). Scale of sub-
sequent management interventions should 
be aligned with the scale of impacts man-
agers seek to infl uence. This seems very 
logical, but we have discovered that scale 
of intervention often is not consistent with 
scale of impact or factors infl uencing im-
pacts. (For example, the scale of socio-eco-
nomic factors affecting hunter recruitment 
and retention in many states is far beyond 
anything a state wildlife agency can infl u-
ence alone, yet we often see very “small” 
responses with unrealistic expectations 
of effect.) Relevant scales for each impact 
tend to be identifi ed through interactions 
between stakeholders and managers rather 
than being determined by managers alone. 
That is not to suggest a management team 
should not give thought to scale prior to 
discussions with stakeholders, just a cau-
tion to avoid becoming close-minded about 
the scale of an issue and the scale of man-
agement response needed. 

The level of stakeholders’ involvement 
also must be appropriate to their capacity 
for involvement and that of the manage-
ment agency to coordinate or facilitate 
productive stakeholder interaction (among 
stakeholders and between them and the 
agency). When pre-existing confl ict as-
sociated with an issue reduces capacity of 
stakeholders to work toward a common 
goal, some level of confl ict resolution is 
needed early in the process. 

In some instances, it is useful to con-
vene a formal committee of stakeholders 

to obtain stakeholder input. Membership 
of such a committee should be tailored to 
the specifi c issue. Selection of stakehold-
ers to serve on such committees depends 
on anticipated impacts involved. In almost 
every case, it is valuable to include some 
level of education effort as part of stake-
holder engagement. Informed stakehold-
ers can contribute more than uninformed 
stakeholders.

3.3 Objective Setting: Identifying 
Targets for Management Success
Goals are statements about the purpose of 
management, couched as general, long-
term conditions to be attained. In the 
context of impact management, goals are 
expressed as desired future conditions. Future 
conditions are reached by accomplishing 
more specifi c objectives, or desired out-
comes (impacts!). Objectives normally are 
characterized by describing a situation, an 
object, a direction of preference, and a time 
limit in which to achieve the objective. Ob-
jectives form a basis for identifying possible 
management interventions and evaluat-
ing alternative actions to gauge success of 
selected interventions. 

In endeavors such as wildlife manage-
ment that often involve disparate values, 
it is not always obvious who should de-
termine objectives. Objectives arising from 
citizen participation, however, are more 
likely to result in sustained actions because 
of greater support by stakeholders. The 
process of formulating clear, acceptable 
objectives normally receives inadequate 
attention relative to its importance in the 
process of management. Too often, people 
assume everyone knows and agrees on 
what the objectives should be (another 
decision trap!).

3.3.1 Fundamental and Enabling 
Objectives 
Two types of objectives are essential to im-
pact management. Fundamental objectives 
characterize the reason for management in 
terms of desired impacts. Typically, a set 
of fundamental objectives guides develop-
ment and evaluation of alternative manage-
ment interventions (i.e., meansenabling 
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objectives and their associated actions). A 
fundamental objective of black bear man-
agement could be to increase the psycho-
logical well-being of a community in which 
negative black bear–human interactions 
are frequent. A second type of objectives, 
enabling objectives, state how fundamen-
tal objectives will be achieved. Enabling 
objectives in the black bear example could 
be to (a) increase the level of stakeholder 
knowledge of appropriate behaviors to 
avoid attracting black bears to their homes, 
and (b) create a social stigma associated 
with intentionally feeding bears. Actions to 
achieve these specifi c enabling objectives 
might include ramping up public educa-
tion and increasing fi nes (and associated 
law enforcement effort) for feeding bears. 
Reactions hopefully would lead to human 
behavioral change essential for successfully 
living with black bears.

Fundamental and enabling objectives 
are initially hypothesized during situ-
ation analysis, but are galvanized after 
adequate stakeholder engagement, during 
which they may be modifi ed substantially. 
Chapter 5 describes how fundamental and 
enabling objectives were developed and 
differentiated for black bear management 
in New York.

3.4 Model Development
Wildlife management takes place within 
ecological and social systems that are dy-
namic, nonlinear and linked (i.e., coupled 
social-ecological systems). With few excep-
tions, humans perform poorly at decision-
making without decision aids in a multifac-
eted system such as wildlife management. 
Systems thinking and modeling offer at 
least three important strengths for impact 
management: (1) better structure to guide 
and communicate thinking; (2) increased 
decision-making capacity; and (3) in-
creased rates of learning. The management 
approaches (along the IMAIM con-
tinuum) we advocate in this practitioner’s 
guide use modeling in several ways.

The fi rst use of modeling, described in 
Part II, is developing what we call a man-
ager’s model. A manager’s model is an 
explicit, articulated mental model of the 
management system. A manager’s model 

is used in situation analysis and frequently 
refi ned during successive management 
cycles. To ease communication about a 
manager’s model, we depict it as a con-
cept map that visually portrays primary 
components of the model and the connec-
tions between them. Files of more detailed 
information are associated with the various 
components, as needed.

This type of modeling builds a shared 
understanding of the management sys-
tem. Developing a model of this type by a 
management team or by a team working 
with partners and selected stakeholders, 
is a means to understand and communi-
cate about uncertainties, complexity, and 
nonlinearity of systems affecting a wildlife 
management issue. Manager’s models 
encourage examination of potential man-
agement interventions, and help identify 
tradeoffs among management options. 
Assumptions behind policy or implementa-
tion of management objectives are made 
explicit and therefore more easily subject 
to evaluation and improvement over time. 
Modeling also leads to systematic identifi -
cation of information defi ciencies that can 
be addressed by research.

The second way models are used, when 
it is desirable to move to an AIM approach, 
is building mathematical depictions, or 
occasionally even computerized simula-
tions, of what is believed to be key compo-
nents of the management system. In most 
cases, because uncertainty exists about the 
management system and managers’ ability 
to affect the system in predictable ways, 
several competing models may surface 
because consensus about a single best-fi t 
model that explains and predicts factors 
affecting impacts cannot be reached. Kai 
Lee (1999) presents a critique of adaptive 
management, and suggests, “The essence of 
managing adaptively is having an explicit 
vision or model of the ecosystem one is 
trying to guide.” Managers and stakehold-
ers seldom have a common or easily com-
municated understanding of ecosystems. 
Modeling, especially when done by a 
management team, helps organize think-
ing and communicate the complexity of 
management systems among managers 
and stakeholders. Model development also 
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reveals important uncertainties and as-
sumptions about the management system. 
Uncertainties are reduced and assumptions 
are examined through rigorous monitor-
ing and evaluation of management actions 
conducted to test the models. Belief in a 
single best model is built over time through 
multiple iterations of the management 
cycle and monitoring of results. 

Monitoring within an adaptive manage-
ment approach can be done at two levels 
of intensity. Using the active-adaptive 
approach, managers treat interventions 
as learning experiments that allow for 
revision of quantitative models of system 
behavior. A number of constraints make it 
diffi cult for agencies to implement active- 
adaptive management (Enck et al. 2006, 
Feldman 2008). Passive-adaptive manage-
ment (Meffe et al. 2002) is less demanding 
and offers a second approach to monitor-
ing. In a passive-adaptive mode, managers 
monitor system changes to estimate the 
extent to which levels of impacts change 
after a management intervention. Although 
learning may be expected to occur more 
slowly and with less precision and confi -
dence, passive-adaptive management is 
achievable in most management contexts. 
While we encourage managers to aspire to 
conduct active-adaptive management, we 
anticipate most will practice passive-adap-
tive management.

3.5 Identifi cation and Assessment 
of Potential Alternatives
In this step, potential management actions 
are identifi ed that have potential to create 
positive impacts and minimize or mitigate 
negative impacts. Management alternatives 
represent the range of potential options 
for achieving enabling objectives. Typical 
interventions used in wildlife management 
are actions aimed at infl uencing popula-
tions, habitats, or people. The collective 
effects from management actions should 
yield or make possible positive impacts 
that are describe in fundamental objectives 
of management.

When considering alternatives, man-
agers tend toward another decision trap, 
maintaining status quo and reliance on rules 
of thumb, which tends to keep managers 

thinking “inside the box”—a box trap! To 
counter this tendency, options evaluated 
should not be limited to those believed 
to be available. Stakeholders often have 
creative ideas for alternatives and perspec-
tives about potential collateral impacts 
(discussed below). Input of this nature can 
be solicited through stakeholder participa-
tion. Ask, “Would this action achieve the 
enabling objective?” and “What secondary 
effects might each action create?” Dur-
ing this step, indicators of management 
performance should be developed. These 
indicators form criteria that might eventu-
ally be used for evaluating progress toward 
achieving objectives.

Management interventions may create 
collateral and subsequent impacts – the sec-
ondary consequences of any management 
action. Collateral impacts are unintended 
impacts that occur simultaneously with the 
implementation of primary management 
actions; collateral impacts typically are the 
focus of mitigating actions. Subsequent im-
pacts are unintended impacts that occur as 
a result of accomplishing primary manage-
ment objectives. These secondary impacts 
have the potential to cascade if left unmiti-
gated. Managers can assume that collateral 
and subsequent impacts are likely to occur 
although they may not always be foreseen. 

When selecting alternatives you should 
attempt to anticipate and understand the 
likely consequences of each action. Stake-
holders can be helpful, perhaps essential, 
in identifying potential collateral and 
subsequent effects of various action alter-
natives. Stakeholders can also help identify 
acceptable actions to mitigate collateral and 
subsequent effects.

3.6 Monitor and Evaluate
Careful evaluation of impacts sought from 
interventions leads to greater learning 
about effectiveness of management. Pri-
mary performance measures are the funda-
mental and enabling objectives identifi ed in 
the objective-setting step. Whether operat-
ing in an active- or passive-adaptive mode, 
two questions need to be addressed: are the 
actions achieving enabling objectives and is 
achievement of enabling objectives leading 
to progress on fundamental objectives? If in 
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active or passive mode, one also asks—to 
what extent? If in active adaptive manage-
ment mode, one additionally asks “why?” 
A subtle but crucial distinction is that both 
monitoring and evaluation occur. Monitor-
ing provides data on which to measure 
the performance of management relative 
to achievement of objectives. Evaluation 
is the process of making judgments about 
management effectiveness based on perfor-
mance.

In an active-adaptive mode, AIM model 
variables and probabilities are updated 
through Bayesian analyses based on what 
is learned after management interven-
tions are conducted. A goal of AIM is to 
provide compelling evidence that refi nes 
belief probabilities based on monitoring of 
management interventions of one model 
towards a probability of 1.0. The probabili-
ties in this case being an estimate of the 
selected model representing a true depic-
tion (probability = 1.0) of the system. The 
purpose of this process is to focus impact 

management guided by the model believed 
to be the best representation of the system.

3.7 Adjust
System models are adjusted (i.e., beliefs 
about relationships between system com-
ponents change) as knowledge about the 
management system is obtained or as 
changes occur in the system. With time 
and experience, confi dence in the “surviv-
ing” model improves. Management of the 
system also changes, as enabling objectives 
and management actions are modifi ed to 
improve management performance (i.e., 
improve effectiveness in producing desired 
outcomes). Management alternatives pre-
dicted to be viable sometimes fail because 
of poor implementation. Adjustments are 
then made to the implementation process, 
not to the model structure. Should monitor-
ing reveal that enabling objectives are not 
achieving fundamental objectives, adjust-
ments to the enabling objectives are made. 
This may require changes in management 
actions, as well.
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4.1 Introduction
Learning from experimenting and then 
applying what you learned to further ex-
perimentation and subsequent learning is 
what makes management adaptive. Treat-
ing a management action as an experiment 
requires rigor in conceptualization and 
design of the management intervention so 
that before any action is taken, the manager 
will know what level of monitoring will 
be necessary to detect effects. Fielding an 
experiment may require funding and staff 
resources beyond those available in many 
instances. Nevertheless, not having the 
resources to conduct a full-blown active-
adaptive impact management approach 
does not mean you can’t learn from your 
actions and adapt. Although your ability 
to detect effects and your understanding of 
how management triggered those effects 
will be less, a great deal of information 
can be gained from systematic evaluation. 
Basically, the degree to which you are able 
to attribute important change in effects to 
your management intervention depends 
on where your management approach is 
on the continuum from impact manage-
ment (IM) to adaptive impact management 
(AIM).

4.2 Learning in IM vs. AIM
Regardless of where one operates on the 
IM to AIM continuum, a manager’s model 
serves as the foundation. The model identi-
fi es fundamental and enabling objectives 
appropriate for the management system. It 
also articulates what managers believe to 
be major system components and relation-
ships between them. The model overall is a 
grand hypothesis about the actual system.

Achieving desired impacts is the goal of 
management, so learning whether and why 

4 Learning and Adapting

your management interventions are or are 
not helping to achieve the goal is the best 
way to improve program outcomes. Ex-
ecuting a management intervention with-
out any attempt to learn from that action 
is not good professional practice. Through 
management implementation experience, 
one can learn about the validity of the 
manager’s model, but only if care is taken 
to distinguish between issues with the 
model versus operationalization of actions 
to achieve desired impacts.

Let’s look at an example of manage-
ment without learning, what it would take 
to make it a full AIM approach, and how 
it could be scaled back to an IM approach 
with learning from your management ac-
tions still a key component. 

4.2.1 A Colonial Waterbird Example
Beaches along the Atlantic coast can be 
ideal nesting habitat for certain colonial 
waterbird species, as well as prime vaca-
tion habitat for humans. The two seldom 
mix well, with human disturbance and 
predation by pets causing bird losses, and 
in some cases tree-nesting waterbirds creat-
ing unsanitary conditions around homes. 
Confl icts arise around one colony where 
beach use by summer residents, who arrive 
after nesting started, seem to cause colony 
abandonment. The following year the en-
tire beach is closed to all human use from 
May 1 to July 30. Losses of tourist revenue 
and rental income, as well as impediments 
to traditional beach uses, motivate many 
local residents to form a coalition seeking 
a political solution that would reopen the 
beach. A management process is initiated 
and the wildlife managers begin to conduct 
a situation analysis. They seek answers 
to questions such as – what’s happening, 
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what do we know, what’s at stake, who are 
the stakeholders? Stakeholders are engaged 
to assist in modeling the system, identify-
ing desired impacts and related funda-
mental objectives. And, after becoming 
better informed about current conditions, 
stakeholders participate in developing the 
management model. Consensus is reached 
that the desired future condition is beach 
habitat that sustains the waterbird colony 
while human uses of the beach are restrict-
ed to those that disturb the colony little or 
not at all. The fundamental objectives iden-
tifi ed are: (a) keep a successfully reproduc-
ing colony on the beach; and (b) maintain 
compatible beach use by human residents 
during the nesting period. The primary 
enabling objectives are: (a) stop disturbance 
of nesting birds by pets and (b) allocate 
beach use by birds and humans such that 
birds have adequate nesting habitat.

Specifi c management actions identifi ed 
are fencing a large area around the bird col-
ony to prevent direct human disturbance 
and requiring all pets be leashed, contained 
in kennels, or kept indoors. Residents are 
allowed to use the unfenced portion of the 
beach, which covers three times the area of 
the fenced portion. Biologists will conduct 
a survey at the end of the season to see if 
the bird colony is still intact. 

Is the effort described a valid experi-
ment? If the bird colony is abandoned what 
will you learn? If the bird colony does not 
abandon the site what will you learn? You 
really have not learned much. If the colony 
is abandoned you don’t know whether it 
was from people going into the fenced area, 
pets being allowed to roam free, harass-
ment by wild predators such as owls, foxes 
and coyotes, or weather. The management 
action could have achieved the enabling 
objective of eliminating anthropogenic dis-
turbance; you just don’t know. Conversely, 
if the bird colony doesn’t abandon the site 
you don’t know whether there still were 
enough disturbances to result in higher 
levels of chick mortality. In either scenario 
you don’t know whether the residents were 
satisfi ed with the level of beach use they 
experienced or with the time and space 
allocation scheme. The only indication of 
satisfaction is unsolicited contacts (likely 

complaints) and media reports, with no 
way of assessing whether those indicators 
are representative of residents’ attitudes 
overall. 

An AIM approach calls for monitoring 
the effects of the management actions and 
using what is learned to revise and refi ne 
the manager’s model, implement revised 
management interventions, monitor fur-
ther, learn more, and adapt as needed. For 
example, the monitoring might require 
having staff on site to observe the bird 
colony from blinds and record the level 
of resident compliance with avoiding the 
fenced area. Nighttime monitoring with 
night vision equipment or camera traps 
documents wild and domestic animal 
predators. Track surveys along the fence 
line provides further data on wild and do-
mestic predator encroachment. To address 
the fundamental objective of residents 
being allowed to enjoy the beach, a number 
of monitoring approaches are incorporated. 
A focus group of residents convened prior 
to, during, and after the nesting season 
provides insights on core interests among 
community members. These insights feed 
into a face-to-face, telephone or mail survey 
instrument designed to assess residents’ 
satisfaction with the level of beach access 
they are allowed, and their attitudes to-
wards the purposes and implementation of 
the management program. 

What do you learn from such inquiry? 
You may learn that fencing alone is not 
adequate to prevent human disturbance. 
An adaptation could be adding some 
level of law enforcement surveillance or 
presence, and monitoring to see if hu-
man disturbance is reduced. You may 
learn that the bird colony’s proximity to 
a patch of woodland puts it in range of a 
great-horned owl, and persistent predation 
causes abandonment regardless of efforts 
to control anthropogenic factors. How can 
you learn and adapt? Prior to the water-
bird nesting season (and after owl nesting, 
which is initiated during winter), survey 
the woodland patch using owl recordings. 
If an owl is present, then a decision can 
be made about the most prudent manage-
ment action. Alternatives could include a 
predator baffl e strung over the colony, or, if 
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that is impractical, applying for a permit to 
remove or relocate the owl. Then monitor 
the colony to see if predator control results 
in the desired impact. 

So what effect is all this management 
having on the waterbird population? Is 
the colony growing, declining, or remain-
ing stable? You could be investing a lot of 
effort only to maintain a population sink. 
You might want to revisit your fundamen-
tal objective and fi ne tune it to something 
like 1.3 birds fl edged per nesting pair. You 
then need to include fl edging estimates as 
part of your monitoring. What if estimates 
are below target? Do you know why? 
Design a monitoring protocol to identify 
causes of nest failure and chick mortality. 
Further management interventions can be 
directed towards minimizing those.

Are the residents satisfi ed with the level 
of beach use they have been allowed? If 
yes, great. If no, further inquiry can shed 
light on what the remaining issues are. If 
it’s a matter of inadequate space to accom-
modate the demand, an assessment of resi-
dent vs. visitor use may be warranted, and 
if non-resident use is exceeding the capac-
ity then control of that use for the benefi t 
of residents could be initiated. If space is 
really not an issue, and underlying resent-
ment over birds excluding humans is at 
the root of the issue, then communication 
efforts can be directed towards infl uencing 
public attitudes.

Okay, so now you’ve directed so many 
resources towards this one bird colony, 
no monitoring or management can occur 
on any other colony. Can you get by with 
less effort and still learn? Yes, you can do 
so and remain “adaptable,” though you 
lose the ability to truly practice adaptive 
management. Compared to AIM, your 
assumptions are greater, your knowledge 
gain is less, and your confi dence in your 
management interventions do not improve 
at the rate possible under AIM. Taking 
the waterbird colony example to illustrate 
impact management, let’s go back to the 
situational analysis and the management 
system model. Through deliberation and 
with input of stakeholders, the manage-
ment team determines the probable key 

factors infl uencing colony viability. If the 
consensus is that human disturbance is 
the main problem, then fencing can be 
constructed, and a pared-back monitoring 
system can be designed. Volunteer “war-
dens” could be recruited and a monitoring 
schedule and reporting form developed. In 
the end you do not have the robust moni-
toring data derived in the more costly AIM 
approach described above, but you do have 
information you can use to learn about the 
relative effi cacy of the fence in reducing hu-
man disturbance. 

If you do not have the time and resourc-
es to invest in a well-designed, systematic, 
large-sample mail survey, you can still as-
sess general attitudes of residents. A tele-
phone survey of a small, random sample of 
residents can provide insights into general 
levels of satisfaction with primary manage-
ment actions. Your survey instrument is 
not as refi ned or extensive as you would 
like, and your confi dence in drawing infer-
ences from the results is not as great, but 
you have quantitative and qualitative data 
to establish broad benchmarks to help you 
develop and modify management interven-
tions.

It is important that you identify up-front 
any information gaps with respect to stake-
holder traits and preferences. You want 
to have clearly in mind what assumptions 
these gaps cause. When resources devoted 
to stakeholder assessment are constrained, 
your adaptations in management interven-
tions may be more drastic because your 
ability to detect effects is much less, and 
possibly requires coarser-scale interven-
tions. As long as you recognize and account 
for limitations of a modest assessment, we 
encourage you to make some effort at it.

You are much better positioned as a 
manager when you have information 
resulting from your interventions that you 
can learn from and apply to future inter-
ventions until your understanding of the 
management system improves and you 
ultimately achieve the desired impacts. 
Learning from management speeds prog-
ress in conserving wildlife.
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2 This chapter is drawn from a doctoral dissertation on the fi rst full implementation of AIM (Source: 
Siemer, W. F. 2009. Toward a practice of impacts management: insights from an exploratory case study. Un-
published doctoral dissertation. Department of Natural Resources. Cornell University, Ithaca, New 
York).

5.1 Introduction
This chapter describes an application of im-
pact management that began in 2001, when 
a team of wildlife managers in the New 
York State Department of Environmental 
Conservation (NYSDEC) (2003a) decided 
to use AIM concepts as a framework for 
their black bear management program. 
They became a standing committee that 
completed a full cycle of AIM steps. In the 
process, they demonstrated that AIM is not 
a tidy set of sequential steps. The NYSDEC 
experience shows how the steps overlap in 
practice, as a team of managers goes back 
and forth among steps, sometimes repeat-
ing activities associated with a given step 
several times (Table 5.1). 

Two of the authors (Siemer and Decker) 
worked as partners with NYSDEC manag-
ers, from inception of AIM-based manage-
ment, to completion of the fi rst full cycle 
of application for black bear management. 
Working with these managers over several 
years produced many unique learning op-
portunities with respect to impact man-
agement. In this chapter, we describe how 
a real AIM application unfolded and we 
share some of the lessons we learned along 
the way.

5.2 Organizational Setting for the
Case
With approximately 120 full-time staff 
divided among a central offi ce (in Albany) 
and nine regional offi ces, the Bureau of 
Wildlife (BOW) is a relatively small subunit 
within NYSDEC. Although BOW is the 

5 Lessons Learned from IM Application: A Black Bear 
  Management Case Study2

largest state wildlife agency in the North-
east, it is smaller than many agencies across 
the U.S. Moreover, the number of staff 
employed by BOW has declined mark-
edly since the 1990’s (at its peak, BOW had 
approximately 300 employees). Thus, this 
case of AIM was not implemented in an 
agency fl ush with staff. On the contrary, it 
was completed by an organization continu-
ally being asked to “do more with less.” 

5.3 University-Agency Partnership
In this case, researchers in the Human Di-
mensions Research Unit (HDRU) at Cornell 
University and staff of Cornell Cooperative 
Extension worked with wildlife profes-
sionals in NYSDEC to develop a statewide 
black bear management plan. This team 
planned an AIM intervention for black 
bear management that led to an interac-
tive process of stakeholder engagement 
and empirical research to identify impacts 
and consider agency actions to manage 
impacts. NYSDEC supported multi-year 
human dimensions research to understand 
what stakeholders wanted from the black 
bear management program (i.e., desired 
impacts), then they carefully considered 
whether their current management actions 
were achieving the outcomes (i.e., impact 
levels) desired by their stakeholders. Along 
the way, the team implemented, evaluated, 
and revised their stakeholder engagement 
actions. Evaluative research fi ndings from 
HDRU came back to the entire group of 
participants in the form of debriefi ngs, 
discussion sessions, and written reports. 
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Component Related activities in New York
Situational 
analysis

•  Human Dimensions Research Unit (HDRU)-Department of Environmental Conser-
vation (DEC) team work to synthesize past stakeholder input 

•  Nominal group meetings with stakeholders in 3 regions 
•  2002 statewide survey of stakeholders (assessed impacts, etc.)
•  Stakeholder input group (SIG) process implemented in 4 locations to obtain local 

insights about impacts 

•  Media content analysis to understand messages about impacts
•  Regression analysis to examine contributions of media use and personal frame of 

reference on one kind of psychological impact (bear-related risk perception) 

Objective •  HDRU-DEC teamwork to defi ne initial objectives matrices
setting •  HDRU-DEC teamwork with SIG participants to craft objectives statements and 

ends-means matrices 
•  Objectives identifi ed by SIG groups were posted on DEC website
•  HDRU-DEC teamwork to craft fi nal ends-means matrices 

Model •  AIM workshop with DEC staff (2001)
development •  Group model-building (GMB) with Bear Team (2004 – 2006)

•  HDRU-DEC pilot test simulator with stakeholder group

Identify •  Bear Team recommendations to senior leadership in agency
and select •  Developed standard operating procedures manual (SOPM)
management •  Changes in hunting regulations 
interventions •  Education pilot program 

•  DEC-sponsored video on bears, preventing problems with bears
•  Curb service by DEC staff in response to severe problems

Monitoring •  DEC improved record keeping on bear complaints 
•  DEC tallied complaints before and after hunting regulation changes
•  HDRU assessment of learning outcomes from SIG process 
•  HDRU assessment of learning outcomes from GMB process

Refi nement 
of models or 
objectives

•  Re-evaluation/revisiting fundamental objectives would signal the start of a new 
cycle 

Table 5.1. Components of an AIM process and corresponding activities related to black bear man-
agement in New York State, 2001-2008.

Those fi ndings were used by the team to in-
form decisions about ongoing stakeholder 
engagement and agency actions taken as 
part of the bear management program.

5.4 AIM for Black Bear Manage-
ment in New York
Implementation of a full AIM cycle (from 
situation analysis through monitoring ac-
tion outcomes and adapting) took place as 
a series of linked activities between 2001 

and 2008 (Table 5.2). The temporal dimen-
sion of this case was not unusual. Decker 
and others (Decker and O’Pezio 1989; 
Decker et al. 2001a) described three black 
bear management cycles in New York State 
during the period 1970 to 1988 (i.e., it took 
six years on average to complete a bear 
management cycle). 

Five innovative aspects distinguished 
this process from previous bear manage-
ment cycles: extensive situation analysis, 
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Time 
period

Project milestones, infl uences on AIM adoption

2000     Winter HDRU awarded funding for a Hatch grant proposal titled “Develop-
ment of adaptive impact management: a novel approach to wildlife 
management.” Matched with other funding (Cornell University Agri-
cultural Experiment Station), this allows HDRU staff to initiate work on 
concept papers and begin exploring the impacts concept in deer man-
agement studies. (support for AIM development)

2000-2002    HDRU and BOW staff collaborate on writing projects to articulate AIM 
concepts leading to multiple meetings, correspondence, and collabora-
tive writing with members of DEC Bear Team or Bureau Management 
Team (served as initiation stage of adoption)

2001      Spring BOW leadership contracted with HDRU to begin a new activity titled 
“Input for black bear management plan.” That research activity was 
established to support HD information needs related to BOW’s work to 
create a comprehensive, statewide management plan for black bears in 
New York. (support for AIM implementation)

Summer Initiated work with managers to defi ne impacts. (situation analysis: 
impact identifi cation)

Fall Completed 3 nominal group processes (yielded stakeholder-defi ned 
impacts). (situation analysis: impact identifi cation)

2002     Winter Finalized instrument, began implementation of statewide mail survey.

Spring Completed 2002 statewide mail survey.

Summer Coded survey data, began data analysis; completed post-fatality tele-
phone survey, following a bear-related fatality of an infant in New York. 

Fall Analyzed mail and telephone survey data; consulted on development of 
management planning framework.

2003           Fall Bear management framework document published.

Winter
Spring

Oral presentation of study results; consulted on development of man-
agement planning framework.

Summer Developed stakeholder input group (SIG) process framework.

Fall Summary report from mail survey; initiated 3 SIG processes.

2004     Winter Finished 3 SIG processes.

Spring SIG process fi nal report completed.
Summer Presented additional survey data analysis.

2005      Spring Completed Region 7 SIG process.

2006      Spring Completed East of Hudson SIG process.

2007   Summer Consulted with Bear Team on revision of management framework docu-
ment. 

2007           Fall
2008      Spring 

Bear management issue education meetings.
Region 3 SIG process (Dutchess, Putnam counties) planned, but not 
implemented due to staff time constraints.

Table 5.2. A summary of signifi cant research and outreach tasks related to impact identifi cation, 
clarifi cation, and communication between 2000 and 2008.
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proposed that the work be structured 
around the concepts of AIM. That proposal 
was accepted by BOW leadership, who had 
been exposed to AIM concepts on multiple 
occasions over the preceding year. Working 
with the Bear Team, HDRU staff designed 
the new human dimensions research activ-
ity to gain information for short-term and 
long-term decisions identifi ed by the Bear 
Team. In the short term, the Bear Team 
requested a study that would fulfi ll BOW’s 
immediate information needs (e.g., charac-
terize stakeholder experiences with bears, 
attitudes towards bears, and views about 
hunting and other management actions). 
Over a longer time frame, the Bear Team 
requested technical support and research 
to apply AIM concepts to their bear man-
agement program. A period of situation 
analysis focused on impact identifi cation 
and clarifi cation. 

5.4.2 Operationalizing AIM Con-
cepts
Charged to develop a statewide compre-
hensive bear management plan, BOW’s 
Bear Team worked collaboratively with 
HDRU staff to develop a new framework 
for black bear management planning in 
New York State in 2002. BOW’s manage-
ment framework document was fi nalized, 
approved, and released to the public in 
2003 (NYSDEC 2003a). Based on the pre-
cepts of AIM, the framework established a 
cyclical process for adapting New York’s 
management program to changing social 
and environmental conditions. Key ele-
ments of the planning framework were 
captured in a schematic (Figure 5.1) that 
also documents the team’s implementa-
tion strategy for stakeholder engagement 
in bear management. Consistent with 
concepts presented earlier in this guide, 
stakeholder engagement, a focus on im-
pacts, manager-stakeholder deliberation, 
and adaptive management were incorpo-
rated as featured elements of the planning 
framework.

Figure 5.1 depicts the basic components 
of an iterative process of stakeholder en-
gagement applied in New York’s approach 
to bear management. All of the planned 

an explicit focus on stakeholder-defi ned 
impacts, informed transactional stakehold-
er engagement, use of quantitative systems 
thinking techniques, and a conscious deci-
sion by the management team to consider 
the entire experience as a learning opportu-
nity. The management team took a risk on 
an unproven approach. They later reported 
that the risk paid off in several ways, which 
we describe here. The implementation also 
had limitations, which we share as well.

5.4.1 Preparing the Ground: Deciding 
to use AIM Concepts 
Organizations can be expected to go 
through an initiation phase before they 
make a decision to apply AIM concepts. 
The initiation phase of innovation adoption 
includes awareness of an innovation, analy-
sis of the innovation, and fi nally, intention 
to use the innovation. 

Initiation in this case took place over a 
two-year period (2000-2002). Three lead-
ers in BOW were fi rst exposed to AIM 
concepts in 2000, when we began collabo-
rating with them on a writing project that 
culminated in a paper titled, “The Essence 
of Wildlife Management” (Riley et al. 2002). 
Through a series of deliberations associated 
with writing and publishing that paper, the 
authors (who included two agency leaders) 
developed a shared belief that managing to 
achieve stakeholder-defi ned impacts is the 
essence of wildlife management. 

Extensive HDRU-BOW interactions 
between 2000 and 2001 (i.e., multiple 
workshops, meetings, correspondence, col-
laborative writing) served as an initiation 
period for BOW leaders to become aware 
of and consider impacts management in 
principle. During the same time period 
black bear management was emerging as 
a priority for the Bureau. BOW responded 
by creating a new working group –the 
Black Bear Plan Team (Bear Team)—to 
develop a comprehensive statewide man-
agement plan to address public concerns 
about problem interactions with bears. 
BOW leaders approached HDRU in 2001, 
requesting human dimensions research 
support to inform development of a new 
statewide bear management plan. HDRU 
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activities were completed in some fashion 
between 2001 and 2008, and some of them 
more than once. 

5.4.3 Situation Analysis
Figure 5.1 largely depicts AIM situation 
analysis designed to identify and clarify 
stakeholder-defi ned impacts. In the follow-
ing sections, we summarize the series of en-
gagement exercises and feedback activities 
the Bear Team conducted between 2001 and 
2003 to identify impacts and fundamental 
objectives linked to impacts (Table 5.3). 

Most of the activities conducted in this 
case (Table 5.3) represent consultative 
forms of public engagement (Rowe and 
Frewer 2005), where stakeholders convey 
information to policy makers through pro-
cesses initiated by the policy-making body 
(BOW, in this case). The fi nal exercise listed 
in Table 5.3 (i.e., the stakeholder input 
group [SIG] process) represents a transac-
tional form of engagement, with two-way 
information exchange between stakehold-
ers and BOW. In transactional forms of 

Figure 5.1. An outline of the cyclical process DEC staff developed as a framework to revise the black bear management 
program in New York (Source: NYSDEC 2003a).

engagement, structural elements such as 
dialogue and negotiation are expected to 
create opportunities for opinion change 
in stakeholders or members of the policy-
making agency. Because the SIG process 
was designed to encourage deliberation 
and focus on impacts, it provided oppor-
tunities to question both stakeholders’ and 
managers’ assumptions and mental mod-
els. The SIG process was employed as part 
of a comprehensive engagement approach, 
not as a replacement for engagement mech-
anisms like public information campaigns, 
stakeholder surveys, or established regula-
tory review processes. Each of the public 
engagement mechanisms used by the team 
is summarized below.

Bear Team synthesis of past input. 
First, the BOW Bear Team generated a 
preliminary set of impacts, based in part 
on insights from a series of public meet-
ings conducted between 1992 and 1994 as 
a means to solicit input on proposed bear 
hunting regulation changes. 
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Nominal groups. Next, the Bear Team 
collaborated with HDRU to design and im-
plement a series of regional nominal group 
meetings, which obtained input on the 
range of impacts recognized by stakehold-
ers in 2001. Nominal groups are small, ad 
hoc groups of individuals selected to refl ect 
a diverse set of stakeholder perspectives. 

Statewide survey. Findings from the 
2001 nominal group meetings informed 
design of a self-administered mail-back 
questionnaire. The questionnaire was used 
as the data collection instrument for a state-
wide survey implemented in spring, 2002. 
The stakeholder survey allowed HDRU 
researchers to improve description of the 
effects that stakeholders recognized as im-
pacts, and to quantify differences in stake-
holder experiences and attitudes across 
regions (e.g., Catskills vs. Adirondacks), 
stakeholder groups (e.g., hunters vs. non-
hunters) and value orientations. 

SIG process input. Input from the 2002 
mail survey was supplemented with in-
put from a stakeholder input group (SIG) 
process. The SIG process (Figure 5.2) was 
designed to help BOW staff articulate area-
specifi c management objectives (based on 

identifi ed impacts) and potential manage-
ment actions. HDRU, Cornell Coopera-
tive Extension (CCE) and BOW personnel 
developed, implemented, and evaluated 
the SIG process as it was applied in three 
locales in 2003: the upper Catskill region, 
lower Catskill region, and western New 
York. BOW and HDRU personnel served as 
technical advisors to SIGs, answering ques-
tions about the biological and social dimen-
sions of black bear management.

BOW created SIGs to be temporary, ad 
hoc entities. Each SIG had about a dozen 
members. CCE facilitators selected partici-
pants from candidate lists they developed 
together with NYSDEC staff. Facilitators se-
lected participants to refl ect diverse stakes 
in and perspectives on black bear manage-
ment (i.e., people experiencing different 
kinds of impacts), and to minimize over 
representation of any single interest. 

SIG participants were asked to: review 
two background documents; seek input 
from others; contribute local experience 
and knowledge; participate as an indi-
vidual (not as an offi cial representative of a 
particular group); and keep an open mind. 
CCE, HDRU, and BOW were expected to: 

Public engagement exercises Synthesis processes used by engagement orga-
nizer

Input for bear hunting and dog training regula-
tion changes (1992-1994)

Facilitated process to synthesize past public 
input and managers’ experience as preliminary 
impacts statements (2001)

Nominal group sessions held in 3 regions to 
generate lists of effects that might be impacts 
(2001)

Facilitated process used to synthesize input 
from nominal group sessions as guidance for 
preparation of a mail survey instrument (2002)

Mail survey implemented to collect representa-
tive input on impacts by region (2002)

Facilitated process used to synthesize new 
input on impacts (2003)

Stakeholder input groups (SIGS) convened 
to provide detailed insights at a local level, 
and begin discussing ends-means connections 
(2003)

Table 5.3. A summary of public engagement exercises and input synthesis processes utilized by 
BOW to identify and characterize black-bear related impacts in New York State, 2001-2003.
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Situation: AIM underway for black bear management. SIG process initiated to 
refi ne understanding of impacts in specifi c geographic locations.

Inputs       Outputs, Activities,             Outcomes
       Participation

What we 
invest:

Staff time - 
BOW, HDRU, 
CCE; 
fi nancial 
resources; 
meeting 
facilities

Materials 
(program 
documents, 
presentations, 
equipment, 
etc.)

AIM Planning 
Framework

Volunteers’ 
time 
(participants)

Short term 
results:

Summary 
report

Input 
resulting 
from 
thoughtful 
deliberations 
that can inform 
management 
planning

Learning 
among 
participants 
and agency 
staff

What we do:

Facilitate, pro-
vide technical 
information; 
share research; 
educate

Ensure diverse 
perspectives / 
stakes refl ected

Clearly state 
expectations

Be fl exible - 
adapt process as 
we go

Communicate 
with one 
another, with 
participants, 
with broader 
public

Who we 
reach:

SIG
participants

Broader 
public?

Information 
reaches us!

Medium term
results:

Better 
problem 
defi nition

“Better” 
management 
action 
proposals

Enhanced 
trust?

Ultimate
results:

“Better”
management 
decisions that
lead to desired
impacts?

Relationships 
with CCE and 
SIG participants 
that could 
contribute 
to plan 
implementation?

Assumptions: Managers can improve decision- 
making frames through issue education focused 
on impact management.

External Factors

Figure 5.2. Logic model for stakeholder input group (SIG) process for AIM of Black Bear in New York State.
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Ends (fundamental
objectives)

Minimize public 
concerns about unsafe  
encounters between 

people, their pets, and 
black bears

Improve public 
understanding 
of actual risks

Improve public 
understanding 
of actual risks

ID actual 
risks from 

bear 
activities 

ID actual 
risks from 

bear 
activities 

Create a listing of 
threat reduction 
techniques 

Create a listing of 
threat reduction 
techniques 

Use I/E programs 
to teach people 
about risks and 
reducing risks 

Use I/E programs 
to teach people 
about risks and 
reducing risks 

Conduct 
research on 

bear 
behavior

Conduct 
research on 

bear 
behavior

Respond to 
individual bears 
•Trap & move
•Neg. condit.
•Destroy bear
•Etc.

Respond to 
individual bears 
•Trap & move
•Neg. condit.
•Destroy bear
•Etc.

Directed at bears Directed at people

Increase 
public’s sense of 

control over 
risks

Increase 
public’s sense of 

control over 
risks

Train BOW
staff

Train BOW
staff

Intervene to 
stop/reduce 

activities that 
create risk 

Intervene to 
stop/reduce 

activities that 
create risk 

Maintain 
BOW’s

credibility as an 
information 

source 

Maintain 
BOW’s

credibility as an 
information 

source 

Reduce 
actual risks 

presented by 
bears 

Reduce 
actual risks 

presented by 
bears 

Conduct research on 
human behavior and 

risk perception

Conduct research on 
human behavior and 

risk perception
Develop standard 

operating 
procedure manual 

(SOPM) for 
response to  

individual bears 

Develop standard 
operating 

procedure manual 
(SOPM) for 
response to  

individual bears 

Create procedure 
to ID and remove 

new risks

Create procedure 
to ID and remove 

new risks

Means Enabling 
objectives

Means Enabling 
objectives

Figure 5.3. Ends-means matrix to represent how bear management program might address a psychological impact (i.e., 
concern about unsafe human interaction with bears) associated with bears in New York State (source: Siemer and Decker 
2006).

facilitate meetings, provide subject matter 
expertise, respond to participants’ ques-
tions and information needs, keep an open 
mind, and incorporate input as feasible into 
proposals for management actions.

Each SIG was expected to: clarify bear-
related impacts, identify priorities for 
impact management, and suggest actions to 
manage key impacts. The initial meeting of 
each SIG was designed to develop a com-
mon information base among participants. 
During the fi rst meeting, CCE, HDRU, and 
BOW personnel introduced the planning 
framework and SIG process, presented 
information on bear natural history, intro-
duced the concept of impacts, and instruct-
ed participants to seek input from others in 
their community or stakeholder group.

In the second meeting, facilitators asked 
participants to review, clarify, and add to 
the list of bear-related impacts that the Bear 
Team had developed from prior stakehold-
er engagement activities. Participants were 
then asked to indicate which impacts were 
most important in their region of the state. 

Each group was asked to select priority im-
pacts on which to focus further discussion. 
In the third meeting, facilitators led discus-
sion and ends-means linking exercises that 
helped participants express their interests 
and concerns as a set of fundamental and 
enabling objectives. They also began to 
describe potential management actions. 

5.4.4 Objective Setting (ends-means 
linking)
A series of ends-means linking exercises 
were employed in this case as an aid to 
objective setting. Members of the Bear 
Team went through an iterative process 
to develop fundamental objectives linked 
to impacts, and to conceptualize linkages 
between fundamental objectives, enabling 
objectives and management actions. That 
body of work, which synthesized manag-
ers’ experience and stakeholder input, cul-
minated in a set of eight ends-means ma-
trices (Siemer and Decker 2006). Figure 5.3 
provides one example of the ends-means 
matrices that were developed to articulate 
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Steps in the 
systems thinking 

method

Systems thinking skills 
(source: Richmond 2001)

Group model building (GMB) 
activities

Specify 
problem
or issue

1.Dynamic thinking: framing a problem in 
terms of a pattern of behavior over time. 

• GMB workshop 1 and 2:

2. System-as-cause thinking: Seeing inter-
nal actors who manage the policies and 
physical components of the system as 
responsible for behavior.

• Development of problem state-
ment, dynamic hypotheses

3. Forest thinking: Seeing beyond the details 
to the context of relationships in which 
they are imbedded.

 

Construct 
hypotheses
(or model)

4. Operational thinking: Understanding 
how a behavior is actually generated. 

• GMB workshop 3-4, model con-
struction

5. Closed- loop thinking: Viewing causality 
as an ongoing process, not a one-time 
event, with effects feeding back to infl u-
ence causes, and causes infl uencing each 
other.

• Development of causal loop dia-
gram

6. Operational thinking: Understanding 
how a behavior is actually generated. 
Quantitative thinking: Knowing how 
to quantify, though you can’t always 
measure.

• Development of stock-fl ow model

Test hypotheses
(or model)
Implement 
changes

7. Scientifi c thinking: Knowing how to de-
fi ne testable hypotheses. 

• Development and use of policy 
simulation interface

• Policy simulations bolstered 
current staff beliefs; no policy 
changes were made

Communicate 
understanding

Encouraging wildlife professionals and 
management stakeholders to develop sys-
tems thinking skills 1-5

• Stakeholder workshops (e.g., 
Woodstock meeting)

• Presentations to professionals, 
peer-reviewed publications

Table 5.4. Connections between the systems thinking method, systems thinking skills, and the 
group model-building intervention with wildlife managers in New York, 2004 – 2006.

fundamental objectives based on impacts, 
and then link fundamental objectives to 
enabling objectives and potential manage-
ment actions. The thought processes em-
bodied in these ends-means diagrams help 
illustrate how biological and human di-
mensions of management are linked to one 
another to achieve a fundamental objective.

Although wildlife managers made prog-
ress toward the ideal of integration in this 
case, they encountered challenges in their 

ends-means thinking as part of objective 
setting. Like others who have applied AIM 
concepts, members of the Bear Team found 
terminology related to fundamental and 
enabling objectives to be unfamiliar. Some 
also were reluctant to engage in strategic 
planning activities. Thus, to make progress, 
the team needed both the capacity and 
confi dence to conduct ends-means linking 
exercises; in this case these needs were met 
by a process facilitator.
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Otto (2005) and Otto and Siemer (2009).
We worked with BOW participants to 

articulate and integrate dynamic hypoth-
eses about the problem system as a causal 
loop diagram, revealing participants’ 
understanding of the complex interactions 
occurring between community residents, 
wildlife agencies, hunters, and black bears. 
The GMB process culminated in comple-
tion of a quantitative stock and fl ow model 
(Sterman 2000). The fi nal model contained 
over 200 variables (including 16 stocks) and 
six model sectors, which we labeled: bear 
population, hunters, food, bear-human 
interactions, knowledge or interest, and 
agency resources. Simulation runs us-
ing the quantitative model enabled Bear 
Team members to explore how changes 
in (1) hunting opportunity (i.e., amount of 
land open to hunting, season dates, sea-
son length), (2) agency effort devoted to 
problem prevention education (i.e., agency 
resources expended on information/educa-
tion actions), and (3) agency staff capacity 
to respond to bear-related problems (with 
on-site technical assistance to residents) 
infl uence the frequency and severity of hu-
man-bear interactions in residential areas. 

The GMB project produced a quantita-
tive model suitable for bear management 
policy testing. Nevertheless, BOW staff had 
diffi culty both in using the original model-
ing software themselves and in interpreting 
simulation results when the facilitators ran 
the software. Thus, HDRU staff and the 
modeling consultant continued working 
with the modeling team to design a simple 
interface they could use to produce man-
agement simulation runs. We completed 
the model interface between fall 2005 and 
summer 2006, using an iterative process 
of design and interactive sessions with a 
3-member subgroup of the modeling team, 
followed by an interface pilot test with a 
regional audience of wildlife management 
professionals. The simulation interface was 
published in 2007 as part of a practitioners’ 
guide on black bear management issue 
education (Siemer et al. 2007). 

In a follow-up evaluation, all BOW 
participants regarded the GMB project as a 
valuable learning experience. They con-
sistently reported learning the most from 

5.4.5 Modeling the Systems that 
Create Impacts
One tenet of AIM is using systems thinking 
and systems models to inform selection of 
enabling objectives and related manage-
ment actions. Several ways exist to inte-
grate systems thinking or systems model-
ing into an AIM approach. In this case, 
managers decided to pilot test a technique 
called group model building (GMB). 

In 2004, HDRU staff began working 
with a system dynamicist to complete a 
GMB project with the Bear Team. The GMB 
project had two research objectives: im-
prove understanding of (1) why complaints 
about residential problems with black bears 
were increasing in New York; and 2) how 
managers might best intervene to control 
those problems. Four outcomes were de-
sired from the project: (1) understanding of 
the system that was generating impacts; (2) 
consensus about the problem defi nition; (3) 
commitment to management actions; and (4) 
simulations for use in issue education. The 
Bear Team regarded their GMB exercise as 
an opportunity to pilot test GMB as part of 
an AIM process and as a decision support 
tool for BOW management teams. 

Building a system dynamics model has 
been described as a seven-stage process 
that includes: problem identifi cation and 
defi nition, system conceptualization, model 
formulation, analysis of model behavior, 
model evaluation, policy analysis, and 
model use or implementation (Richmond 
2001). The Bear Team completed those 
stages with technical assistance from a 
modeling consultant and HDRU staff. The 
GMB project included a set of full-group 
activities (i.e., 4 facilitated workshops 
with the project team) as well as exten-
sive periods of model development and 
revision completed independently by the 
modeling consultant and HDRU staff over 
an 18-month period (February 2004 – July 
2005). Over time, the project addressed all 
seven systems-thinking skills proposed 
by Richmond (Table 5.4). Description of 
model sectors, dynamic hypotheses, tech-
niques the facilitators used to implement 
the model-building process, and simulation 
run outcomes can be found in Siemer and 
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the process rather than the product of the 
exercise. Most participants said that the 
experience helped them gain better under-
standing of one another, the bear manage-
ment system, and how to manage negative 
interactions with bears in residential areas. 
Participants responded unanimously that 
the project had achieved research objec-
tives 1 and 2 (i.e., they believed the proj-
ect increased their understanding of the 
problem system and the main actions their 
agency takes to manage the problem). 
They believed that the GMB project will 
encourage NYSDEC staff to approach bear 
management as an ongoing, dynamic pro-
cess. 

Feedback at multiple points suggested 
that participants learned the most in the 
early stages of the project, and that the pro-
cess was valuable as a catalyst to help them 
learn from one another. Participants re-
garded the project as having far less value 
as a technical decision support tool. Mem-
bers of the Bear Team remained uncom-
fortable with the knowledge gaps in the 
model, and they never gained confi dence 
in the model as a decision support tool or 
a vehicle for communication about bear 
management with external stakeholders. In 
the end, they endorsed the general practice 
of systems thinking as part of agency plan-
ning processes, but their experience in this 
case did not persuade them to incorporate 
quantitative systems modelling into future 
strategic planning activities.

5.4.6 Identifying and Selecting 
Alternatives
Members of the Bear Team used quantita-
tive modelling to think about three man-
agement actions they were already using 
[i.e., hunting, problem prevention educa-
tion, staff response to problems]. They were 
considering hunting changes as the main 
action even before they decided to adopt 
an AIM approach for bear management. 
Modelling work did not change their belief 
that agency intervention should focus on 
expanding bear hunting opportunity. Thus, 
AIM implementation did not result in 
much change in the course of action BOW 
was considering. What did change was the 
process they used to think more critically 

about their overall program and specifi c 
interventions within that program.

5.4.7 Taking Actions
Management intervention included: a se-
ries of hunting regulation changes that lib-
eralized bear hunting opportunity; a prob-
lem prevention education pilot program in 
one community; and additional education 
activities intended for a statewide audi-
ence. BOW made no changes in allocation 
of staff time to respond to problem encoun-
ters with bears in residential areas. The 
agency was in a period of marked downsiz-
ing in staff, making this action infeasible.

5.4.8 Monitoring and Evaluating 
Change in Impacts 
BOW improved the system they use to 
monitor citizen reports of interactions with 
bears. They also began paying even closer 
attention to bear harvest, especially in areas 
with new seasons. They took no action 
to monitor indicators of change in other 
impact levels. This lack of increased moni-
toring forestalled active AIM implementa-
tion. Monitoring activities often receive low 
priority in resource management agencies, 
and this case followed that norm. 

5.4.9 Refi ning Interventions or 
Models
To date, the Bear Team has not revisited 
their modelling work or made any refi ne-
ments to their interventions based on moni-
toring. Rather than following the textbook 
defi nition of active adaptive management, 
this case is better described as an example 
of “passive” adaptive management, or 
simply as a case of being adaptable. Active 
adaptive management is a high standard 
that was never achieved here, perhaps in 
part because the management team in-
volved did not believe that their issue war-
ranted that level of management intensity.

5.5 Project Outcomes
The injection of resources, energy, plan-
ning, and momentum created during this 
cycle of bear management resulted in 
creation of many bear management prod-
ucts between 2000 and 2008, including: 
a standard operating procedure manual 
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Focusing on impacts:
• was useful as a means to obtain, synthesize, and integrate human dimensions consider-

ations into decision recommendations
• speeded the pace of regulatory change
• helped articulate a statewide management plan 
• helped agency staff come to a common understanding of their problem and a common 

protocol for unifi ed statewide response to that problem 
• increased defensibility of the team’s decision recommendations 
• increased public credibility of BOW 
• increased BOW’s capacity to manage proactively 
• encouraged systematic thinking about a management issue 
• led to instrumental and communicative learning by stakeholders and managers

Box 5.1. BOW Bear Team beliefs about the ways in which an explicit focus on stakeholder defi ned impacts enhanced 
their agency’s performance.

(Henry et al. 2001); a framework for mak-
ing bear management decisions and ac-
tion recommendations (NYSDEC 2003a); 
a publication on black bear natural history 
and management (NYSDEC 2003b); identi-
fi cation of effects that stakeholders in New 
York regard as impacts (Siemer and Decker 
2006); a stakeholder education video (“Liv-
ing with New York Black Bears: Secrets 
to sharing the landscape with bears,” 
available <www.dec.state.ny.us>); a bear 
management webpage (www.dec.ny.gov/ 
animals/7215.html.); bear management 
education brochures and billboards; a 
compact disk of bear harvest records, bear-
related complaint reports, and other data 
resources on bear management in New 
York, compiled for use by BOW staff (i.e., 
the “Bear Management Digest 2008” [NYS-
DEC 2008]); and a practitioners’ guide to 
working through bear management issues 
(Siemer et al. 2007). 

This level of investment and growth in 
the bear management program is unprece-
dented in the state. Before this period, black 
bear management was a background pro-
gram that received relatively little public 
attention. With the creation of a permanent 
staff team to guide the program, and imple-
mentation of an AIM approach to bear 
management, the status and public visibil-
ity of the program was elevated markedly. 
By any metric, the period between 2000 
and 2008 was a productive and dynamic 
chapter in the history of bear management 
in New York. Interview comments sug-
gest that all BOW staff with responsibilities 

for bear management believe the products 
and processes developed during that time 
period, especially their explicit focus on 
stakeholder-defi ned impacts, improved the 
performance of their agency in multiple 
ways (Box 5.1). Their comments in post-
project interviews suggested that agency 
staff believed that adoption and implemen-
tation of AIM was one important element 
that contributed to this organizational 
success story. Evaluation of the project sup-
ported assertions by Riley et al. (2003) that 
a well-implemented impacts management 
approach can create a range of outcomes 
that enhance wildlife agency performance. 
Though modest, the benefi ts perceived by 
managers in this case suggest that impact 
management holds enough potential value 
to merit further investment and develop-
ment.

5.6 Lessons Learned about Catalyz-
ing AIM Implementation
Careful refl ection led us to conclude that 
three key ingredients will be needed to 
catalyze adoption of AIM approaches 
within wildlife agencies. 

One critical factor for success is hav-
ing agency leaders establish a supportive 
climate for implementation in the wildlife 
agency. In this case, commitment of re-
sources and other support from leadership 
allowed for extensive HDRU involvement 
to support the Bear Team. Agency sup-
port enabled HDRU to help agency staff 
develop planning documents, design and 
conduct stakeholder engagement pro-
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cesses, and work with managers regularly 
to complete activities such as ends-means 
linking exercises. AIM implementation 
must have this level of administrative sup-
port to be successful. Administrative sup-
port structures should be in place before a 
management team proceeds with any AIM 
approach. Delaying an AIM initiative, or 
limiting the number of AIM initiatives by 
the agency is preferable to implementing 
an effort that does not have the level of 
support necessary to carry the effort to a 
successful conclusion. Extensive orientation 
experiences with agency leadership may be 
necessary to cultivate a supportive admin-
istrative climate for AIM pilot projects.

Another essential element for AIM 
implementation is staff capacity to imple-
ment and sustain AIM activities. Many 
potential impediments to AIM implemen-
tation might be reduced through efforts 
to train agency staff on AIM concepts and 
processes. Experiences in this case made 
it clear that adoption and continuation of 
AIM will depend on efforts of agencies 
and public scholars to develop and deliver 
in-service AIM training to mid-level staff 
within wildlife agencies. 

A third ingredient for success demon-
strated in this case was staff who can facili-
tate the extensive stakeholder engagement 
exercises associated with an AIM approach. 
Agency leaders must ensure that expertise 
of this kind is created and accessible to 
their management teams. Human dimen-
sions expertise can be provided by staff 
within or external to the agency. The model 
for providing such expertise (i.e., via an in-
ternal human dimensions unit within your 
agency or via external consultants) var-
ies widely across agencies. The key point 
is that management teams should plan 
to have an on-going capacity to provide 
mechanisms for transactional stakeholder 
engagement and deliberation over the life 
of their project. 

5.7 Diffusion of AIM: Cautious 
Optimism, Lingering Questions
Findings reported in this chapter provide 
support for three linked assumptions un-
derlying AIM: 

• Enhancing mechanisms for stakeholder 
engagement can stimulate delibera-
tion. 

• Increasing deliberation among wildlife 
managers, and between managers and 
stakeholders, can lead to learning by 
both. 

• Focusing on impacts and linking 
fundamental objectives to impacts, can 
encourage value-focused thinking.

While those results provide a basis for 
guarded optimism about wider adoption of 
AIM, other case study fi ndings raise ques-
tions about the diffi culties wildlife agencies 
face to implement AIM successfully. For 
example, this case demonstrates how diffi -
cult it is in a real-world setting to stimulate 
deep or broad stakeholder deliberation, the 
kind of deliberation that may be needed 
for thorough consideration of the funda-
mental objectives of wildlife management. 
The assumption that agencies can stimulate 
greater stakeholder deliberation and that 
greater deliberation will lead to change in 
decision frames is valid only to the extent 
adequate effort is expended.

Another impediment to AIM typifi ed in 
the case of black bear management in New 
York is the lack of confi dence managers 
have in quantitative models. Related to this 
is the inability to monitor impacts so that 
effects of management actions are fully un-
derstood. Without such understanding, the 
models and managers’ confi dence in them 
will not improve.

Important questions face those inter-
ested in applying AIM, including: how 
do we get more of the benefi ts that were 
achieved only to a modest degree in this 
case? How can agencies using AIM create 
more deliberation with and among stake-
holders? How can agencies achieve the 
ideal of informed transactional engagement 
of stakeholders? Is application of impact 
management (not “adaptive”) the more 
reasonable expectation in most instances? 
These are questions that additional applica-
tions of AIM will provide opportunities to 
answer as we learn and adapt AIM pro-
cesses. 
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APPLYING IMPACT MANAGEMENT

PART II
GETTING STARTED: DEVELOPING A 
MANAGER’S MODEL TO DESCRIBE 
YOUR MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
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6.1 Overview
A big part of a wildlife manager’s job today 
is to improve understanding of wildlife 
issues through analysis of wildlife man-
agement systems. This includes envision-
ing and articulating a preferred condition 
with respect to co-existence of humans and 
wildlife, describing current conditions, 
analyzing the gap between what is present 
and what is desired, and communicating to 
partners and stakeholders the new under-
standing of possible management needs 
that arises from such gap analyses. Then, in 
concert with partners and stakeholders, the 
wildlife manager identifi es fundamental 
objectives, develops enabling objectives, 
and subsequently designs, implements and 
evaluates interventions to move the system 
toward the desired future condition.

In this part of the guide we describe 
how a management team can work 
through the process of developing a man-
ager’s model and create a concept map of a 
management system for a wildlife resource 
of interest. A manager’s model is simply 
a description of the management system 
from the manager’s perspective (an indi-
vidual manager or a management team 
responsible for management of a wildlife 
resource). The process includes rich de-
scription of: management purpose, premise 
and context; stakeholders and the impacts 
of management they seek or experience; 
assumptions; relevant knowledge and 
knowledge gaps; possible management 
actions and their intended and unintended 
consequences. It is a fi rst step toward more 
quantitative descriptions of the manage-
ment system. The approach may be novel 
to some readers, yet it is basic in terms of 

its fundamentals. It’s basically the system-
atic application of common sense.

The chapters in Part II guide you 
through the key considerations in the situ-
ation analysis activity a management team 
might engage in when initiating (or review-
ing) a wildlife management program. We 
suggest a framework but not a prescription 
for practicing such thinking. Our objective 
is to point you toward a pathway to suc-
cess as a practitioner of wildlife manage-
ment. 

A manager’s model aids in developing 
understanding of a management system 
and then communicating about it. While 
the primary purpose of a manager’s model 
is to improve understanding and commu-
nication among members of the manage-
ment team, it also can be used to facilitate 
internal communication about the man-
agement system within the agency and 
external communication with partners and 
stakeholders.

A manager’s model is not a plan, per 
se; it is more of a vision of desired condi-
tions and portrait of actual conditions, as 
well as factors infl uencing such conditions 
and their relationship to one another. A 
manager’s model also identifi es kinds of 
considerations to be made before assigning 
responsibilities and implementing manage-
ment actions. It is an approach to situation 
analysis that takes a broad view of the 
system within which management occurs 
to achieve desired outcomes with respect to 
a particular resource. A manager’s model 
is not static; as one learns more about the 
management system, the model is modi-
fi ed in light of the new understanding 
achieved—it is adaptable.

6 Introduction to Manager’s Models
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Developing a manager’s model involves 
a kind of thinking and discourse among 
members of a management team that few 
managers have been trained to use. Devel-
oping a manager’s model requires explicit, 
analytical thinking, directed toward bring-
ing discipline to the intellectual work of 
management and the management process 
itself. Unlike the normal process of science, 
however, in management thinking the 
affects of values are not guarded against 
and suppressed, but surfaced and identi-
fi ed explicitly, then incorporated into the 
management process.

6.2 Phases for Developing 
Manager’s Models

The following chapters describe the four 
phases for developing and using a man-
ager’s model. 

A manager’s model is:
(a) a portrayal of desired conditions, 

actual conditions, factors that infl u-
ence conditions, and considerations 
to be made before taking actions.

(b) a broad view of the processes and 
components of a management sys-
tem that may need to be managed 
to yield desired outcomes with 
respect to a particular resource.

(c) adaptable in that as one learns more 
about the management system, the  
model should be modifi ed.

A manager’s model is not a plan, per 
se. It is a best estimate of a management 
system and how it might be infl uenced, 
based on situation analysis.

• Manager’s Model – Phase I: Describ-
ing the context and framing the man-
agement issue—where do you start? 
(Chapter 7)

• Manager’s Model – Phase II: Un-
derstanding the management sys-
tem—questions leading to system 
defi nition through identifi cation of 
constraints, limits/capacity, and op-
portunities (Chapter 8)

• Manager’s Model – Phase III: Antici-
pating the management response—
questions to aid development of 
preliminary impressions about funda-
mental objectives, enabling objectives, 
actions, stakeholder reactions and 
mitigation (Chapter 9)

• Manager’s Model – Phase IV: Creating, 
critiquing and using the preliminary 
manager’s model/concept map (Chap-
ter 10)

The process assumes that the initial 
effort to develop a fi rst-generation man-
ager’s model is an internal management 
team activity. The inclusion of partners 
and stakeholders in the earliest stage of 
situation analysis can be attempted, but 
adds complexity to the interactions of 
participants that may not be desirable 
initially. This is a judgment call, but it 
is usually desirable to have managers 
pulling together their own initial think-
ing (“getting their house in order”) as a 
team before broadening the envelope of 
participants. Stakeholders are neverthe-
less an essential part of this stage of the 
process insofar as managers have personal 
knowledge, general socioeconomic and 
demographic data sources, or specifi c 
study results about stakeholders available 
to inform model development. Formal 
partners, such as state and federal agen-
cies or NGOs, may be invited to partici-
pate at this early stage, depending on the 
relationships that exist, formal protocols 
that have been adopted, and comfort level 
of the management team. Whether or not 
to include partners in this initial process 
of situation analysis is a context-specifi c 
decision. 

The end results of developing a manag-
er’s model are improved understanding of 
the management system and a comprehen-
sive description of the system in a schemat-
ic concept map (e.g., Cmap™ ), along with 
text fi les, spreadsheets and PowerPoint 
fi les, as appropriate (Fig. 6.1; refer to Ap-
pendix B for additional examples). Keep in 
mind that diagrams such as Figure 6.1 are 
summaries or road maps to the content and 
logic of the manager’s models; they are
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representations of the primary product, 
not the product itself. They have utility as 
communication devices, but the purpose of 
developing a manager’s model is not to produce 
a schematic, it is to improve understanding of a 
management system. 

6.3 Preparing to Develop a 
Manager’s Model

6.3.1 Get Ready 
Developing a manager’s model seldom 
starts from scratch, although you may 
begin with a blank fl ip chart, clean white 
board or clear computer monitor at the 
outset. This can give the illusion that one 
is starting a thought process with a “clean 
slate.” Though seldom put down in writ-
ing, conceptualizations of a management 
system, often quite rich and detailed, exist 
in the minds of the managers involved. 
You can be confi dent that most of the ingre-
dients for a manager’s model safely reside 
in the heads of managers. The process 
described in the chapters 7-10 is a means to 

articulate these thoughts formally so they 
can be accessed, evaluated, and applied 
or elaborated on by others. The fi rst step 
toward a productive process is to get the 
right set of people engaged in developing a 
manager’s model.

What is the “right set” of players? That 
depends on the scale of the system you are 
describing—local management area (or 
park), in-state region, statewide or multi-
state region (e.g., a fl yway or regional 
network of parks, refuges and management 
areas). Consider including your agency’s 
managers, biologists, researchers (eco-
logical and human dimensions scientists), 
community-relations specialists law en-
forcement offi cers and education staff who 
have responsibility for the resource and 
geographic area being considered.

The management team (or supervisor 
with oversight for the team) needs to select 
someone to lead the effort. Experience has 
shown that a team leader for developing 
a manager’s model can be most effective 
when working with two partners. One 

Figure 6.1. Concept map for Unicorn Management System

Leads to
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6.3.2 Get Set
Three activities can be valuable in readying 
a management team for development of a 
manager’s model. The fi rst is background 
reading,3 the second is preparing an issue 
brief and the third is planning among pro-
cess facilitators. 

The issue brief should be no more than 
two pages long and contain the following:

• Brief title that describes the issue
• Species or natural resource of interest
• Management challenge or issue
• Management history
• Political history
• Policy history
• Research history and science available 

(ecological, biological and social sci-
ences)

• Agency capacity vis-à-vis manage-
ment of the resource

• Management team members with 
knowledge about this management 
system

• Names of those involved in preparing 
the brief 

The brief is most useful if available at 
least two weeks prior to the fi rst meeting of 
the team tasked with developing a man-
ager’s model. 

Whether convening an existing program 
team or a new group formed specifi cally 
for purposes of developing a manager’s 
model, someone needs to assume leader-
ship for the model-development process. 
Experience has shown that it is highly ad-
vised to have an in-depth planning meeting 
facilitators and management team leader 
before starting the activity. The purpose of 
the meeting is to ensure common under-
standing of process steps and to identify 
potential obstacles that could distract the 
team.

The modeling team needs to be con-
vened, whether for one intensive workshop 
over a few days or a set of meetings over a 
two-week period. If the multiple-meeting 
alternative is chosen, it is important not to 
stretch the process out over too long a time 
period -- no more than two weeks start to 
fi nish. 

The team leader ensures unfettered par-
ticipation by all members of the group. Par-
ticipants should be willing to leave position 
within the agency’s hierarchy or academic 
rank outside the door. Ground rules that 
support this should be agreed upon, and 
then group interactions must reinforce it.

Many agencies and organizations have 
established such ground rules for interac-
tion of internal working groups and teams. 
Useful ground rules include:

• Every member of the group is equal for 
the purpose of model development, 

3Organ, Decker, Carpenter, Siemer and Riley. 2006. Thinking Like a Manager: Refl ections on Wild-
life Management. Wildlife Management Institute, Washington, DC. 106pp.

Articles (recommended to read in order indicated):
Riley, Decker, Carpenter, Organ, Siemer, Mattfeld and Parsons. 2002. The essence of wildlife man-

agement. Wildlife Society Bulletin 30(2):585-593.
Riley, Siemer, Decker, Carpenter, Organ and Berchielli. 2003. Adaptive impact management: an 

integrative approach to wildlife management. Human Dimensions of Wildlife 8:81-95. 
Enck, Decker, Riley, Organ, Carpenter and Siemer. 2006. Integrating ecological and human 

dimensions in adaptive management of wildlife-related impacts. Wildlife Society Bulletin 
34(3):698-705.

assists in recording ideas on fl ip charts, 
allowing the leader to focus on the par-
ticipants (team members) and process. In 
addition to the stand-up recorder, an-
other individual captures the information 
and ideas associated with each section of 
discussion on a computer, enabling quick 
turn around of text products. Ideally, this 
person also is facile with a concept map-
ping software product, such as Cmap™ 
(available for free download at <http://
Cmap™ .ihmc.us>), and attempts to build 
a draft diagram as the team discussion 
proceeds. Our experience indicates that this 
distribution of facilitating, recording and 
diagramming tasks allows smooth progress 
in the team discussion, effi cient compila-
tion of information produced by the team, 
and expeditious development of text fi les 
and a draft version of a concept map of the 
management system. 
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irrespective of offi cial rank in the 
agency or academic credentials.

• Group members will be civil and cour-
teous in their interactions with one 
another—this is a professional under-
taking where criticism and critique are 
useful insofar as it is constructively 
contributing to group learning, analy-
sis and understanding.

• On occasion, it may be necessary for 
the team leader to contain or limit in-
put from more enthusiastic members 
of the group to give others opportuni-
ty to contribute—sensitivity, patience 
and understanding of this need will be 
expected by all participants.

• In this model-development process, all 
information and insight are assumed 
to be potentially valuable. Experience 
is as valuable as scientifi c credentials 
of group members, and insight can 
come from many sources, including 
the naïve question of the least experi-
enced member of the group.

• All suggestions are good ones, though 
they may not all be incorporated.

• Everyone’s claims and suggestions are 
open to constructive critique, regard-
less of whose idea it is. No one should 
be privileged in this respect.

• The team leader for developing a man-
ager’s model is in control of the pro-
cess, but not the content or outcome.

An agency may have additional cul-
tural norms about teamwork to consider; 
incorporate those that will aid in ensuring 
an effective process. If some of the norma-
tive behaviors of your organization are 
counterproductive to effective teamwork, 
be clear about their inappropriateness for 
this process. Ground rules are shared up 
front, discussed as needed, and adhered to 
consistently.

6.3.2 Go! How to Get the Ball 
Rolling at your First Meeting—The 
“Art” of Asking Questions
One role of the team leader and engaged 
team members is to be continually inquir-
ing—actively asking questions to reveal 

the assumptions, knowledge, biases and 
logic of management team members with 
respect to the issue at hand. Effective team 
leaders and members need to exercise the 
art of asking questions. Inquiring is essen-
tial to make progress. By being respectfully 
inquisitive with one another, a team more 
quickly can identify barriers and opportu-
nities present in a management situation, 
as well as strengths of individuals on the 
team. This helps to:

• Identify individuals in a group who 
can facilitate group progress on a task, 
and those who might need extra atten-
tion to avoid creating delays.

• Identify individuals who have particu-
lar skills in a group so that they can be 
encouraged to put those to use for the 
task.

• Identify knowledge gaps that need to 
be fi lled as a prerequisite to progress.

• Gauge the diversity of abilities, knowl-
edge, skills, experience and values that 
need to be orchestrated for a group to 
evolve into a team.

• Identify needed assets (expertise, legit-
imization, etc.) that will enable team 
development and task advancement.

• Identify barriers to communication 
(i.e., values inherent to different dis-
ciplines, specialized terminology of 
disciplines, variations in organization 
culture in a multi-agency group, etc.).

Inquiring also has to be approached 
with sensitivity to the individual, the group 
and the context to avoid awkwardness. 
Do individuals possess the self-confi dence 
needed to respond? Is the situation in 
which a question is posed non-threatening? 
For example, avoid questions leading to 
technically “correct” or “incorrect” an-
swers; instead surface observations and 
rationales for them. Often these kinds of 
responses can be fi nessed into contribu-
tions of insight more easily than questions 
leading to factual responses.
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7.1 Goals First? Probably Not…
The management team might be inclined to 
start development of a manager’s model by 
referring to the existing goal for the man-
agement issue or referent resource, or by 
articulating a new one. This approach may 
have merit in some situations, but experi-
ence reveals that starting with an existing 
goal or creating a goal from scratch leads to 
constrained thinking or a focus on word-
smithing, respectively. We discuss how to 
start with either goals or “desired future 
condition”, but our experience favors the 
description of desired future conditions 
over goals as a starting point. The team 
needs to use its judgment about which tack 
to take. 

7.2 Goals
Despite our preference for starting the 
development of a manager’s model with 
a discussion of desired future conditions, 
sometimes the timing is such that it may be 
prudent to start with review of a pre-estab-
lished goal. Don’t be surprised if discussion 
of a goal takes little time, but if the goal has 
not been well established beforehand or 
the relevancy of a long-standing goal has 
diminished, a great deal of time may be 
required. If preparatory work indicates that 
an existing goal is not broadly accepted or 
recognized, start at square one with desired 
future conditions (discussed below). If a 
goal has been identifi ed beforehand, seek to 
clarify what it means to all team members 
and to gain assurance that the entire team is 
comfortable with it. The questions are easy:

7 Describing the Context and Framing the Issue –Where do you 
  Start? (Phase I)

When clarifying a goal, it is more 
important to surface the essential ideas 
than to have an eloquently crafted goal 
statement. Avoid lengthy group editing 
efforts because they can sidetrack you, 
but sometimes limited editing can reveal 
misunderstandings or differences in mean-
ings that members of the team place on the 
words used. When people disagree about 
the appropriate word to use, it can signify 
semantic nuances or more fundamental dif-
ferences in intent. The former is a minor in-
convenience, whereas the latter can become 
a major issue if not dealt with satisfactorily. 
When the team has the essentials, depend-
ing on the words and phrases generated 
in goal articulation, it’s ready to address 
follow-up questions, such as:

• What is the goal for the referent 
resource?

• This is my understanding of the goal 
for “X”—is this your understanding?

Or, the team leader may ask…

• What do we mean by perpetuate 
species X, improve habitat Y or 
avoid condition Z?

• What are we seeking when we say 
sustain species X, habitat Y or condi-
tion Z?

• What does it mean to manage for 
benefi ts associated with species X?

• What do we mean by providing 
benefi ts to people, society, citizens 
or stakeholders?

• Which people? All people? Formal, 
organized special interest groups? 
Stakeholders (people affected by 
species X, habitat Y or condition Z), 
whether organized or not? People 
who may not realize they have a 
stake?
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An example of the line of question-
ing for a woodland caribou management 
system might be as follows: “What is the 
overall goal for caribou management?” The 
goal might be stated as “Long-term perpet-
uation of woodland caribou for the benefi t 
of the species and enjoyment by people.”

This might lead to the general follow-up 
questions, “What are the major compo-
nents of that goal?” or “Let’s deconstruct 
the goal and think carefully about what 
each key idea means in a practical or con-
crete sense.” The specifi c follow-up ques-
tions to this end might be as follows:

1. What do we mean by “long-term 
perpetuation?”

2. What do we mean by “for the benefi t 
of caribou?”

3. What do we mean by “for the enjoy-
ment of people?”

All members of the team need ad-
equate opportunity to state their views 
about desired outcomes of management 
or desired condition for the referent re-
source. A simple question, such as “What 
would successful management look like?” 
or “What would be a good outcome of 
management?,” may be all that is necessary 
to stimulate a response. Whether answers 
fl ow easily or need prompting, such in-
put from the team is needed to develop a 
model that depicts the manager’s view of 
the system in which she or he works. (This 
input is feedstock for the identifi cation of 
desired future conditions, discussed in the 
next subsection.) Clarity of communication 
is important here; words and their mean-
ings matter. All team members should:

1. explain their use of terms,
2. understand terms being used by 

others, 
3. use terminology in the same way,

and 
4. reveal important assumptions. 

These clarifi cations are important for 
communication among team members, 
especially if they have different disciplin-
ary backgrounds, and with partners and 
stakeholders. 

Participants may speak of goals in terms 
that are not measurable, but for now that is 

acceptable. For example, it is fairly com-
mon for wildlife managers to envision de-
sired outcomes of achieving the conserva-
tion goal for species X to be something like:

• Sustain species X as a component of 
the ecosystem and valued resource.

• Human-species X interactions on 
balance produce positive impacts 
(benefi ts) valued by residents and 
visitors.

The team can come back to add specif-
ics later in the process when “fundamen-
tal objectives” and “enabling objectives” 
(sometimes interchangeable with “manage-
ment objectives”) are articulated. But fi rst, 
after gaining concurrence about the goal of 
management of the referent resource, the 
management team describes the desired 
future condition they envision if the goal is 
met. 

7.3 Desired Future Conditions
Even if a goal is generally known and ac-
cepted, discussion among managers ad-
dressing the question “what would the 
preferred future look like with respect to 
resource X” has proved effective in describ-
ing, largely in qualitative terms, what the 
team envisions as the desired future con-
ditions (DFC) with respect to the wildlife 
resource. Such a description includes refer-
ence to the resource of interest, but also to 
the broader, typically coupled ecological 
and social components of the manage-
ment system pertinent to that resource. 
Ecological and social components are all 
parts of the DFC. A team focused initially 
on exploring their ideas about desired 
future conditions keeps attention on “why” 
management is needed rather than “how” 
it will occur. In fact, for clarity when com-
ponents of DFC are expressed, team mem-
bers occasionally need to ask one another 
“why?” That is a powerful little question 
when it comes to understanding people’s 
perspectives.

This approach—starting with team 
members envisioning the desired future 
conditions they’d like to see as a result of 
management—may end up reiterating a 
pre-established goal if one exists, but more 
often it results in embellishing the goal in 
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ways that contribute to an analysis of the 
gap between current conditions and the 
desired conditions (this gap idea is dis-
cussed later). We have found that describ-
ing DFC is a largely nonthreatening way 
to start eliciting managers’ ideas about the 
context under consideration. Description 
of a desired future allows for longer, more 
colorful narratives than the typical one-
liner goal statement managers have often 
been trained to write. A description of DFC 
is about more than the particular resource, 
it includes the coupled ecological and so-
cial components of the system in which the 
resource is situated (i.e., the context). 

At minimum, a DFC statement usually 
describes habitat, wildlife populations and 
institutional changes, as well as human 
belief, attitudinal or behavioral conditions 
that managers want to achieve. General 
statements suffi ce as starting points for 
developing the DFC and, eventually, 
fundamental objectives (discussed later). 
With additional questioning and discus-
sion, broad initial visions of the DFC can be 
sharpened as needed and framed in mea-
surable terms. 

7.4 Current Conditions
The management team turns next to de-

scribing the current conditions with respect 
to key elements or components of the DFC. 
Answer a question like: 

• Direct and indirect
• Involve people, pets, property, motor 

vehicles, etc.
With probing, the team may learn it 

is not interactions with wildlife per se as 
much as the impacts people experience or 
otherwise perceive from their interactions 
that are the concern. Impacts to people that 
the team might identify can be:

• Positive and negative
• Tangible and emotional
• Different categories or types (e.g., 

health & safety, economic, aesthetic, 
psychological, ecological)

Impacts of human-wildlife interactions 
on people might result in:

• Behavior change (avoiding outdoors)
• Change in the way wildlife are valued
• Change in acceptability and prefer-

ences for management objectives and 
actions

Impacts of human-wildlife interactions 
on wildlife that the team has observed or 
anticipates may include:

• Behavior change in the presence of 
humans (e.g., habituation)

• Change in habitat use/home range/ 
movement patterns

• Mortality/population level effects

7.5 Assumptions and Operating 
Premise(s)
Often a useful exercise at this early stage is 
to elicit the team’s operating assumptions 
and premise(s). Fortunately, as part of the 
process of articulating future conditions or 
outcomes desired, managers almost always 
state pragmatic limits and bounds, such as:

“Some negative impacts on humans will 
be an inevitable consequence of sustain-
ing a viable population of species X. 
Therefore, identifying and achieving an 
acceptable mix of positive and negative 
impacts will signifi cantly infl uence social 
support for the perpetuation of a viable 
population of species X.”

Such statements are revealing, because 
they inherently indicate assumptions, 
knowledge limitations, or biases. Prob-
ing for more detail and explanation helps 

• What are the actual conditions 
existing on the ground at this time 
that will have greatest infl uence in 
achieving or maintaining the de-
sired future conditions?

Responses elicited by this question take 
several forms. For example, a team might 
determine that the interactions between 
humans and a particular species of wildlife 
will have greatest effect on goal achieve-
ment for that species. But human-wildlife 
interactions have a variety of traits, so the 
team would need to dig a bit to reveal team 
members’ understanding of the system. 
Using the human-wildlife interactions ex-
ample, the team may identify several ways 
to describe interactions:

• Intended and unintended
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ensure team members are all working from 
the same assumptions and premises. For 
the example statement above, clarifying 
questions might include:

7.6 Synthesizing, and 
Summarizing, Checking and 
Reinforcing Understanding
This is a good place in the process to begin 
to emphasize the important role of synthe-
sizing, summarizing and articulating the 
team’s understanding of components of the 
manager’s model as they are developed. 
For example, before moving on to the next 
activity of assessing gaps between what is 
present and what is desired, the team’s col-
lective input on the current conditions can 
be restated, preferably in summary fashion. 
This serves as an opportunity to reinforce 
information, concepts and aspirations the 
team has identifi ed. 

7.7 Perceptions of Needed 
Change—The “Gap” Between 
Current Conditions and DFC
The primary purpose of focusing on de-
sired future conditions (or goals), current 
conditions, and the accompanying line of 
questioning is to encourage members of the 
management team to express why they are 
managing the species, habitat or natural 
resource condition of concern. After that 
purpose is established with some clarity 
and perhaps with consensus, the fi rst broad 
question can be asked:

• Which negative impacts?
• Why is this an inevitable conse-

quence?
• What mix will be acceptable?
• What will social support look like?
• How do we know this?

In practice, making explicit statements 
about one’s premises is done infrequently. 
One way to facilitate this kind of thinking 
is to consider questions such as:

Here’s an example of an operating 
premise described by one team of manag-
ers:

“The agency conservation goal for black 
bears inevitably relies on residents’ posi-
tive regard or tolerance for bears, which 
is contingent on ensuring an acceptable 
mix of benefi ts versus costs of presence of 
bears.”

Even when not stated as explicitly as 
in the example above, assumptions and 
premises often are revealed by the rea-
soning demonstrated in discussion. The 
astute team leader can infer assumptions 
and premises from team discussion, state 
these in his or her words, and then verify 
them with the team, seeking critique of his 
or her interpretation (“Now do I have this 
right?”). This approach is often more effec-
tive than the direct approach (“So, are you 
telling me…?”), which may more easily be 
construed as a challenge to the validity of 
an individual’s perspective.

• What are the important beliefs 
that managers hold with respect to 
achieving conservation goals for the 
referent resource in the particular 
context? 

• How confi dent are they in the 
underlying assumptions and knowl-
edge foundation upon which their 
operating premises are based?

• What do you think needs to be dif-
ferent to achieve the desired future 
conditions or goal? 

Or, put another way:

• What aspects of the current condi-
tions need to change (or be main-
tained) to achieve the desired future 
conditions or goal?

Using both questions helps keep the 
discussion moving.

Put simply, the gap between “what 
is” and “what is desired” represents the 
management need. It is useful to fl esh 
out and compare the current situation (or 
projections about the direction the current 
situation may be headed) to the desired 
future conditions. If these are disparate, the 
indication for management is apparent. 
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Upon probing, the reasons for gaps 
between current conditions and DFC may 
be identifi ed as being of ecological and/
or anthropogenic origin. For example, in a 
wildlife management system gaps might be 
due to:

Natural conditions and processes affecting 
human-wildlife interactions

• Species population size/density
• Species home range/movements
• Predation
• Changes in stages of plant succession
• Climate
• Disease

Desired Future Conditions 
(e.g., desired status of wildlife 

population, human-wildlife 
interactions, and impacts 

experienced)

Current Conditions 
(e.g., actual status of wildlife 
population, human-wildlife 

interactions and impacts 
occurring)

Evaluated 
with respect 

to…

Anthropogenic conditions and processes 
affecting human-wildlife interactions

• Predator control
• Habitat fragmentation/habitat change 

(development) and other landscape-
level alterations (e.g., logging, agricul-
ture, water diversion and impound-
ment)

• Habituation or co-tolerance of people 
and wildlife to one another

• Vehicle-caused mortality
• Intentional mortality, legal or illegal
The activity of “gap analysis” (i.e., 

comparison of the current condition to the 
DFC) often stimulates teams to express 
concerns. Less frequently, opportunities are 
revealed. The next chapter discusses this 
important phase of the manager’s model-
ing process.
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8.1 System Defi nition Through 
Identifi cation of Concerns and 
Opportunities
This phase of the process may in large part 
be a review of the team’s discussion about 
current and future conditions and reasons 
for the gap between them. It is likely that 
a good deal of the content sought here has 
been recorded during previous discus-
sion, but the team needs to be prepared 
to probe further to be thorough. Produc-
tive discussion that results in improving 
understanding of the management system 
typically requires considerable guidance 
and prodding to fl esh out existing ideas, 
reveal new ideas, tie pieces of expressed 
thoughts together, separate fact from as-
sumption or opinion, etc. In addition to 
asking probing and clarifying questions of 
one another that keep the team’s discussion 
moving in a productive direction, refl ec-
tion and verifi cation are also helpful. The 
team leader needs to exploit opportunities 
that arise or create opportunities to pause 
discussion, provide summaries of group 
input, and allow the team to critique them. 
This is a low risk (to team members) tech-
nique to encourage refl ection and analysis 
by the team. Using this technique, the team 
gradually refi nes how they describe their 
collective understanding of the manage-
ment system in which they are operating.

The next subsections discuss concerns, 
constraints and limits/capacities. The ideas 
generated by the team about these traits 
of the management system are captured 
in projected computer images, tables or 
spreadsheets of the type found in Appen-
dices E and F. These are useful aids for 
capturing ideas and building them out in 
a team process. Though “low tech,” from 

8 Defining Your Management System (Phase II)

• What are your concerns with re-
spect to achieving the goal or de-
sired future conditions? 

experience we’ve found that fl ip charts 
are more fl exible and have greater utility 
than computer projection for the work we 
describe below. Nevertheless, an assistant 
should be capturing ideas simultane-
ously on a computer. That practice leads 
to greater effi ciency when compiling and 
synthesizing input later on.

8.2 Identifying Concerns Held by 
Managers and Other Stakeholders
The disparities revealed between desired 
and actual conditions typically lead to 
expression of concerns identifi ed either 
by agency staff, partners (e.g., other agen-
cies, local government offi cials, or NGOs), 
scientists not employed by the agency (e.g., 
academic researchers, consultants) or other 
stakeholders. Although this process pro-
duces useful material for creating a man-
ager’s model, sometimes managers skip 
careful “gap analysis” (i.e., systematically 
comparing actual versus desired condi-
tions) and gravitate toward expressing 
their “concerns” or those that have been 
made known to them by other agencies, 
partners, NGOs, or individual stakehold-
ers. This tendency can be used construc-
tively to stimulate discussion helpful for 
generating grist for a manager’s model. 
That is, after suffi ciently discussing goals, 
DFC and current conditions, the team 
might address the general question:

In most situations, this question gets the 
discussion rolling, often covering a great 
deal of ground and continuing under its 
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own momentum. This fi lls time, but is un-
likely to be as productive as discussion fa-
cilitated by questions from the team leader. 
Even though an unaided discussion among 
some team members may be animated and 
sustained, all team members should have 
ample opportunity to participate and be 
encouraged to do so; one or two people 
shouldn’t dominate the discussion. 

Examples of the kind of concerns one 
might expect to surface from different per-
spectives can be illustrated by the follow-
ing set of concerns about restoration of a 
large carnivore—Florida panther.

Agency concerns (Florida panther example) 
• Maintain natural processes
• Signifi cant anthropogenic effects on 

wildlife population, which can be 
either positive or negative, (e.g., land-
use change)

• Increase to “overabundant” status: 
interpretation of impacts, implications 
of overabundance for social accept-
ability of panthers and expectations 
for management

Stakeholder concerns (Florida panther ex-
ample)

• Homeowner costs (exclusionary fenc-
ing to protect pets from predation)

• Livelihood threat (small livestock pro-
ducers)

• Predation on deer or hogs (i.e., species 
that are hunted)

• Increased “naturalness” of property—
amenity value

Shared concerns (Florida panther example) 
• Human safety (wildlife-vehicle colli-

sions, disease transmission risk, col-
lateral impacts from increased panther 
populations)

• Desire for wildlife viewing
Of course, the similarities in expression 

of concerns by professionals and stakehold-
ers may be infl uencing one another as a 
result of communication between them. 
Conversely, differences in perceptions 
among and between agency professionals 
and stakeholders can create another kind 
of “gap” having potential to create tension 

and controversy. Analysis of the reasons 
for considerable differences in perceptions 
may be warranted. 

Follow-up questions that help bring to 
light various aspects of concerns take sev-
eral forms. Don’t build off vague notions; 
seek clarity. Also judiciously insert the 
powerful three-letter question, “Why?” We 
suggest using questions such as:

• Concerns about species X? Why?
• Concerns about habitat or area Y? 

Why?
• Concerns about people (individuals, 

grass-roots groups, NGOs, local gov-
ernments, or state and federal agen-
cies)? Why?

• The state of scientifi c understanding 
(biology, ecology or human dimen-
sions)? Why?

• Public policy constraints or opportuni-
ties? Why?

• Political landscape with respect to the 
conservation goal? Why?

• Internal communication needs—do 
staff of the agency really understand 
the problems and constraints? Why?

• External communication—do stake-
holders, commission members, elected 
offi cials, etc. really understand the 
problems and constraints? Why?

• Is cost an issue? Why?
• Is local community or broader social 

acceptability a likely impediment? 
Why?

• Do you anticipate people will try to 
stop you because of their concern 
about anticipated secondary (i.e., 
collateral and subsequent) impacts? 
Why?

• Are there conditions on the ground 
(in the fi eld or offi ce) that make you 
concerned about reaching the goal or 
desired future condition for “X”? 

• Are you concerned about… 

• Can you initiate or sustain manage-
ment actions you think are impor-
tant? 
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A few additional questions that may 
help diagnose the situation and describe 
the management system include:

8.3 Identify Relevant Science, 
Policy and Socio-Political 
Constraints 
One might categorize constraints in many 
ways, but available science, existing policy 
and current socio-political considerations 
are common categories of constraints in 
management that often contribute to con-
cerns expressed by managers and stake-
holders. (Fig. 8.1). Incomplete and some-
times erroneous understanding of these 
components of the management system is 
fairly common for agency staff, partners 
and stakeholders. Frequently, some mem-
bers of an agency management staff do not 
understand the politics of a situation and 
the ramifi cations of ignoring the socio-
political context that agency leaders must 
consider. Lack of awareness and inaccurate 
interpretation of what is known in these 
three inter-related spheres can lead to mis-
understanding and misperception of the 
management system, and possibly cause 
strife within the agency.

An example of the line of questioning 
about needed change or concerns can be 
illustrated again with reference to man-
agement of Florida panthers. The general 
question might be: “What is it going to take 
to meet the goal or achieve the desired fu-
ture condition?” Specifi c follow-ups to that 
question might be:

• What existing habitat conditions are 
you going to have to manage/change 
to meet the goal or achieve the desired 
future condition? Why?

• What existing panther population 
conditions are you going to have to 
manage/change to meet the goal or 
achieve the desired future condition? 
Why?

• What human beliefs, attitudes or 
behaviors do you have to manage/
change to meet the goal or achieve the 
desired future condition? Why?

A guided discussion around the preced-
ing questions produces a great deal of raw 
material, but often requires “processing” 
to get the most value and insight out of the 
discussion with respect to understanding 
the management system. Some simple tools 
to accomplish this include lists, fi gures and 
spread sheets that organize input. 

• Is the positive or negative concern 
(expressed as an impact) physical or 
emotional, widespread or isolated?

• Are stakeholder concerns widely 
disparate from agency concerns?

• Are stakeholder concerns widely 
disparate from one another?

• Who in agency or which stakehold-
ers are concerned?

• What is the relationship between 
agency and stakeholders; i.e., who is 
infl uencing whom?

• What types of impacts need to be ad-
dressed?

Managers’ understanding of the three 
components—science, policy and socio-
political considerations—is typically 
characterized by a great deal of uncer-
tainty, as well as some missing parts. Key 
shortcomings will need to be fi lled in with 
more science, new or modifi ed policy, 
improved political support or, quite often, 

Professional Judgement

Figure 8.1. Constraints and information sources

Science

Socio-
political

Policy
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by professional judgment of managers. 
Thus, it is important for the management 
team to evaluate their perception of the gap 
between actual resource conditions and 
desired future condition with respect to:

a) policy vis-a-vis goal for referent re-
source,

b) available science (biological and so-
cial),

c) socio-political climate vis-a-vis agency 
and species acceptability,

d) preponderance of professional judg-
ment.

The team should discuss why con-
straints it identifi ed exist and how, specifi -
cally, they are constraining the system from 
operating in a way that is more conducive 
to effective conservation and management. 
What this analysis reveals may help the 
group move from identifying a situation to 
understanding it.

Managers building a management sys-
tem model address the following kinds of 
questions with respect to constraints on the 
system:

Needed scientifi c information (species X) 
Biological
• Population density, predation, habitat 

quality, home range
• Species X population & habitat moni-

toring, assess health/reproduction
• Comparisons of conditions on public 

and private property 
• Species X vehicle collision data 
• Number of depredation permits au-

thorized/successfully used
Sociological
• Demographic characteristics and moti-

vations of natural area visitors
• Community demographics
• Attitudes of local residents regarding 

species X
• Numbers of people in community who 

support lethal control
• Tradeoffs regarding timing of manage-

ment action and peak tourism season
• Attitudes of locals about the agency 

with respect to wildlife management
Needed policy information (species X)

• Policy of State regarding species X 
needs illumination

• Park policies regarding managing 
human-induced mortality of wildlife 
that’s negatively affecting park re-
sources—does State Park designation 
where species X is found preclude 
hunting in park? Are external pres-
sures leading to species X using pro-
tected areas as refugia?

• Firearm discharge restrictions in adja-
cent town and village

Needed political information (species X)
• Regional vs. state level perspec-

tives on importance of primary and 
potential collateral and subsequent 
impacts

• Level of agency staff engagement 
with local government or homeown-
er and community associations. Is it 
the agency’s desire to work with the 
local community?

• Working relationships with commu-
nity organizations

• NGOs—positions regarding regu-
lated hunting/support of policy?

• Based on professional experience, 
what do we know about the biological 
and social components of the system?

• Is the information available to manag-
ers adequate to understand the need 
for agency intervention?

• Is our science information base ad-
equate to evaluate effects of manage-
ment decisions on wildlife, habitat or 
people? – identify gaps (biological and 
social)

• Are current policies adequate to attain 
desired conditions?

• Is the political climate supportive? Is it 
stable or likely to change?

• Do we need to establish partnerships 
or coalitions to support a management 
strategy or implement management 
actions?

The result of such evaluative discus-
sion focuses on topics and questions such 
as those outlined below with respect to a 
hypothetical large herbivore species with 
potential for severe plant impacts in a 
protected area and nearby human commu-
nities:
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• How strongly does “Right to hunt” 
factor into decision in this geographi-
cal context (many areas open to 
hunting in the state—scale issue)? 

• What do local residents think and 
feel about agency engagement? What 
is their perspective on agency-com-
munity relations? 

A constraints discussion is likely to fl ow 
naturally into or reveal what managers re-
gard as limits and capacities of the system. 
Although we discuss these concepts in the 
next section separately, in practice these of-
ten blend into the discussion of constraints.

8.4 Limits and Capacity
A team’s descriptions of current condi-
tion and prospects for the future must be 
tempered by adequate analysis of the limits 
and capacities of the management system 
under consideration. This reality check-
ing is essential for team members to grasp 
the challenges that the system’s limits and 
capacity constraints present if they hope to 
overcome them.

The science, policy and socio-politics 
discussion contributes to limits and capaci-
ty revelation. But additional considerations 
to address include:

8.5 Opportunities
During a management team’s evaluation 
of the system, look for opportunities to be 
identifi ed, even if the focus of discussion is 
ostensibly on constraints, limits and capac-
ity. Capture the identifi ed opportunities 
whenever they surface, to be discussed 
more fully at a later time if not immedi-
ately. The saying, “in every problem there 
is an opportunity” may be an exaggera-
tion, but often there is some truth in it. For 
example, if a limitation in partnering with 
another agency or an NGO is identifi ed, 
but this entity has interest in the issue, 
relevant expertise, or other assets of value 
to management of the referent resource, 
useful questions might be:

• What are current and projected staff-
ing needs (numbers and kinds of 
expertise)?

• What external sources of expertise 
are readily available? Do we have 
relationships established with them 
and mechanisms in place or available 
to leverage them?

• Do we have the right partners?
• Do we have adequate stakeholder 

relations?
• Do we have effective stakeholder 

engagement processes?
• Are jurisdiction issues a limitation? If 

yes, can they be overcome?
• Do we have the institutional culture 

and will to make a difference in this 
issue at this time?

• In what areas do we have the capac-
ity as an individual agency or in col-
laboration with others to really make 
a large and lasting difference?

• How can you turn the current need 
for expertise (or other resources) into 
motivation for developing a lasting 
partnership?

• How do we capture the interest, 
build confi dence and develop trust of 
people with a stake in this manage-
ment issue who are novel to us?

8.6 Reality Check
At this point it is advisable to have a reality 
check. Pause to assess general management 
feasibility. A set of focusing questions may 
be of assistance:

• Which of the concerns can reason-
ably be expected to be infl uenced by 
management programs the agency 
might engage in? Which can’t? 

• What are the implications for re-
thinking agency involvement?

Depending on the answers to the fore-
going questions, the team may reconsider 
the scale at which they are thinking about 
the management issue, particularly with 
respect to the scale they can operate within. 
Some management issues are simply too 
big from a jurisdiction, capacity, science 
or policy perspective. On the other hand, 
some big problems have embedded ele-
ments that might be meaningfully ad-
dressed, as long as expected impacts from 
the agency’s program interventions are on 
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a scale consistent with the constraints the 
agency must work within.

Part of a reality check will be assessing 
the effects and impacts that the team feels 
the agency should affect or create. These 
fl ow from the gap analysis between current 
conditions and desired future conditions 
identifi ed earlier. The concerns expressed 
typically refl ect some of the impacts of 
interest. 

Often a management team realizes that 
some aspects of the management system 
in need of improvement refl ect knowledge 
or skill defi ciencies in staff or others. The 
question to ask is:

• For the concerns that the agency feels 
it can address, what are the impacts 
desired from the management sys-
tem?

• Which concerns can be addressed 
through training, education and 
informative communication with 
agency staff, partners and collabora-
tors, or various stakeholders?

• Who is best suited to provide such 
an intervention?

Note: If you cover topics in Phases I 
and II (i.e., Chapters 7 & 8) in one 
session, you have done well. Take 
a break! It’s time to synthesize and 
organize the team’s input thus far 
into a diagram with accompanying 
text fi les.

With answers to this in hand, the next 
logical question is:

The answer to this question often sur-
faces frustration with the agency’s limited 
capacity for strategic, effective education 
and informative communication. Focus 
discussion on the question of “who can” 
rather than “who hasn’t” or “who can’t” 
develop and implement an effective inter-
vention.
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9.1 Start with a Review of Your 
Partial Model
Assuming that a break has occurred—a 
day, a week or longer—since the manage-
ment team worked on the fi rst two phases 
of the manager’s model, you can start 
Phase III by fi rst reviewing the manager’s 
model developed thus far. This process is 

9 Anticipating the Management Response—Your Professional 
  Impressions about Objectives, Actions, Reactions and Mitigation 
  (Phase III)

aided by a diagrammed partial concept 
map (Figure 9.1). Following this review, the 
management team should turn to elaborat-
ing fundamental objectives.

9.2 Fundamental Objectives
Grist for articulating fundamental objec-
tives may come from the discussion about 

Figure 9.1. Partial concept map for manager’s model of Florida Black Bear Management and Research System.
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desired conditions versus existing condi-
tions, stakeholder expectations, limits and 
capacities, etc. A fundamental objective is 
a statement about a condition the manage-
ment team wants to reach or maintain. 
Though stated qualitatively initially, prefer-
ably a fundamental objective is quantifi -
able, with a timeframe identifi ed for accom-
plishment. A fundamental objective is more 
specifi c than a goal or desired future condi-
tion. Accomplishing (or progress toward 
accomplishing) a fundamental objective 
or set of such objectives (often more than 
one fundamental objective is associated 
with a DFC, broad goal or mission) should 
contribute to achieving your DFC, broader 
program goal and agency’s mission. These 
are nested constructs.

For example, using Florida panther 
management as a referent:

Goal: Long-term perpetuation of Florida 
panthers for the benefi t of people, 
consistent with natural ecological 
processes.

Desired future conditions (for achieving pan-
ther conservation goal):

• Three geographically distinct, self-sus-
taining, healthy populations of Florida 
panthers, in protected habitat, widely 
appreciated by Floridians. 

Fundamental objectives:
• Establish two additional, self-sustain-

ing populations of Florida panthers 
within 5 years, for a total of three 
populations (i.e., 2 more in addition to 
the current population).

• Protect three areas of adequate, qual-
ity habitat for Florida panthers from 
net loss of area and quality, beginning 
2008.

• Maintain acceptable impacts of Florida 
panthers on people, companion ani-
mals and livestock.

• Reduce anthropogenic sources of 
mortality on Florida panthers by 50%, 
from 30/year to 15/year. 

• Balance benefi ts for people:
o Increase interactions that result in 

positive impacts (e.g., viewing op-
portunities) and cultural value of 
Florida panthers (increase positive 

interactions, using 2008 baseline, at 
least 500% by 2012).

o Decrease interactions that result in 
negative Florida panther-related 
impacts of various kinds (decrease 
negative interactions, using 2008 
baseline, at least 50% by 2012).

Managers often do not see value in 
spending a great deal of time and effort 
refi ning measurable fundamental objec-
tives. Nevertheless, this effort is an impor-
tant prerequisite to describing enabling 
(management) objectives and subsequent 
actions. Lack of attention to fundamental 
objectives has led to time and money spent 
on activities having little positive effect on 
a DFC. Sometimes the process of develop-
ing enabling objectives, discussed next, 
helps to refi ne fundamental objectives. 
Taken together, work on objectives of both 
kinds is an iterative process.

9.3 Articulate Enabling or 
Management Objectives
Enabling objectives, sometimes called 
management objectives, describe the neces-
sary condition changes or condition traits 
that enable achievement of a fundamental 
conservation objective (i.e., a signifi cant 
component of desired future conditions). 
Enabling objectives give direction to specif-
ic actions and interventions that an agency 
and its partners might undertake. These 
are called “enabling objectives” because, if 
accomplished, they would create changes 
in current conditions that would move the 
management system closer to DFC. Put 
another way, achieving enabling objectives 
collectively enable achievement of funda-
mental objectives. Thus, enabling objectives 
cannot be developed without refl ection 
about the fundamental objectives and the 
gap between “what is” and “what is de-
sired,” described earlier. 

 Enabling objectives vary in terms of fo-
cus, such as plant or animal population pa-
rameters, habitat characteristics, behavioral 
change of both people and wildlife, modi-
fi cation of risk perception, etc. It is com-
mon to identify a suite of several enabling 
objectives that are needed to achieve one or 
more fundamental objectives (see example 
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• What are the necessary conditions 
that contribute to achievement of the 
fundamental objective for the resource 
of concern (e.g., species X)?

• What is the current status of these 
conditions?

• How amenable are these to infl uence 
through management action/inter-
vention?

• How well recognized are these condi-
tions by agency and stakeholders?

• Which citizen input, involvement, and 
participation processes would contrib-
ute to developing socially acceptable 
enabling objectives?

in Appendix F). Such objectives should be 
realistic with respect to available science 
and policy, as well as the political realities 
of the situation. Questions for a team to 
consider when developing enabling objec-
tives include:

9.4 Identify Set of Candidate 
Management Actions or 
Interventions with Potential to 
Contribute to Objective Attainment 

Wildlife managers tend to be action ori-
ented. They have a propensity for “doing 
something,” an action bias usually directed 
at manipulation or regulation of habitat, 
wildlife populations, or human interactions 
with these components of the manage-
ment system. Many wildlife managers are 
prone to jump to this step very quickly in 
management thinking, perhaps after only 
cursory attention to other aspects of the 
management system discussed thus far. 
That tendency must be resisted. 

In addition to jumping to action, manag-
ers sometimes rely on favorite actions that 
they have used successfully in the past and 
are comfortable prescribing because of their 
familiarity. The practical warning credited 
to psychologist Abraham Maslow comes to 
mind here: “If the only tool you have is a 
hammer, every problem looks like a nail.” 
Simple prescriptions tend to indicate lack 
of effort in describing the full complexity 
of an issue and the management system in 
which it is situated. In our experience, this 
tendency to jump too quickly to action (pre-
scribing solutions to problems that have not 
been adequately analyzed) is minimized by 
encouraging the discussion we have out-
lined above prior to considering actions.

But in due course, management teams 
must turn attention to “doing something!” 
Management actions are the primary 
operational activities designed to achieve 
enabling objectives (refer to Appendix F for 
an example of linking enabling objectives 
and management actions). These actions, 
or “interventions,” can draw from a broad 
stock of possibilities, including some novel 
or original additions. A simple conceptual-
ization of management intervention possi-
bilities has three types:

• Active management: Deliberately 
applying interventions (one or more 
actions) to infl uence the environment, 
species of interest, or humans in a 
particular, purposeful way, based on 
decision-making criteria.

Articulation of enabling objectives in-
cludes reference to specifi c outcomes that 
enable achievement of the fundamental 
conservation objective. Failing this connec-
tion, the enabling objectives are not appro-
priate avenues to achieve the fundamental 
objective, even if that conclusion fl ies in the 
face of agency tradition and professional 
convention. As mentioned earlier, often a 
suite of conditions need to be addressed, 
requiring multiple actions.

For example, management of double-
crested cormorants in the eastern basin of 
Lake Ontario in New York State, where 
these birds congregate in great numbers 
and consume innumerable smallmouth 
bass has ecological, economic and cultural 
dimensions. One fundamental objective is 
to "promote the economic vitality of local 
communities in the basin." Enabling objec-
tives include: 

•  maintain the recreational fi shing 
base at acceptable levels (i.e., keep 
smallmouth bass anglers happy) by 
reducing the cormorant productivity

•  develop interest in cormorant view-
ing, especially the large colony of 
cormorants on Little Galoo Island
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• Which actions are currently being 
implemented?

• What is the history of actions (pros 
and cons)?

• What is acceptable or perhaps re-
quired given current policies?

• Is your agency or are other agencies, 
local governments, NGOs, private 
individuals, groups of stakeholders 
(e.g., landowner cooperatives) or the 
private for-profi t sector in the best 
position to take action?

• What resources are available (staff, 
expertise, funds)?

• How effective and/or effi cient are 
potential actions? Do they comple-
ment or contradict other regional 
efforts?

• What are the collateral and subse-
quent impacts of potential actions?

• What are the tradeoffs between 
benefi ts expected and collateral and 
subsequent impacts created?

• Do stakeholders and the agency 
understand the nature of these trade-
offs of actions?

• Passive management: Deliberately 
withholding from intervening in the 
system, based on explicit decision mak-
ing criteria, because of evidence that a 
trend or pattern of existing infl uences 
on the environment, species of inter-
est, or humans is moving the system 
in a way consistent with management 
objectives (which might include “letting 
nature take its course”) or satisfaction 
with current state of the system. 

• No management: Exerting no infl u-
ence on the management system, not 
because of any analysis and related 
decision-making criteria or process that 
indicates this is the best approach for 
objective achievement, but because of 
resource (funds, expertise, etc.) limita-
tions, policy, political considerations or 
other reasons.

Examples of active and passive man-
agement of natural and social processes 
include:
Active management of: 

• Natural system elements—mechanical 
and chemical removal of invasive spe-
cies that could negatively affect species 
X habitat. 

• Human system elements—educational 
and informative communication, regu-
lations, incentives, physical barriers, 
etc.

Passive management of: 
• Natural system elements—Allow natu-

ral fi re events for restoration of habitat.
• Human system elements—Allow de-

veloping social stigma around particu-
lar forms of outdoor recreation to grow 
without comment.

Actions can be directed towards the fol-
lowing traits and more:

• stakeholder beliefs, knowledge, atti-
tudes, risk perceptions

• stakeholder behavior
• local land-use policy
• species X population (size, distribution, 

location, genetic vigor, etc.)
• species X behavior
• species X habitat

Note: Experience has shown that this 
is another logical point to take a 
break because of the tendency to 
skim through the work described 
next. Consider whether it is better 
to pause and then come back fresh.

Continuing the cormorant example, 
actions associated with the two enabling 
objectives might be:

E01: Reduce cormorant productivity
    Actions: a. cormorant egg oiling
             b. cormorant nest destruction
E02: Develop cormorant viewing oppor- 

   tunities 
    Actions: a. install web cam in colony  

      on Little Galoo Island
             b. develop ecotourism facili- 

      ties and promote them
When thinking about management 

actions, one might ask the following ques-
tions:
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• What are the anticipated collateral 
and subsequent effects/impacts of 
the primary actions?

• Can the collateral and subsequent 
effects/impacts be reasonably miti-
gated?

9.5 Develop Criteria for Action 
Evaluation

A topic often overlooked in creating a 
management system model is the set of for-
mal or informal criteria that managers use 
to evaluate an action. Here we don’t mean 
just progress in meeting an objective (i.e., 
effectiveness). Instead, we are talking about 
criteria that largely evaluate the assump-
tions made when selecting the actions, 
achieved with simple questions such as the 
following:

Collateral and subsequent effects can 
be either positive or negative. The latter 
outcome, if signifi cant to stakeholders (i.e., 
becomes an impact—an important effect of 
management concern), often requires miti-
gation to make the primary action socially, 
economically, and biologically acceptable. 
Consider these two questions:

Thought should be given to what ac-
tions might be taken in the event interven-
tions are not living up to expectations.

9.6 Nature and Extent of Likely 
Collateral and Subsequent Effects/
Impacts of Primary Actions
Management actions/interventions can 
have collateral and subsequent effects and 
impacts (e.g., economic, ecological, etc.), in 
addition to the primary impacts to which 
the actions are directed. In most cases, an 
intervention will have both collateral and 
subsequent effects. The distinction between 
collateral effects (occurring at same time) 
and subsequent effects (occurring after 
management objectives are achieved) is 
useful because they may require differ-
ent timing of mitigating actions, different 
partners, and different communication to 
stakeholders, partners and internal agency 
staff. 

• Effectiveness?
• Effi cacy?
• Diffi culty for staff or contractor to 

implement, including hazards and 
technical challenges?

• Compatibility with other actions?
• Predictability of result?
• Durability and reliability of equip-

ment or processes?
• Stakeholder acceptability?
• Cost?
• Humaneness?
• Type, magnitude and predictability 

of collateral and subsequent effects 
and impacts?

 Collateral or subsequent impacts do 
not occur in a vacuum; someone needs to 
be affected for an impact to occur. As part 
of this exercise, affected stakeholders are 
identifi ed. Managers need to evaluate the 
extent to which a new set of people are like-
ly to become stakeholders in management 
as a result of management. By new, we 
mean people not affected by the impacts of 
primary management concern, but those af-
fected as a consequence of the management 
actions. For example, in urban-proximate 
parks, wildlife managers may adopt a haz-
ing program to disperse bears from camp-
grounds and picnic areas. This may effec-
tively reduce negative interactions between 
the problem-causing bears and campers or 
other park visitors, but:

• if the hazing program upsets campers 
and other visitors who do not under-
stand the reason for managers’ actions 
and only see the effort as harassing the 
“poor bears,” a collateral impact is cre-
ated that needs to be mitigated; or

• if the bears move to raiding trash 
receptacles and invading homes in an 
adjacent community, a set of subse-
quent impacts is created by the action. 
And, a set of secondary stakeholders 
in that management action arises. 

Thinking ahead about and articulating 
expectations for these sometimes cascad-
ing effects of management actions is a key 
element of a manager’s model, and reveals 
some of the more challenging aspects of 
comprehensive management thinking.
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Note: Completing the discussion around 
topics and questions indicated above in 
Phase III marks another logical point for 
a break in the process of developing a 
manager’s model. 

9.7 Identify and Evaluate Mitigat-
ing Actions to Lessen Negative 
Collateral and Subsequent Impacts 
of Management Actions
As an exercise to support proactive pro-
gram development, managers identify 
which secondary actions might be neces-
sary and available to them to mitigate 
negative collateral and subsequent impacts 
from primary actions that may be used in a 
management program. The questions asked 
about mitigating actions are essentially the 
same as those asked with respect to the 
primary actions:

One can envision being caught up in a 
never-ending spiral of impacts mitigat-
ing actions additional impacts etc. 
This is avoidable by the application of 
common sense. The trick is to have subse-
quent iterations of mitigating actions result 
in lessening additional negative effects, 
hopefully quickly reaching the point of 
“enough” mitigation. A key point is that 
the “best” primary actions cannot be deter-
mined without considering the collateral 
and subsequent impacts expected and the 
mitigation needed to make those impacts 
acceptable to the agency, partners and 
stakeholders. Is mitigation possible, and at 
what cost? Answers to these questions are 
part of describing the management system.

• Which mitigating actions are currently 
being implemented?

• What is the history of actions (pros and 
cons)?

• What is acceptable given current poli-
cies?

• Is your agency or are other agencies, 
local governments, NGOs, private 
individuals or collectives (e.g., land-
owners or landowner cooperatives) or 
the private for-profi t sector in the best 
position to take action?

• What resources are available (staff, 
expertise, funds)?

• How effective and/or effi cient are 
potential actions?

• What are the additional collateral and 
subsequent impacts of potential miti-
gating actions? (That is, be careful to 
identify the potential for cascading 
effects in the biological, ecological and 
social realm that can spin out of con-
trol.)

• What are the tradeoffs between ben-
efi ts expected and additional impacts 
created?

• Do stakeholders and the agency under-
stand the nature of these trade-offs of 
actions?
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10.1 Introduction 
Creating a visual depiction of the manag-
er’s model is a combination of art and tech-
nique. A diagram, called a concept map, 
and the indexing of relevant fi les to each 
component of the concept map, have mul-
tiple benefi ts for communication purposes. 
Using computer software of some type 
(e.g., Cmap™ software4) can be an essential 
organizational and communication tool. 

After a manager’s model and accom-
panying concept map are drafted, the 
management team should review them 
and seek review by others (other agency 
colleagues, partners, selected stakeholders, 
etc.). The review occurs within a reasonable 
time period following development of the 
fi rst-generation manager’s model and is 
directed toward ensuring it is a consensus 
representation of the team’s view of the 
management system. This usually means 
the concept map may not be “exactly right” 
for anyone on the team, but will be “right 
enough” for everyone to feel comfortable 
working from it. 

We strongly recommend that the man-
agement team does this review together, in 
a face-to-face meeting. Our reason for this 
harkens back to one of the primary values 
of the concept map—to facilitate communi-
cation. A discussion among team members 
about the quality of their model and con-
cept map is more benefi cial than individual 
team members sending e-mail comments to 
one another. Pulling the group together for 

10 Creating and Critiquing Your Preliminary Model (Phase IV)

this purpose may not be possible, no matter 
how desirable, but we encourage you to 
try. 

10.2 Seek Internal Review of Your 
Model 
After developing a draft manager’s model 
and associated concept map that the team 
is reasonably satisfi ed with, it is advisable 
to seek review by individuals in the agency 
who were not involved in its development. 
This will mean one or more members of the 
team taking the time (about 1.5-2.0 hours) 
to explain the model to other people. Feed-
back and critique are sought in this process. 
Purposes of feedback minimally include 
the following:

• Reviewing the assumptions, premises 
and logic of the model.

• Reviewing the comprehensiveness 
and completeness of the model.

• Testing the value of the model in ex-
plaining the management system—is 
it an effective communication device?

• Developing one or more colleague’s 
understanding of the system.

Results of the review are communicated 
back to the entire team (in the event some 
members are not present during review by 
others), and ideally a follow-up meeting 
with all the reviewers and team members 
is held to discuss how to incorporate the 
feedback received. This is helpful both for 
improving the management system model 

4Some people will not like the concept map approach; it’s simply not the way they prefer to present 
or receive ideas. For those colleagues who don’t like the chart as a tool for conceptualization, we have 
found utility in describing it as a “table of contents” for the various lists, narratives, illustrations, graphs 
and other materials that emerged from the discussions. In fact, the Cmap™ performs that function, 
by providing links to relevant fi les, organized by their relationship to components of the Cmap™ fi g-
ure. The use of a PowerPoint presentation that has extensive narrative may be a good compromise.
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and for widening the communication net-
work about the management system, the 
program and the process of developing a 
manager’s model.

10.3 Using the Manager’s Model 
and Concept Map
The completed manager’s model and con-
cept map have several potential immediate 
uses: (a) identifi cation of communication 
needs, (b) identifi cation of information 
needs (including literature review, primary 
and secondary research, etc.), and (c) deter-
mining monitoring and evaluation needs. 

10.3.1 Identify Need for Internal or 
External Communication
As noted earlier, frequently the basis of 
concern about a natural resource issue re-
fl ects lack of knowledge about some aspect 
of science, policy or politics. This can be 
true for staff within your agency as well as 
external partners and other stakeholders. 
One may encounter defi ciencies in any of 
the following areas:

• Agency staff understanding of the 
management environment

• Stakeholder awareness of a concern
• Stakeholder knowledge about the 

management environment
• Stakeholder misperceptions (e.g., 

about species X ecology or agency 
mission/mandate)

The following diagnostic questions aid 
the team in evaluating the basis of concerns 
and also help in determining the need for 
informative communication:

Internal Communication Needs (examples)
Some internal communication needs 

that may be uncovered and merit attention 
include:

• Staff possess broad range of knowl-
edge and ideas about the ecology 
of species X, but they may need to 
understand variability of responses of 
species X to the different conditions 
that exist in an area of management 
focus.

• Knowledge of state and federal laws 
and regulations, as well as local ordi-
nances, and how they affect manage-
ment response.

• Understanding of jurisdiction vis-à-vis 
state, federal and local governments.

• Distinction between agency policy 
and personal opinion of professional 
management staff—implications for 
interagency and community relations.

• Importance of collaboration with other 
agencies, landowners, and communi-
ties to co-manage species X to enhance 
broader conservation goals.

• Tradeoffs of action vs. inaction with 
respect to costs (money, people, public 
relations/trust, short and long-term, 
natural resource integrity).

External Communication Needs (examples)
• Identify different groups of stakehold-

ers for targeted communication strate-
gies.

• Seek research on or insight about how 
to reach specifi c types of stakeholders, 
who is considered a credible source 
of information vis-à-vis management 
issue, learning styles/preferences of 
various segments of the public, etc.

• Develop and evaluate new outreach 
methods (conventional communica-
tion practices may not be most ef-
fective or effi cient [cost effective] for 
effort).

• Helping stakeholders to understand 
the science available; i.e., how to 

• Does the assessment of the science, 
policy, and political climate need to 
be interpreted internally within your 
agency? Is consistency of interpreta-
tion a problem?

• Is stakeholder knowledge of agency 
mission/mandate adequate?

• Is stakeholder and agency knowl-
edge of the status and ecology of the 
resource of concern adequate?

• Are the differences in agency and 
stakeholder perceptions of impacts 
known? 

• Are learning characteristics, par-
ticipation preferences, and relevant 
interests (stakes) of stakeholders 
known?
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interpret complex ecological prob-
lems (level of uncertainty, spatial and 
temporal limits of data, scale of issue, 
capacities of agency, etc.).

• Has the resource “problem” or “op-
portunity” been fully articulated?

• Develop interest in collaboration.
• Attract scientists to the problem.
• Understanding overall agency mission 

and specifi c policy with respect to the 
resource.

• Relating overall agency goals and ob-
jectives to actual and perceived risks 
associated with the resource.

Note: The following describes an exer-
cise for identifying information needs. 
We suggest exploring internal and 
external communication needs fi rst, 
but this order can be altered if in your 
judgment the team would prefer doing 
otherwise.

10.3.2 Review the Model to Identify 
Information Needs and Establish 
Priority for Inquiry
After developing and refi ning a manager’s 
model one immediate use of it is to identify 
information needs to serve decisions in 
various aspects of management. The team 
should go through the model methodically, 
using the concept map as an outline, asking 
questions such as:

• What are the biological, ecological, 
and human dimensions information 
needs associated with the various 
elements and relationships included 
in this model?

• What do we know already? What is 
the basis of this knowledge (research, 
experience, logic)?

• Is information currently available 
adequate to serve our management 
needs?

• What kinds of information and in-
sight are most important?

• How confi dent are we in the validity 
of what we know with respect to the 

species of interest, the people in-
volved, or other aspects of the man-
agement environment?

• Does our confi dence in information 
coincide with its relative importance?

• Is research underway that will im-
prove our information base, or do we 
need to encourage needed research?

• Do we need site-specifi c information, 
or will insight from other contexts 
reasonably apply to ours?

With such questions answered by the 
group, one can then turn to assessing rela-
tive importance and urgency of additional 
inquiry to address the information needs. 
To avoid the information needs list becom-
ing daunting and discouraging, it is essen-
tial to distinguish between what is “nice to 
know” and what is “critical to know” about 
the management system. Careful review of 
your manager’s model should aid in this 
distinction.

10.3.3 Identify Key Monitoring and 
Evaluation Needs for Impact Man-
agement
No manager’s model would be complete 
without inclusion of key monitoring and 
evaluation needs. Many agencies require 
this (e.g., Government Performance and 
Reporting Act (GPRA) requirements for 
federal agencies), but more important than 
a bureaucratic requirement is the profes-
sional expectation of evaluation of man-
agement program activity. Monitoring 
and evaluation are necessary to determine 
whether management actions achieve 
enabling objectives, and in turn, whether 
these enabling objectives achieve funda-
mental objectives. This is absolutely essen-
tial when operating in an adaptive man-
agement paradigm (i.e., AIM). Whether 
pursuing an active-adaptive (experimental 
management; i.e., AIM) or passive-adaptive 
(learning from outcomes; i.e., IM) approach 
to management, monitoring and evaluation 
are needed to test assumptions and mark 
progress toward anticipated goals, includ-
ing identifi cation of the need to change 
course, the reasons why, and the change in 
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outcomes expected by taking such actions. 
Monitoring and evaluation are needed just 
as urgently for passive management as 
they are for active management. Monitor-
ing and evaluation are among the most cru-
cial activities to ensure a vibrant learning 
environment for a thriving community of 

managers in your agency. Many approach-
es can be taken to evaluation, from quan-
titative modeling and experimentation, 
to refi ning models of system response, to 
pre-post evaluation of progress on specifi c 
objectives.
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11.1 Review 
Manager’s models have a particular role in 
the process of “thinking like a manager” 
(Organ et al. 2006). We briefl y describe how 
we see some key features fi tting together 
(Figure 11.1), and in so doing we hope to 
clarify the role of manager’s models. The 
philosophy and terms we use in the follow-
ing few paragraphs are described several 
published papers and books.5

 The manager’s model is grounded in 
the observation that the value of under-
standing stakeholder needs, interests, 
preferences, behaviors and expectations 
of management is widely recognized 
among professionals in public fi sh and 
wildlife management agencies. Increas-
ing the content of the human dimensions 
component of the information base used to 
inform planning, policy and management 
decisions, and managers’ confi dence in that 
information, are pervasive needs of natural 
resource agencies across the country. Hu-
man dimensions contributions for manage-
ment, developed through a combination 
of empirical data, social science theory, 
and stakeholder input, usually are neces-
sary, but seldom are suffi cient for planning 
and other decision making about manage-
ment of a natural resource. Stakeholder 
engagement is valuable and often expected 
(sometimes legally required) to interpret 
the human dimensions information avail-
able, especially for identifying key impacts 
for management focus. If you subscribe to 
the idea that fi sh and wildlife management 
typically can best be executed by taking an 

11 Manager’s Models, Impact Management, Human Dimensions 
   and More: How the Pieces Fit Together

impacts management approach (that is, by 
thinking of management outcomes in terms 
of impacts—the creation of benefi ts, mini-
mization of costs, or fi nding an acceptable 
balance between these), then stakeholder-
identifi ed and stakeholder-weighted 
impacts become the focus of management; 
that is, the focus for developing fundamen-
tal and enabling objectives, and ultimately 
for evaluation of management success.

One of the large challenges that profes-
sional managers face, in part due to their 
education, training and experience, and in 
part due to the traditional conventions of 
management practice, is integrating hu-
man dimensions and biological dimensions 
(wildlife populations, habitats, etc.) of man-
agement. More and better human dimen-
sions insight may be a necessary compo-
nent of management, but such insight is 
not an assurance of management success, 
even if an impacts-management approach 
is adopted. Furthermore, it may be diffi cult 
to identify the human dimensions consid-
erations needing attention in a manage-
ment scenario. In general, managers fi nd 
themselves ill prepared to enter into plan-
ning and decision-making processes where 
integration of human dimensions is critical. 

The precepts of AIM/IM were devel-
oped in response to this situation, but 
we fi nd that managers need a tool when 
attempting to describe a wildlife manage-
ment situation comprehensively and apply 
the core aspects of “thinking like a manag-
er” in the contemporary context where hu-
man dimensions considerations are para-
mount. We developed a systematic method 

5For example, Decker, D.J., W.F. Siemer, K.M. Leong, S.J. Riley, B.A. Rudolph and L. H. Carpenter. 
2009. Conclusions: What is Wildlife Management. Chap. 23 (pages 315-327) in Wildlife and Society: 
The Science of Human Dimensions, Manfredo, M.J., J.J. Vaske, P.J. Brown, D.J. Decker and E.A. Duke, 
eds. Island Press, Washington, DC. 350pp.
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--manager's models-- for helping manag-
ers engage in a “rapid” situation analysis 
via a process to describe the management 
system in which they must operate. An 
emphasis of the process is being explicit 
and analytic in describing the management 
system (or management environment). The 
approach and “soft system” process ele-
ments were evaluated in pilot work with 
fish and wildlife agencies in New York, 
Florida and Arizona, and with the National 
Park Service. The tangible product of the 
process is often captured schematically in a 
concept map. The process of developing a 
manager’s model typically clarifies where 
and how integration of human and biologi-
cal/ecological dimensions should occur. 
The biological and ecological insights are 
critical to explaining what biological and 

ecological effects a resource can potentially 
produce (positive or negative), on what 
time frame and geographic scale, with what 
certainty or potential for variation, and 
how various management actions might 
affect the resource. Human dimensions 
insights contribute to the analysis of im-
pacts desired or likely to be produced (e.g., 
thresholds of acceptable benefits and costs), 
policy constraints and social acceptability 
of (and therefore likely support for) techni-
cally possible actions.

The process of developing a manager’s 
model is not intended to replace normal 
planning processes, but to facilitate manag-
ers getting their collective understanding 
of a management system revealed and 
analyzed internally prior to delving into 
a full-blown public planning process that 

Figure 11.1: Place of manager’s models in planning and management decision-making.
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includes external partners and stakehold-
ers, or into the quantitative mode of active-
adaptive management. The rapid situation 
analysis that occurs in developing and 
critiquing a manager’s model often reveals 
system components or relationships where 
little insight is available or where the im-
portance of being more confi dent in exist-
ing assumptions is clarifi ed; these discover-
ies point to research needs. 

A manager’s model is intended to be 
a perpetual work in progress—an ever-
changing understanding of the manage-
ment system that is updated as new insight 
is developed. This can be accomplished 
through careful, systematic evaluation in 
impact management (IM) mode or through 
experimental quantifi cation in adaptive 
impact management (AIM) mode. Research 
is one way that insight is enhanced in ei-
ther IM or AIM, but with an AIM approach 
the opportunity for testing managers’ 
understanding (and assumptions) about 
the management system—the processes, 
components, their relationships, and the 
anticipated effects of management— pres-
ents itself. 

In summary, impacts management or 
adaptive impacts management is the set of 
processes that lead to management objec-
tives articulated in terms of stakeholder-
identifi ed impacts desired from manage-
ment. The adaptive aspect occurs when 
assumptions are being tested via manage-
ment actions implemented in an experi-
mental design. Manager’s models are prod-
ucts of teams of managers (and perhaps 
their close collaborators) who conduct a 
rapid situation analysis that describes their 
perception of the management system (or 
management environment) in which they 
operate to achieve management objectives. 
Manager’s models reveal assumptions, 
information voids, uncertainties, needs for 
stakeholder input and collaboration, pos-
sibilities for interventions, anticipated col-
lateral and subsequent effects from various 
action alternatives, etc. Manager’s models 
tend to clarify where human dimensions 
insight applies. These aspects of manager’s 
models generally (a) help managers com-
municate internally and externally about a 
management system, (b) aid in identifying 

priority information needs, (c) facilitate 
anticipation of management direction (and 
associated opportunities and challenges) 
and (d) provide managers with a fi rmer 
foundation to engage in planning and deci-
sion-making processes. Manager’s models 
also represent the groundwork useful for 
implementing a more quantitative adaptive 
approach to impacts management.

11.2 Synopsis
A basic part of a wildlife manager’s job is 
to engage in processes that improve under-
standing of wildlife issues through analy-
sis of wildlife management systems. This 
includes working with colleagues, partners 
and stakeholders to imagine and describe 
a preferred condition with respect to co-
existence of humans and wildlife. But de-
scribing a desirable future is just the start. 
A manager needs also to describe current 
conditions, analyze the gap between what 
is present and what is desired, communi-
cate the issues to partners and stakehold-
ers, and design an approach to improve 
the situation. Together with partners and 
stakeholders, the wildlife manager devel-
ops objectives and interventions to narrow 
the gap.

A manager’s model is a tool to help per-
form a rapid situation analysis. Conducted 
internally, it is an initial sketch of desired 
conditions, actual conditions, factors that 
infl uence conditions, and considerations to 
be made before taking actions—a hypoth-
esis later to be examined with partners and 
stakeholders. It also presents a broad view 
of what is being managed. Finally, it is 
adaptable because as one learns more about 
the management system the model can be 
modifi ed.

If the process outlined for building a 
manager’s model is successfully imple-
mented, it will produce a roadmap for 
improving the management system. The 
manager’s model and associated concept 
map are dynamic descriptions of the real 
world in which management occurs. The 
chapters that follow illustrate application of 
impact management. The examples cover 
an array of situations and degrees of man-
agement intensity.
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APPLYING IMPACT MANAGEMENT

PART III
AIM APPLICATIONS
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Introduction to Part III
Part III contains three hypothetical ex-

amples of impact management. They range 
from a very basic level of management 
that focuses on impacts as outcomes and 
evaluation of program in terms of impacts 
achieved, to what might be thought of as 
passive-adaptive impact management, 
where an experiment is put in place, but 
lacks the rigor associated with active-
adaptive management (i.e., lacks multiple 
management treatments based on alterna-
tive models and a control). These examples 
are all place based (i.e., community based), 
so multiple management treatments are not 
feasible largely due to the operational scale 
of the issues presented. The names used for 
characters in the scenarios are fi ctional and 
not intended to be references to any par-
ticular individuals past or present. 

We focus on cases with narrow geospa-
tial scope because this is the situation most 
wildlife managers typically encounter. One 
can imagine that if multiple cases were to 
receive different management treatments, 
and one or two no treatment at all (con-
trols), then as a set the criteria for an active-
adaptive impact management experiment 
could be entertained. Even under this sce-
nario, however, the inevitable variability 
in many environmental and human factors 
among the contexts would confound the 
interpretation of treatment effects.

The fi rst case (chapter 12), Getting Your 
Ducks (and Geese) in a Row, is a familiar 
situation in urban areas across the US 
and Canada. Conditions created by urban 
green space and water features, whether 
golf courses or urban parks, that attract 
and hold ducks and Canada geese in large 
numbers. These birds are attractive to 
many people when they are novel or in low 

AIM Applications

concentrations, but public response chang-
es—and diverges—as the numbers of birds 
grows and the impacts of their presence are 
felt by more and more people. In this case, 
Kathy (an urban biologist) has long recog-
nized the need for a coordinated approach 
to managing waterfowl in Central City, but 
has not had the backing needed to initiate 
such collaborative work. A dose of dead 
and dying ducks in a city park changes that 
overnight. She recognizes the opportunity 
for action presented and moves on it. This 
example describes a realistic prospect for 
impact management that may be hypothet-
ical in its details, but very real in general.

The second example (chapter 13), Cou-
gars on the Edge of Town, is situated in the 
intermountain west and deals with moun-
tain cougars, but the case could just as 
easily be set in a community where con-
cerns arise over black bear incursions along 
urban outskirts in New Jersey or coyotes 
living in urban areas of California. Susan, 
a state wildlife manager, has to deal with 
agency policy, professional conventions, 
community expectations and her own 
confl icting personal feelings about the pres-
ence of a large predator attracted by deer 
in an urban area, then becoming habituated 
to humans and their pets. This hypotheti-
cal case refl ects real experiences of wildlife 
managers and will resonate with those who 
integrate the human and ecological aspects 
of managing a large, capable predator 
doing what such predators do, but doing 
it in and among communities of humans. 
Here the issue is all about safety impacts 
and tolerance of the presence of potentially 
dangerous wildlife. The impacts-manage-
ment approach described has application to 
many like situations.
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 The third story is also about a perva-
sive problem facing wildlife managers 
nearly everywhere in the US and much 
of Canada—suburban deer management. 
Whether your deer are whitetails as in the 
case, mule deer, or “bigger” deer—elk and 
moose—you’ll recognize some of the issues 
and concerns faced by managers Sarah and 
Earl in Hang Together or be Hanged Sepa-
rately (chapter 14). Sarah is responsible for 
natural resource management in an urban 
proximate park, while Earl is the state 

deer manager in her region. Following a 
few years of an ill-fated deer management 
attempt via fertility control, they form a 
team to deal with the economic, ecologi-
cal, and health and safety impacts of an 
abundant deer population. Taking a care-
fully planned approach, Sarah and Earl join 
forces to develop a community-based AIM 
“light” management scheme that is feasible 
for many such situations in North America. 
This case is based in the real experience of 
the authors.
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12.1 Waterfowl Concentration in an 
Urban Area
Waterfowl management in urban areas is 
a growing concern for biologists, urban 
open-space managers, health offi cials and 
citizens. Elected offi cials fi nd this topic to 
be thorny because of the disparate human 
values associated with it. Their constituen-
cies are often in confl ict. This is the case in 
Central City, a medium-sized regional ur-
ban center in the Midwest, blessed with ex-
tensive ponds, lakes, parks, and other open 
space that are a source of community pride. 
These areas also are heavily inhabited by 
several species of waterfowl, especially 
Canada geese. Over the years the goose 
population has become non-migratory and 
lives in the city year around.

The city has employed an urban biolo-
gist for some time. This individual, Kathy 
Jones, at one time was employed by the 
state and worked with Pat Smith, the state 
waterfowl biologist. One of Kathy’s main 
issues in Central City is the overabundance 
of waterfowl and the associated impacts to 
the local community. Kathy and her city 
colleagues are developing a public infor-
mation and interpretive campaign aimed 
at reducing feeding of waterfowl by visi-
tors using city properties. Brochures, signs, 
public-service announcements in the local 
media and interpretive programs have 
been deployed, but with little apparent 
effect. Feeding ducks and geese is popular 
with families on picnics; bird viewing and 
photographing are extremely popular with 
lots of users. Kathy has learned that water-
fowl have a strong symbolic value in the 
community because many regard the pres-
ence of these wildlife as a positive attribute 
of living in their community.

12 Getting Your Ducks (and Geese) in a Row — Applying IM to an 
   Urban Waterfowl Issue

These positive values notwithstanding, 
Kathy also has been dealing with a series of 
on-going complaints from:

• Individual citizens
• District councilmen
• Mayor’s offi ce
• Golf course managers
• Chamber of Commerce 
• Landscape companies
• Home owner associations
• Audubon Society and other environ-

mental interests
Their concerns include:

• People do not appreciate the noise that 
Canada geese make near their resi-
dences, especially in early mornings.

• Feces on sidewalks, especially in front 
of businesses is an issue. 

• Geese have exhibited aggressive 
behavior toward people entering the 
buildings.

• Feces and heavy grazing on lawns and 
greenways throughout the city.

• The three city golf courses have a long 
history of complaining about geese on 
the greens and fairways.

• Eutrophication of city ponds and lakes 
is a huge concern to city offi cials, and 
recently there have been some fi sh die-
offs.

• People walking on the city trails with 
their pets have complained about feces 
and the problem of their pets being 
soiled by goose feces.

• City offi cials are concerned that the 
growing abundance of geese will lead 
to a greater incidence of predators in 
the city.
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• In recent years the threat of wildlife 
diseases being transmitted to people, 
pets, and livestock has grown.

For some time, Kathy, Pat, and Jim 
Brown (USDA Animal and Plant Health 
Inspection Service—Wildlife Services biolo-
gist), and Linda Myers (US Fish & Wildlife 
Service) have been discussing the evolving 
waterfowl situation in the city and talking 
about the potential value of cooperatively 
developing a management plan. Synchro-
nizing the different roles of each agency is 
important in coordinating authorities and 
responsibilities involved in a comprehen-
sive waterfowl plan for the city. The biolo-
gists feel they lack the overall support of 
the community and the city government to 
carry out a stakeholder process that would 
lead to developing a plan. 

This group of biologists is cautious 
because of the complex authority issue. 
They recognize there are other stakes such 
as public health, agriculture, and general 
animal health (veterinarians) interested in 
the issue.

12.2 An IM Process is Launched
The waterfowl issue suddenly becomes 
urgent when a maintenance crew discov-
ers many dead and dying waterfowl in 
a city park lake. Things intensify quickly 
from that moment forward. The mainte-
nance chief calls Kathy to report the dead 
birds and expresses concern about health 
threats to park staff and visitors. The crew 
has picked up the carcasses and asks Kathy 
what to do with them. The maintenance 
chief informs Kathy that a concerned citi-
zen has notifi ed a journalist working for the 
local paper. 

Learning of these developments, Kathy 
calls a state conservation offi cer and ar-
ranges to meet him and the park crew at 
the city lake to process the carcasses and ar-
range for appropriate necropsies. Kathy im-
mediately is thinking about connections to 
Avian Infl uenza. Kathy returns to her offi ce 
after processing the carcasses and taking 
samples for lab tests. At her offi ce she fi nds 
a message from her supervisor, Michelle 
Baron, the city Natural Resource Director, 
informing her that the local newspaper has 
called asking for details of the die-off and 

to please advise ASAP.
Kathy returns the call to Michelle, in-

forming her that “The carcasses have been 
properly collected and are on the way to 
the pathologists for a necropsy.”

“What’s the chance that these birds car-
ried AI?” asks Michelle. 

 “That’s highly unlikely given they are 
local birds and no suspected sources of 
AI have been reported,” Kathy responds, 
perhaps sounding more confi dent than she 
really is. 

“Well, I hope you are right. The mayor 
and city council will be expecting a plan 
of action and information soon,” Michelle 
informs Kathy. 

After hanging up the phone with Mi-
chelle, Kathy wonders whether this inci-
dent will provide the incentive to address 
the longstanding waterfowl issue in Cen-
tral City. 

Kathy next calls Pat to tell him what’s 
happening. She suggests that perhaps this 
will trigger the management planning they 
have talked about. 

“Maybe the city will see the need for a 
broad-based stakeholder approach to this 
issue,” she suggests to Pat. Continuing she 
says, “Hopefully this will bring the fi nan-
cial and political support we’ve needed.”

“Well, if this fi nally starts cooking, I 
think the state would support such an ef-
fort,” Pat suggests reassuringly. “For sure, 
past complaints and history of the issue 
warrant development of a plan as a model 
for other communities in the state. I have 
ideas on how to proceed.” 

Thinking about the work ahead, Kathy 
says, “First thing I need to do is pull to-
gether a background report.”

Pat replies that a situation analysis and 
a description of the management system 
would be very useful and further suggests 
that the broader group of relevant biolo-
gists should be contacted for their perspec-
tives and inputs. He also reminds Kathy 
that before taking any further actions they 
need results of the tests on the dead birds.

Although it seems like an eternity when 
expectations of supervisors, partners and 
community members are running high, 
results from the pathologists are expected 
within 48 hours. During the fi rst 24 hours 
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community speculation grows. The lo-
cal paper’s leading headline the day after 
the incident declares “Dead Birds at City 
Park—Has Bird Flu Arrived?” Kathy’s 
phone starts to ring off the hook with calls 
coming from throughout the community. 
The same is occurring at city hall.

Thankfully, the pathology report comes 
in as negative to AI. The birds died from 
botulism, a disease found occasionally 
when waterfowl concentrate during hot 
seasons of the year. Everyone breathes a 
sigh of relief, but Kathy and her supervisor 
recognize they dodged a bullet and begin 
discussing what needs to happen to avoid 
future crises.

Kathy takes this opportunity to update 
Michelle on the on-going discussions that 
she and her colleagues are having about 
the steps needed to organize a broad-based 
community involvement process leading 
to development of a multi-agency manage-
ment plan. 

Michelle agrees to make a pitch for such 
a process to the city manager next week 
and asks Kathy for more details and a pro-
posal.

Kathy starts calling the other agency 
biologists simply inquiring if they concur 
with Pat’s and her analysis that this latest 
incident might be the catalyst to begin their 
long-anticipated planning process. Kathy 
receives general concurrence from her col-
leagues but several raise issues of funding 
and political support.

Kathy next prepares a one-page pro-
posal highlighting key steps involved 
in developing the plan, including a time 
frame and estimated costs. She submits the 
proposal to Michelle, who in turn success-
fully gains approval from the city manager. 
Together they will work to secure resources 
and political support for the effort.

Kathy immediately calls Pat and says, 
“We have a green light, now the work 
begins.” 

Pat has been busy, too. He informs 
Kathy that he has received verbal com-
mitment from state offi cials and they 
concurred that he should play a major role 
in this process. Pat’s assignment refl ects 
the state’s recognition of its authority and 
responsibility in this issue. 

“I think we need a retreat with other key 
biologists to kick off planning,” Pat sug-
gests. 

“I have been told that if needed we can 
count on the help of one of our community 
relations specialists to facilitate a meeting,” 
Kathy replies. 

Kathy’s work is just beginning. Addi-
tional information is needed to articulate 
agency roles, responsibilities, and authori-
ties. Relevant research on urban waterfowl 
and waterfowl diseases, as well as perti-
nent wildlife, human and domestic animal 
health concerns must be reviewed.

The human dimensions considerations 
include compiling a stakeholder list, 
known impacts experienced from water-
fowl (especially geese), existing manage-
ment efforts (education, outreach, etc.), 
community experiences in collaborative 
processes (capacity), and agency experi-
ences in collaborative processes (capacity).

During one of their many preparatory 
brainstorming conversations, Pat explains 
to Kathy that they need to decide whether 
to take an AIM or an IM approach. In this 
case, uncertainty about control over the 
intervention that may be deployed is in 
question because of the number of agen-
cies and stakeholders, the urgency, and the 
concomitant political elements of the situ-
ation. An AIM approach requires commit-
ment to extent and duration of treatments 
in an intervention. Thus, an AIM approach 
is not feasible. Though less powerful as 
a learning process, much can be learned 
from properly executing core elements of 
an IM approach. For instance, articulating 
stakeholder-identifi ed impacts as objec-
tives, systematically monitoring and evalu-
ating change in impacts experienced, and 
modifying interventions as needed are all 
valuable and contribute to learning about 
the management situation. 

Kathy lacks experience with either AIM 
or IM approaches and suggests to Pat that 
either sounds awfully complicated and 
wonders how to begin. Pat tries to reduce 
her anxiety by enumerating the key steps:

1. Establish a technical steering team 
(TST) representing the agencies in-
volved in management of impacts of 
waterfowl in Central City.
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2. Form a citizen task force comprised of 
a diverse representation of stakehold-
er interests in the community. 

3. Conduct a situation analysis, which 
Kathy has already done. 

4. Avoid jumping into listing a set of 
management actions.

5. Develop a manager’s model and con-
cept map of the management system, 
work that may be performed by a 
broad-based steering team.

6. Establish objectives that express fu-
ture conditions desired with respect 
to waterfowl management within 
the city. Identify primary impacts 
of concern and translate them into 
actionable objectives, i.e., enabling 
objectives. This activity requires 
considerable input from stakehold-
ers because they are the appropriate 
source of insight about key impacts.

7. Identify possible management inter-
ventions. Stakeholders have a role 
in this step because ultimately they 
determine if the solutions are socially 
acceptable and therefore sustainable.

8. Identify likely collateral and subse-
quent effects needing mitigation.

9. Articulate how progress toward meet-
ing stated objectives will be evaluated, 
including identifi cation of monitoring 
needs and protocols and assigning re-
sponsibility for their implementation.

After hearing this list of needed work 
Kathy asks, “How do we get started?” 

“An initial step is developing a man-
ager’s model of the management system,” 
Pat explains. “This can be depicted as a 
concept map, which will help the technical 
people involved communicate with one 
another and help us describe what we are 
doing to our supervisors and the commu-
nity.” 

Pat goes on to suggest that, “The group 
of biologists that have been interacting on 
this issue should become more formally 
organized. This group can be referred to as 
the technical steering team. One of the fi rst 
jobs for this team is to develop a compre-
hensive articulation of the management 
system in play for this issue. 

Kathy agrees to call the technical steer-
ing team (TST) members and fi nd a suit-
able time and place to do this. She decides 
that the most productive approach would 
be a one-day retreat at the city open-space 
cabin. She offers to get to work on this right 
away.

At the retreat the following week the 
TST focuses on developing a manager’s 
model and associated concept map describ-
ing their collective view of the management 
system for the city’s waterfowl resources. 
After considerable discussion to describe 
a desired future condition, the group lays 
out the current situation and then quickly 
agrees on the fundamental objectives in 
broad terms. They differ on what the most 
important impacts are, so decide to identify 
a starter list for stakeholder consideration. 
The TST members also deliberate about the 
relevant authorities, policies, regulations, 
jurisdictions, etc. and come to agreement 
on a complementary package for eventual 
presentation to a citizen task force.

The TST recognizes there is a wide range 
of potential actions to be considered by 
the citizen task force. The TST anticipates 
that they will be called upon by the citizen 
task force to provide technical advice and 
explain effi cacy of actions. They also recog-
nize the importance of identifying collateral 
and subsequent effects of any actions con-
sidered. The TST anticipates that describing 
and analyzing necessary mitigation could 
be a time consuming activity. The TST also 
discuss appropriate monitoring and evalu-
ation techniques and costs. 

Armed with a mutually agreed upon 
managers model, the TST faces a decision 
about the level of sophistication of the 
stakeholder process needed to verify key 
impacts and establish fundamental and 
enabling objectives. To keep a stakeholder 
process on track they will need a clear link 
between fundamental and enabling objec-
tives.

The TST discusses a range of consid-
erations and settles on the following key 
criteria:

• Flexibility in sharing decision-making 
authority with stakeholders.

• Funding available for the stakeholder 
input process.
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• Capacity of the community to partici-
pate effectively in the process (what is 
history of success of such processes in 
this community?).

• Timelines for completion of the man-
agement plan must be identifi ed.

• Extent of community involvement in 
implementing, paying for, monitoring, 
and evaluating management interven-
tions.

Kathy and Pat decide that the citizen 
task force will be comprised of a diverse 
representation of stakeholder interests in 
the community. They set the maximum 
number of participants at 12. The citizen 
task force will be engaged for up to 6 
months. Long-term collaboration by the 
agencies and stakeholders will occur for 
elements of implementation. The city and 
state agree to share costs in the entire pro-
cess.

Through a process of referrals and vol-
unteering, a list of potential participants is 
created by Kathy and Pat for consideration 
by the TST. The TST immediately identifi es 
the State Departments of Health and Ag-
riculture as needing to send one ex-offi cio 
member each. Ten other names are selected 
from the list, representing a broad set of 
stakes in the waterfowl issue. Per usual, 
the TST endures some intense lobbying 
by established interest groups proposing 
“representatives” from their organizations. 
Nevertheless, decisions about membership 
are based less on political representation 
and more on diversity of impacts of interest 
and potential for effective involvement.

As expected, the citizen task force has 
a propensity to jump to proposing actions 
from the beginning but is effectively con-
strained by the process to fi rst focus on 
identifi cation of key impacts followed by 
transforming these into fundamental objec-
tives for management intervention. The 
impacts identifi ed refl ect the full range of 
concerns in the community, but the citizen 
task force works hard to recommend which 
impacts should be the focus of manage-
ment. With a set of consensus fundamental 
objectives in hand, the citizen task force 
turns to considering potential management 
objectives (enabling objectives) and actions, 
with considerable technical input by the 

TST. The TST brings knowledge of both 
proven and experimental techniques to the 
discussion. They also help explain relevant 
policy, laws, and regulations. Thus, the 
citizen task force contributes to identifi ca-
tion of fundamental objectives and engages 
in an ends-means exercise.

Unexpectedly, one member of the citi-
zen task force who adamantly refuses to 
consider a particular management tech-
nique advocated by other task force mem-
bers resigns from the citizen task force. Me-
dia attention to this event is limited and a 
replacement member is quickly identifi ed. 
A positive outcome of dealing promptly 
with a potentially disruptive resignation 
and replacement issue increases cohesive-
ness of the overall citizen task force. 

While potential primary actions are 
identifi ed fairly quickly, more work is re-
quired to identify and evaluate secondary 
actions needed to mitigate collateral effects. 
Key aspects of deliberation include discuss-
ing tradeoffs involving cost of mitigation 
vs. effi cacy of identifi ed actions. In addi-
tion, the citizen task force together with 
the agencies has to determine which is the 
most appropriate entity to implement and 
pay for various aspects of the intervention 
package. As it turns out, the state and city 
agencies carry the bulk of the work load. 
Some community organizations volunteer 
their services and limited funding for cer-
tain aspects; e.g., some of the community-
based education programs organize “goose 
round ups.”

After the set of management actions are 
agreed upon, attention is turned to moni-
toring and evaluation needs. Effects on 
waterfowl presence and human behavior 
are monitored. The monitoring activities 
are scrutinized to be sure they allow assess-
ment of progress towards achieving stated 
objectives. Community members volunteer 
for training to serve as fi eld technicians for 
several aspects for the management inter-
vention. 

The process of deliberation and deci-
sion making by the TST and the citizen task 
force runs its course over approximately a 
half year. A management plan is developed 
that both the TST and citizen task force fi nd 
acceptable for meeting the needs of re-
source management and the community.
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12.3 Forecast/Prediction of Future
The TST meets for a debriefi ng following 
the last offi cial meeting of the citizen task 
force and the release of the draft man-
agement plan. TST members agree that 
a ½-day meeting back at the city-owned 
cabin would be appropriate and help-
ful. They also agree that both the TST and 
members of the task force will be invited to 
participate in the debriefi ng.

The debriefi ng fi rst highlights key prob-
lems that were encountered. These include:

o The public expression of discontent 
from two interest groups that did 
not feel they were represented in the 
process. 

o The time wasted at the outset in back 
tracking when the task force jumped 
into actions before objectives were 
developed.

o Inconsistent attendance at meetings 
by a key task force member.

o Initial suspicion of some task force 
members that the facilitator was not 
neutral because of her affi liation with 
the city.

While these problems caused some 
delays and required special efforts to over-
come, none were fatal to completion of the 
management plan. In fact, challenges such 
as these were anticipated.

On the other hand, positive surprises 
that the TST recall include:

o The endurance of the task force 
members.

o The constructive problem-solving 
skills exhibited by the task force 
members.

o The willingness of task force mem-
bers to understand other view points 
and to seek common ground (civic 
mindedness vs. personal interest).

o The cost was less than expected.
o The TST worked together very well.
o The dissention and criticism brought 

by one disgruntled elected offi cial 
did not derail the process and was 
treated by the local media as an 
anomaly rather than evidence of a 
fl aw in the process. 

Retrospectively, perhaps these experi-
ences should not have been surprising. 
The process followed and the general good 
will of the people involved led to these and 
other positive outcomes.

12.3.1 Best-case Scenario
Looking forward, each member of the 
initial group that committed to the process 
has expectations for the future. Some of 
these extend beyond the Central City situ-
ation, but are based on the experiences and 
lessons learned from it. 

o Pat Smith hopes that this experience, 
with improvements learned, will be 
transferred to other communities in 
the state having similar issues.

o Jim Brown hopes that this collabora-
tion will be extended to other issues 
of mutual interest and concerns.

o Linda Myers hopes that the experi-
ence will transcend some other state-
federal jurisdiction issues.

o Kathy Brown feels the public accept-
ability of some management inter-
vention over the long term will be 
helpful to other wildlife issues.

o Kathy believes the management plan 
resulting from the process will be ef-
fective in maintaining human-goose 
interactions and impacts at a level 
acceptable to most citizens.

o Kathy thinks that the reduced goose-
human interactions will enhance the 
public views and attitudes towards 
the city’s wildlife “citizens.”

12.3.2 Keeping your Feet on the 
Ground: Lingering Issues Beyond the 
Scope of the Process
As with any process, the IM approach used 
in Central City is not a panacea. It helped 
move the wildlife management system for 
waterfowl to a better place—a manage-
ment plan was developed with partners 
and stakeholders working together collab-
oratively. Nevertheless, the threat of Avian 
Infl uenza or other serious human-wildlife 
disease was not obviated. The scare that 
prompted this effort highlights the need 
for a more detailed and thorough scientifi c 
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analysis of risk reduction, which was not a 
challenge taken up by the citizens of Cen-
tral City or the managers engaged in this 
issue. Kathy plans to use the experience to 
keep this issue before the various publics 
and hopes the outcomes help build trust 
and confi dence in the collaborative nature 
of the TST and thereby reduce the amplifi -
cation of risk perceived by the public in a 
future die-off. But she can anticipate that 

if a new threat surfaces, perceived or real, 
it will generate some level of public angst. 
The management plan and more impor-
tantly the relationships between key agen-
cies and stakeholders that developed dur-
ing the planning process can be rekindled 
to address the new concern. This will give 
her a new starting point. That will be an ad-
vantage for her and perhaps decrease her 
response time, and increase effectiveness.
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13.1 A Family Tragedy
Another beautiful spring morning. Alan 

rises from bed and glances out the window 
at the pre-dawn sky, clear with a hint of 
high clouds. “It’s going to be another nice 
one.” Jeannie rolls a bit in bed, partly ac-
knowledging the statement and mostly try-
ing to deny it’s time to get up. Married for 
fi ve years, the weekday morning begins as 
it usually does with Alan rising fi rst, check-
ing on 2-year old Brian, and then feeding 
Buster, their beloved 11-year old Golden 
Retriever. The old guy has been sleeping 
outside for the last three nights.

With only a week to go before the sum-
mer solstice, the temperatures have been 
unseasonably warm, and the cool nights 
outside have appealed to Buster. Buster’s 
house sits against the four-foot high fence 
enclosing the back yard, an ample play area 
complete with toys for Brian and Buster. 
Beyond the back yard is a meadow with 
scattered spruce, sloping up into the foot-
hills. The house borders a county-adminis-
tered open-space area popular with hikers 
and mountain bikers. The entire area bor-
ders a National Forest. A piece of heaven at 
the edge of suburbia! As Alan walks to the 
back door, he notices the quiet. No scratch-
ing at the door. Buster won’t bark – no 
need to as he has trained his family well to 
meet his mealtime expectations. Opening 
the door, he sees no sign of Buster, who 
typically is waiting, tail wagging, tongue 
dangling from the muzzle that’s now most-
ly white. Walking over to Buster’s abode, 
he notices something that sends a shock 
through his body. He sees tufts of Buster’s 
hair, and looking closer he sees blood. 
Reeling, he notices tracks – large tracks, but 
different than Buster’s. The blood drains 
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from Alan’s head and he feels his gut twist-
ing as if it’s being wrung like a wet towel. 
Anger, horror, sadness, shock – a suite of 
emotions races through Alan. He’s aware 
that his anger feels different – he feels help-
less, violated. In the minute or two it takes 
for all these emotions and sensations to boil 
over, another starts to creep in – guilt. Why 
didn’t I pay attention to the reports; what 
made me think it wouldn’t happen to us?

13.2 Getting “the Call” 
“Wildlife Division, this is Susan.” Su-

san’s refl exive telephone answer carries 
only a hint of the annoyance she feels at 
the interruption. Susan is in the middle of 
preparing her annual performance report 
for her Pittman-Roberston Wildlife Res-
toration furbearer project, and as usual 
she has waited until the last minute. She’s 
torn between simply reporting on progress 
made towards objectives versus elaborating 
on some of the fi ndings. In particular, some 
trends appear to be emerging from the 
bowhunter survey now that a few years of 
data are in hand. Bowhunters enlisted for 
the survey annually report the species and 
numbers of carnivores they observe from 
treestands while hunting deer or elk. This 
is the fi rst harvest-independent index of 
carnivores ever implemented in the state. 
Susan proposed this during her interview 
for the statewide furbearer biologist posi-
tion 5 years ago, and she’s worked hard to 
justify funding and develop greater sup-
port. Demonstrating some fi ndings would 
be nice. Her attention is fi xed squarely on 
her computer monitor and the data table 
illuminated on the screen as she half-listens 
to the voice on the other end of the receiver.

“Susan, this is Sam down at the station.” 
Sam is a local police offi cer that Susan has 
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dealt with on a number of human-wildlife 
confl ict cases, mostly with Sam as fi rst 
responder notifying Susan of a citizen 
reporting a problem. “What’s up Sam?” 
Sam informs Susan of the call he received 
that morning from Alan, reporting that 
Buster had been killed by a cougars. “Was 
it confi rmed?” Susan asks. “That’s why I’m 
calling you” Sam responds. He pointedly 
reminds Susan that there have been several 
reports of missing pets over the past couple 
of years, with cougars suspected as the cul-
prits. “The photo in the paper last month 
of the cougar ready to pounce – that was 
taken in the county open space area, right 
near where today’s incident occurred. You 
need to remove that cougar – it’s a public 
safety emergency.” Susan feels the pressure 
increase around her temples, as if some-
body’s hands are squeezing them. She saw 
the photo, and the caption read “Watch 
Out – You’re Being Watched!” This an-
noyed Susan because the actual behavior of 
the cougars – whether or not it was focused 
on people – could not be determined from 
the photo alone, and this in her opinion 
was irresponsible, fomenting fear and con-
cern in the community. 

She tells Sam that the policy of the Wild-
life Division is not to kill or remove wildlife 
unless a real – not perceived – threat to 
humans exists. She lectures him about how 
people had been given ample warning not 
to let their pets go unattended outdoors, 
and consequences are the responsibility 
of the owners, not the state. “You know 
Sam, people can’t have their cake and eat it 
too. The community pressured the county 
to eliminate hunting and trapping in the 
open space area, and now you’ve got mule 
deer everywhere. You might as well hang 
an ‘Eat At Joe’s’ sign out for cougars. I’m 
not surprised if there are cougars there – 
they’ve got food and people don’t bother 
them. This is a classic situation where wild 
animals become habituated to humans and 
lose their fear, but again, is there a specifi c 
problem here that warrants a response? 
You’ve got unsubstantiated reports of cou-
gars killing pets and a provocative photo 
– but no one has actually been threatened 
or attacked. If people take the necessary 

precautions, as they have been advised, 
then cougars will leave them alone.”

Susan holds her ground, but not before 
agreeing to contact Alan and Jeannie and 
investigate Buster’s demise. Sam is frus-
trated, because he feels the burden of proof 
is too strict, and it will take somebody get-
ting hurt before any real action is taken. He 
thinks the state should remove any animal 
that poses even a remote threat to humans. 
Susan, too, is frustrated. She doesn’t feel 
good at all about the conversation she just 
had. She feels – impersonal – like a bu-
reaucrat touting the company line. She’s 
concerned that somebody will get hurt, but 
she knows that a knee-jerk reaction, kill-
ing a cougar, is not a lasting solution. She 
also is aware that the amount of time she 
can devote to a local situation is limited in 
her capacity as a statewide biologist. Her 
priorities have been set by the Division’s 
Management Team – this, at least currently, 
is not one of them, although it could rap-
idly rise to the top of the list if someone 
gets hurt.

13.2.1 The Media gets Involved—
Before You Do 
Susan pulls her state pick-up into the drive-
way of the one-story brown ranch with 
green trim in the cul-de-sac. She parks next 
to a white van with “KMCC TV 14” em-
blazoned in large blue letters on the side. 
“Great” she mutters disgustedly, and pon-
ders whether or not to slam the vehicle in 
reverse and head back to the offi ce. Before 
she can seriously consider escape, the door 
in the breezeway between the garage and 
the house opens and a woman roughly in 
her late-twenties emerges, stepping around 
a tricycle lying on its side in the driveway. 
Susan shuts off the vehicle and steps out. 
The woman approaches her and says “Hi, 
I’m Jeannie, thank you so much for coming, 
this has been awful.” Jeannie tells Susan 
the TV station contacted them within an 
hour of Alan contacting the police, and the 
police had told them and the TV station 
that the state would be contacted to come 
remove the cougars. “I expected more than 
one person – how will you catch it?” Susan, 
taking a deep breath, explains she has come 
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to investigate and confi rm whether or not a 
cougars was responsible, and was not pre-
pared for any further immediate response. 
Jeannie challenges her, expressing concern 
for her son and other kids in the neighbor-
hood. Susan acknowledges her concern, 
and asks to look at the evidence.

They walk through the breezeway to the 
fenced backyard. Standing in the middle of 
the yard is Alan and a woman with a note-
pad in her hand. They are casually talking, 
and the woman is not taking notes. A man 
stands idly by, a shoulder-mounted camera 
at his feet. Jeannie introduces them, and 
then excuses herself to go back in the house 
and look after Brian. Susan is braced for the 
ensuing conversation and response from 
Alan and the reporter. She repeats what she 
told Jeannie, indicating the Division does 
not have the response capacity for deal-
ing with pets killed by wildlife, and state 
policy prohibits it. 

“That’s not what the police told us this 
morning.” Alan is clearly upset, but he is 
not being confrontational. 

“We issued a report today on the 12:00 
news that the state would be searching for 
the cougar and removing it,” stated the 
reporter, with an expectant look. 

“I’m sorry, but you were provided in-
correct information. No one confi rmed this 
with my offi ce.” Susan then immediately 
asks Alan to show her what happened. 

Alan recounts the morning events and 
shocking discovery. Susan looks at the 
scene around Buster’s hut, and nods her 
head. Cougars tracks are clear as a bell in 
the soft dirt, the 4 round toe pads and plan-
tar pad easily distinguishable from Buster’s 
classic canine track with claw marks and 
the telltale dog “X” pattern. Susan picks out 
a good track and places a ruler that opens 
up to have x and y axes with the x-axis 
along the bottom and y-axis to the right. 
She takes her camera out of her pouch and 
photographs the 4x4 inch track, and then 
steps back to photograph the scene. 

There is little evidence of struggle – 
Buster probably didn’t know what hit him, 
fortunately. Susan scans the area, and sees 
drag marks. Closer inspection shows cat 
tracks and swept ground, indicating some-
thing large was dragged to the fence. The 

top of the chain link fence has a bar, but 
ends of the links are exposed. More of Bust-
er’s hair is on two of the link ends. Susan 
looks out over the open area beyond the 
yard. “Classic muley habitat” she says out 
loud, to no one in particular as she looks 
out onto the meadow with its interspersion 
of brush and occasional spruces extending 
back to the foothills. “Classic cougar habi-
tat” she thinks silently to herself, looking at 
the draws and ravines in the foothills open-
ing onto the meadow. 

13.3 Pet Safety is not the only 
Stakeholder Concern
“Hello.” Susan is half expecting a telemar-
keter to be on the other end of the phone 
line, as they typically call during evening 
hours at home, but she rushes through 
the door to answer it anyway. Given the 
day’s events and the media attention, she 
fi gures she better answer, just in case it is 
somebody from Division headquarters. She 
had stayed until dark at Alan and Jeannie’s 
place and went right home – she realized 
she had left her cell phone at the offi ce. 

“Susan, this is Jan.” Jan, a high school 
teacher and mother of a fi ve-year-old girl, 
works out at the same health club as Su-
san. They have become friends, going on 
hikes together and occasionally going out 
for drinks and other social activities. Susan 
likes Jan – she is amazed at how she can 
balance a family with teaching and work-
ing out, while still fi nding the time to be 
independent and having a social life. On 
top of this, she is fun and would seem to 
be happy-go-lucky if you didn’t know how 
well she balances the demands on her life.

“You must have seen the cougar story 
on the news today,” Jan suggests. 

Susan rolls her eyes, “No, but I was 
there. Poor dog, the family is really devas-
tated.” 

“Dog? What the hell are you talking 
about?” Jan responds. Taken aback, Susan 
explained she had investigated Buster’s 
killing and met with the family and the 
media. 

“I’m not talking about some old dog, 
Susan; a cougar was in the playground at 
Julie’s school today!” Jan excitedly informs 
Susan.
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At about the same moment, Susan 
notices the blinking light on her answering 
machine indicating she has six messages 
waiting for her. “I didn’t know this Jan. I 
was investigating this other incident and 
was out of contact. What happened – was 
anyone hurt? Is Julie okay?” Jan explains 
that during afternoon recess a cougar was 
spotted crouched under a bush at the edge 
of the playground by one of the children. 
Police were called and the school went into 
lockdown. Parents were called and chil-
dren were whisked away. 

“Jan, let me call you right back. I bet 
I have a ton of messages on this.” Susan 
replies.

Sure enough, Susan had messages from 
her offi ce, the police, the school, the TV 
station, and a couple from parents. She 
calls Morty, her technician, who tells her 
he responded and confi rmed a cougar 
had been at the school based on a sign he 
found there, but he couldn’t confi rm how 
it was behaving. In any event, the cat was 
nowhere to be found and he advised the 
school administrators to resume classes as 
normal but to make sure an adult is present 
during recess when the kids are outside. 
“The school year ends next week, Susan. 
That cat probably got spooked and they 
won’t see it again.”

Susan calls Jan back and explains what 
she learned, and assures her there’s no 
reason to worry. “Aren’t you going to fi nd 
that animal and get rid of it?” Jan sounds 
desperate, not her happy-go-lucky self. 
Susan fi nds herself again giving Jan the 
party line, just as she had in her conversa-
tion with Sam. Jan’s voice trembles as she 
says to Susan “I can’t believe you. I thought 
you were my friend. You care more about 
these cats than my daughter? This isn’t 
right Susan.”

Susan’s heart sinks. She assured Jan that 
she cares deeply about Julie and all the 
children at the school, but the likelihood of 
a child getting hurt is minimal. Neverthe-
less, she assures her, she will address the 
situation. It may not be what she expects, 
because going on a cougar chase is likely 
to be futile. However, given the spate of re-
cent events, and the mounting community 
concern, she will bring this to the attention 

of Division management and seek permis-
sion to take action.

13.4 Making a Decision to Try a 
New Management Approach

To the left of the county road out the 
driver’s side window, the hints of orange 
and purple on the eastern horizon are like a 
preview promising the coming sunrise will 
be a spectacular one. Susan slept little dur-
ing the night, her mind racing with images 
of the shock on Jeannie’s face, the anger in 
Jan’s voice, the helplessness she felt at be-
ing unable to do something for them. Might 
as well get in the offi ce early, she thinks, it 
will be a long day no matter what.

By the time Morty and others start to 
show up at the offi ce Susan has pulled to-
gether her fi les and records of local cougar 
reports and incidents and other related 
information. She and Morty debrief each 
other on the previous day’s events, and 
they discuss the overall scenario unfolding. 
“We’ve got to do something, Susan. We 
can’t wait for somebody’s kid to get killed.”

“Yeah, but what can we do?” Susan 
responds. “You’ve got the perfect storm 
brewing here. There’s no hunting in the 
open-space area and little pressure on For-
est Service lands. The Animal Protection 
Alliance is all over us every time hunting 
is suggested, and they have an ‘in’ with the 
Governor – and an election year is coming 
up. Top it off, we know people are feed-
ing deer. So, we have mule deer living 
essentially in people’s back yards, with no 
control over them. This creates a magnet 
for cougars, who are brought in closer to 
people. Nobody’s hunting cougars either, 
so they become habituated to people. Next 
step? Hmmm, wonder how those funny 
two-legged things taste. The problem isn’t 
so much cougars – it’s people’s behavior.” 
Susan shakes her head and slouches back 
in her chair as she lets Morty ponder the 
dilemma.

“Well, you’ve just nailed the problem,” 
Morty declares. “We should put a briefi ng 
paper together and have a meeting with the 
town and county - we can show them what 
the problem is and how they can fi x it.”

Susan shakes her head. “The reality, 
Morty, is that coming from us, they won’t 
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accept it. They think we have an agenda – 
promote deer hunting and protect cougars. 
Unless we work with them and build trust, 
they aren’t going to see beyond that. The 
sad truth is, they are going to have to come 
to the same conclusions on their own, even 
though we are supposed to be the experts. 
That being said, we can be a catalyst for 
their discovery of the facts. We can bring 
the right parties together and have every-
one work from the same set of facts. The 
important thing is for them to know they 
have a meaningful role in coming up with 
solutions. Who knows, if we can pull that 
off they may identify some things we’d 
never even think of.”

Susan’s phone rings. Doug, the Wild-
life Division director, is on the line. Doug 
informs Susan he received a call fi rst thing 
this morning from the Governor’s offi ce. 
Concerned citizens and town and county 
offi cials called in overnight expressing con-
cerns and wanting action taken to protect 
citizens from cougars. The Governor’s chief 
of staff made it clear that a “scorched earth 
approach” was not acceptable. Susan and 
Doug discuss the realities of the situation. 
Susan tells Doug their options are lim-
ited – what can they realistically do? Doug 
understands, but he wants action because 
the Governor expects action. 

“Look, Doug. The people who are press-
ing the buttons are politically motivated. 
They want to be responsive to people’s 
concerns and show they are part of the 
solution. Nothing wrong with that – that’s 
what they’re supposed to do. Problem is, 
they think the solution is removing the 
‘bad’ cougar every time one misbehaves. 
That’s not necessarily a wrong response – 
in some cases it could be absolutely neces-
sary. Unfortunately, it can be like scooping 
sand out of the beach because they are not 
addressing the real problem.”

“Susan, I’m not telling you to kow-tow 
to the politicos down there. I’m directing 
you to work with them and develop some 
management options they’ll be satisfi ed 
with – as long as it doesn’t fl y in the face of 
our existing policies. You need help? – let 
me know. I can free up some folks here if 
need be.”

“Tell you what Doug – I’ve got an idea 
that I’d like to pursue. Morty and I were 

discussing the situation, and it struck me 
that we need a different approach for this 
case than we normally use. I need to con-
tact some colleagues to fl esh this out; once 
I do, I’ll propose a process to you. In the 
meantime, I suggest we hire a houndsman 
and try to kill the cougar that is near the 
school. That will take some of the heat off 
for now, but as I said, it won’t solve the 
problem. It buys us time to get the longer-
term solution in place. Sound okay?”

“Well, I’m not sure,” Doug responds 
hesitantly. “The devil will be in the details, 
but okay – get a proposal together. Be as 
specifi c as you can about agency staff time 
and resources, and any other costs. Make 
sure you take care of that cougar fi rst – 
don’t leave the county and town hanging. 
I’ll give you some time as long as you can 
hold them at bay.”

“Deal!” Susan says, and smiles as she 
hangs up the phone. Her smile quickly 
turns serious as she realizes she really 
doesn’t know what she is getting herself 
into.

13.5 Pulling Together an IM Sup-
port Team 

Before the morning is over, Susan has 
called town and county offi cials and the 
local police. She informs them that she is 
preparing to go after the cougar that ap-
proached the children, but wants their 
active participation in developing appro-
priate management solutions to the cougar 
issue. She expresses concern that a case-by-
case reactive approach will only prolong 
the potential for someone to get hurt, and 
she wants their help in carving out a long-
term solution. She will get back to them to 
set up an initial meeting.

“Wildlife Division, this is Susan.”
“Hey Susan – how are ya?”
“Joe! Thanks so much for returning my 

call. I didn’t expect you to get back to me so 
soon, but I’m sure glad you did.”

Joe is a former Forest Service biologist 
who Susan got to know on a detail a couple 
of years back. Joe is currently a Refuge 
Manager for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service. While a biologist on a National 
Forest, Joe became involved in a black bear 
management controversy that Susan feels is 
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similar to her cougar scenario. Joe had used 
a relatively new technique called Adaptive 
Impact Management, or “AIM” to develop 
management options. Susan’s recollection 
of the unique nature of AIM is that stake-
holders defi ne the problem and are active 
participants in developing objectives and 
management solutions. She thinks this 
could work in her current situation, but is 
sketchy on the details.

Joe gives Susan a primer on AIM, 
explaining many of the nuances, such as 
analyzing the situation and understanding 
the various scales involved, building the 
appropriate stakeholder group, describing 
the system at play, articulating stakehold-
er-identifi ed impacts, describing a desired 
future condition, developing fundamental 
and enabling objectives and management 
interventions, and evaluating and adjusting 
as necessary. A key principle, Joe empha-
sizes, is the concept of “impacts” – the 
most important of the effects produced by 
the system as defi ned by the stakeholders. 
These are what become the focus of man-
agement. Lights start going off in Susan’s 
head – she can see where number of cou-
gars and mule deer may not be the focus at 
all. Rather, it could be having safe zones for 
people to live and recreate in. Joe warns Su-
san to not make the fatal fl aw and presume 
what will be most important to stakehold-
ers – let them determine that.

Susan cuts to the chase and asks Joe if 
he is willing to advise or consult with her 
on this, or suggest someone who could. Joe 
says he’d love to help her, but he’s not real-
ly the best one to advise her, and he doubts 
he’d be able to get actively involved. He 
gives her the name of an Associate Profes-
sor at the land grant institution in the state 
he worked in where the bear issue erupted. 
“He’ll be able to help you a lot more than 
I can, as he has skills and experience with 
things such as identifying stakeholders and 
facilitating their interactions. He also has 
both a wildlife management and social sci-
ence background. Furthermore, he has been 
working on several actual applications of 
AIM and is refi ning the approach.”

13.6 Deciding on IM vs. AIM 
“Wildlife and Fisheries Conservation, this 

is Steve.” Steve worked as a district biolo-
gist and wildlife manager for a state fi sh 
and wildlife agency after he got his M.S. 
degree. After eight years of combat biology 
he decided to go back to school and get a 
Ph.D. What drove him were the experi-
ences and observations he made on human-
wildlife interactions and how management 
decisions were made. He felt important 
pieces were missing from the equation, but 
he wasn’t sure just what they were. This 
compelled him to beef up his academic 
background in disciplines such as sociol-
ogy, social psychology, resource econom-
ics, and policy. When Joe fi rst contacted 
him on the bear issue he was looking for 
a good project for a graduate student – at 
the time he was a fairly new tenure-track 
Assistant Professor looking to carve out his 
niche. Bear issues would be a great focus of 
inquiry, he thought. Most of his fi eld back-
ground had been with mammals. What he 
didn’t realize was the niche would have to 
do less with bears and more with humans.

“Steve, my name is Susan – I’m a col-
league of Joe who you worked with on a 
bear project a few years back. I was won-
dering if I could speak with you about a 
situation I have involving cougars?” Susan 
outlined the situation and the mounting 
pressures for action, and recapped her 
understanding of AIM and wondered if he 
thought it would be a good application in 
the cougar case.

“Well, I’m not sure a full-blown AIM 
would be appropriate – you have a dis-
crete, somewhat localized situation, and 
you likely cannot conduct the number of 
independent management interventions 
needed to have an appropriate experi-
mental design. Also, time is of the essence 
– you’re dealing with a situation that is 
almost an emergency. However, this seems 
like a classic case for Impact Management, 
or IM.”

“What’s the difference between AIM 
and IM?”

“Frankly, IM’s a smaller scale effort, 
kinda like ‘AIM-lite.’ It lacks the full experi-
mental approach because you’re limited in 
the number of interventions. You may only 
be able to implement one management ac-
tion, so you can’t compare treatments 
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as in a classical experiment. Nevertheless, 
the foundation – stakeholders visualizing 
the system and the effects produced, and 
identifying the impacts – is retained. They 
still are engaged in identifying fundamen-
tal and enabling objectives and appropriate 
management interventions. They are still 
key to monitoring the success of the ac-
tions as they relate to the desired impacts. 
Learning from your management interven-
tions and plugging that learning back into 
the management model and revising your 
management actions are still part of IM.”

Steve and Susan talk through the basics 
of an IM process, and discuss the potential 
application in the cougar scenario. Susan 
agrees that the situation is time-sensitive, 
but stresses to Steve the issue will not be 
solved by applying any particular discrete 
management action. This will be an endur-
ing issue that will require management 
vigilance and persistence. Cougar confl icts 
will also likely increase in geographic scope 
and the agency will certainly not have the 
ability to initiate IM in every community 
experiencing cougar issues. 

As Susan and Steve discuss the situation 
further, they adjust their thinking, coming 
to consensus that AIM may be more appro-
priate than IM given the broad application 
the fi ndings are likely to be directed to-
wards, and the potential for human cougar 
confl icts to be ongoing in the immediate 
community. Steve agrees to help Susan 
develop a proposal that outlines a process 
and desired outcome: achieving stakehold-
er defi ned impacts that are consistent with 
the public trust mandate of the Division. 
The challenge will be achieving a true AIM 
approach without competing independent 
experimental interventions.

13.7 An Initial Effort Falls Short—
And the Issue Persists 
“Susan, this is Doug. You’ve got the green 
light. The Division Management Team ap-
proved the proposal this morning. Frankly, 
folks feel like they’re painted into a corner 
on this issue and don’t see a solution, so 
I’m not so sure that this is a vote of confi -
dence on their part or just an escape route 
that shows we’re doing something—sort of 
an act of desperation. Anyway, the pres-

sure’s on – keep me in the loop; we can’t 
afford to drop the ball on this one. By the 
way, we haven’t received any fl ak for kill-
ing that cougar – it seems to have satisfi ed 
the politicos as far as their stimulus-re-
sponse mechanism goes. They’ve probably 
moved on to other things now – I hope!”

Susan lets Morty know and then calls 
Steve, who agrees to come out fi rst thing 
the following week with a graduate re-
search assistant who has been studying 
AIM and IM approaches. Susan and Steve 
agree on the materials and resources that 
Susan’s shop needs to have together prior 
to the meeting. This involves compiling as 
much historical and current information 
as possible to develop a thorough situa-
tion analysis, and a ‘global’ list of potential 
stakeholders with a rationale that can be 
used in selecting the appropriate group.

Susan, Morty, Steve, and Brenda, the 
graduate research assistant, meet at Susan’s 
offi ce. Steve and Brenda present a primer 
on AIM and IM using case study examples, 
most of which are works in progress. Susan 
and Morty present a historical analysis of 
the situation. Concerns over cougars are 
not new here. Not long before Susan and 
Morty were hired into their current jobs, 
pressure had been put on the agency to ad-
dress concerns over disappearing pets and 
potential human threats. A public partici-
pation process was initiated that apparent-
ly fi zzled quickly. Morty found the original 
fi les that had a list of invitees and partici-
pants. Steve observes that the composition 
of the group appears to have been drawn 
primarily from traditional stakeholders – 
hunters and outfi tters – without broader 
community representation. The meeting 
minutes show that the participants were 
concerned largely over the impact cougars 
were having on deer. This was apparently 
in response to a presentation by researchers 
who were studying deer-cougar interac-
tions. The research recommendations were 
to not hunt cougars, but rather, allow ma-
ture cougars to maintain territories thereby 
preventing younger cougars from pioneer-
ing into the area, as these were the ones 
most likely to cause problems in the adja-
cent community. The meeting got pretty 
heated and any credibility the researchers 
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had prior to the interaction was rapidly 
lost. 

This in turn led to a meeting between 
the hunters, houndsmen, outfi tters and 
agency management and law enforcement 
representatives. This meeting got pretty 
heated as well, with reminders of who paid 
the bills. The result was a plan to work 
with the National Forest to increase access 
and hunting opportunities adjacent to the 
community to effect control on both deer 
and cougar numbers. Maintenance of hunt-
ing would also allow a control mechanism 
to be in place that could be focused on an 
individual problem animal if necessary. 
That initiative got bogged down when it 
became mingled with broader management 
planning by the Forest Service and came 
to a grinding halt over NEPA issues com-
pletely unrelated to the hunting proposal.

Fast forward to the present, and a situ-
ation has been allowed to fester for several 
years without any real action. Instead, 
conditions deteriorated as more human 
development occurred, more people were 
using the open-space area, and practices 
such as deer feeding were just making the 
situation worse. 

The group starts to wrestle with how to 
address the situation. First of all, is some 
form of stakeholder engagement appro-
priate? The group’s consensus, based on 
Steve’s observation, is the initial effort had 
a fatal fl aw because the stakeholder group 
was too narrow and represented only a 
subset of interests. They agree that all af-
fected interests need to be engaged. Second, 
they revisit whether AIM or IM should be 
applied. The high-level attention this is 
receiving suggests as rigorous an approach 
as possible, but has it escalated to the point 
where responsiveness and timeliness are 
more important than the sophistication of 
the management plan? Would the expenses 
of a full-blown AIM be prohibitive? Who 
will cover the costs? Is the scope of the 
situation broad enough to justify AIM, 
and of enough interest to attract experts to 
contribute? Can AIM even be accomplished 
given the lack of a control and alternative 
experimental sites? Will an IM approach 
be suffi cient to satisfy the needs for partner 
and community involvement that Susan 

feels is necessary? Is enough known about 
the management situation/system to effec-
tively launch IM? Can enough be learned 
through IM to address the challenges? In 
fl eshing out these questions, they come to 
consensus that AIM is appropriate for the 
reasons Susan and Steve had discussed 
earlier. 

Next they grapple with whether the 
community will be a player, and agree to 
take some responsibility for co-managing 
the situation. Does the community expect 
the state to deal with the problem? Are 
they willing to commit people and re-
sources? Susan indicates the feedback she 
received from the county, the town, and the 
police was positive when she approached 
them about participating in developing 
a long-term solution. She feels the rapid 
response in removing the cougars that had 
been in the vicinity of the school helped, 
as it showed the state was acknowledging 
their concerns.

“So Susan, you feel you can take this 
on?” Steve asks.

“I don’t know, Steve. I don’t think I 
have a choice anyway. Since I don’t really 
know what I’m getting into, what the heck 
– might as well go for it. I do want to be 
able to bounce ideas off of you and Brenda 
as we start to implement different stages of 
the process, so let’s discuss what kind of an 
arrangement will work best for you.”

“I think you’ll do just fi ne, Susan. 
Brenda can certainly help, particularly 
with pulling the stakeholders together, 
facilitating their analysis and depiction of 
the system, and identifi cation of impacts. 
We can work out a contract arrangement 
unless you have another mechanism such 
as temporary hire that you’d prefer. In any 
event, I’m pretty confi dent that you can 
do this – you sensed just what was needed 
without my help; we’re just showing you 
how to use some of the tools.”

13.8 Managers Outline an AIM 
Approach 
Susan’s proposal calls for fi rst bringing an 
agency team together to develop a con-
sensus perspective about the management 
situation they are dealing with. The team 
is comprised of Susan, Morty, Glen - the 
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District Wildlife Manager, Dale - the state 
ungulate biologist, and Carol - the Wildlife 
Law Enforcement Offi cer assigned to the 
district. Through the course of a noon-to-
noon overnight meeting information is 
mined to sketch out the management situ-
ation and the management system relevant 
to the situation. Over the course of the next 
two weeks, a manager’s model is devel-
oped. Out of that process, a concept map 
of the situation is created that describes 
the landscape, the human community and 
affected interests, the management history 
and status of cougars and mule deer, and 
the interactions of these key components of 
the system to be managed. The manager’s 
model, illustrated via the concept map, 
is shared with the Division Management 
Team and others within the agency. Agree-
ment is reached that with a few modifi ca-
tions this will be used as an initial commu-
nication tool when engaging with partners 
and other stakeholders. 

Susan and the team initially identify a 
small core group of ten stakeholders. The 
group is comprised of a mix of traditional 
interests and those from the broader com-
munity. The group includes a representa-
tive from the sport hunting community, the 
local police community relations offi cer, 
a school offi cial, county environmental 
planner, a houndsman, a homeowners’ 
association representative, a local environ-
mental group representative, an open space 
planner, an animal welfare organization 
member representing pet concerns, and the 
biologist for the National Forest. 

Glen and Carol become involved as 
well, representing wildlife management 
and wildlife law enforcement. Susan hires 
Brenda on a part-time, temporary appoint-
ment to help facilitate the process. 

The fi rst meeting of the stakeholder 
group begins with Susan and Brenda out-
lining the ground-rules and expectations, 
and providing an overview of the process. 
Susan then presents a synopsis of the man-
agement situation, using the concept map 
of the management system as a visual and 
communication aid. Immediately, some 
stakeholders begin to interject and com-
ment, clearly taking positions. They begin 
to cut to the chase making it clear that they 

have preferred actions in mind, or prefer 
no action at all. 

“Let’s make sure we have a corpse 
before we commence with the funeral.” 
Brenda’s comment silenced the group and 
she immediately moved them away from 
the partisan positioning. “Let’s look at the 
concept map, which illustrates a model of 
the management system. We need to make 
sure we concur with the basic outline and 
premises put forth here. Once we agree on 
what it is we’re dealing with, then we can 
talk about the effects we are seeing.”

Over the course of the next day the 
group refi nes the system model originally 
drafted by the agency team. The model 
depicts the human-wildland interface with 
protected lands juxtaposed against devel-
oped lands, the management regime and 
deer population response, the human de-
mands for use, and the behavioral response 
of cougars. 

After agreement is reached on the sys-
tem, its components, and the likely nature 
of interactions among the components, the 
group starts to describe desired future con-
ditions. This process reveals many differ-
ences among stakeholders, but also signifi -
cant areas of common ground. The group 
then begins to defi ne fundamental objec-
tives. Stakeholders are asked to describe 
effects from cougars important to them and 
the interests they represent. The various 
effects are combined where appropriate, 
and the group ranks these effects as to their 
overall importance. The most important 
effects are identifi ed as impacts that need to 
be managed. These are used to develop the 
fundamental objectives. 

Again, positions begin to be exerted, 
but the tone is much more congenial than 
confrontational. The collaborative effort 
in refi ning the system model, identifying 
effects, and determining impacts got all 
stakeholders engaged, and the basic fact 
that their input was acknowledged and 
incorporated has helped in fostering their 
ownership in the process. Still, wide differ-
ences exist among stakeholders, with elimi-
nation of cougars to complete protection of 
cougars representing the extremes. Susan 
reminds the group that cougars manage-
ment in this area is not without bounds, 
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and while the agency will let the stakehold-
ers set the fundamental objectives, they 
must be within the limits of the public trust 
mandate responsibility of the State. The 
group settles on a fundamental objective 
of sustaining a population of cougars suf-
fi cient to meet reasonable public demands 
for viewing and hunting, and for minimal 
negative interactions between cougars and 
humans.

To achieve the fundamental objective a 
set of enabling objectives needs to be devel-
oped to direct management interventions. 
The group revisits the system model, and 
added to it now is the fundamental objec-
tive as the outcome. Components of the 
system that represent inputs are identifi ed 
and refi ned, and their relative weight in 
infl uencing the output is debated. Manage-
ment interventions (enabling objectives and 
associated actions) that could potentially 
affect inputs and lead towards achieving 
the fundamental objective are identifi ed 
and discussed. Management interventions 
are inserted into the model, along with 
measurable outputs for each. Alternative 
interventions based on differing hypothe-
ses of how the system functions are devel-
oped as well. The systems model now takes 
the form of alternative managers’ models.

The discussions among the group yield 
consensus as to the key issues. Food avail-
ability, including deer and pets, is at the 
core. Exurban development has fostered 
this by making the area more attractive to 
deer (e.g., landscape plantings, no hunt-
ing), and by introducing domestic animals 
into the system. As long as deer are attract-
ed, cougars will be attracted as well. Two 
underlying potential drivers, deer numbers 
and anthropogenic landscape effects are 
identifi ed. Key interventions, both short 
term and long term, are identifi ed:

• Monitoring of cougar sightings and 
a community communication alert 
network will be established. Percent of 
residents who received the communi-
cation is the measurable output, with 
85% the target.

• Additional cougars and antlerless deer 
hunting permits will be allocated to 
the National Forest in and around the 

open space area. Percent reduction 
in cougar sightings is the measurable 
output, with 50% the target.

• Any new development will have to 
have landscaping plans approved 
according to guidance on plantings to 
avoid attracting deer. Deer damage to 
new plantings will be the measurable 
output, with 50% reduction from cur-
rent conditions the target.

• Guidance and outreach to existing 
landowners will focus on how they 
can make their property less attractive 
to deer. Participation in applying the 
guidance will be the measurable out-
put with 50% compliance the target.

• Deer and cougars will be captured 
and equipped with GPS collars and 
their movements evaluated. Data on 
use of new and existing residential 
properties will be used in conjunc-
tion with information derived from 
public surveys to evaluate effi cacy of 
management interventions. The cou-
gar sample will be robust enough to 
allow estimation of density, survival 
and other demographic parameters to 
allow assessment of where the popu-
lation is relative to the fundamental 
objective of a sustainable population.

• Surveys will be conducted to as-
sess public attitudes towards deer, 
cougars, the management program, 
participation in implementing land-
scape guidance, and deer damage to 
plantings. Results of the survey will 
be used to quantify the outputs for 
other management actions, as well 
as estimate whether public attitudes 
towards cougars and deer are improv-
ing, stable, or declining.

To address the dilemma of limited 
experimental treatment opportunities, not 
all interventions will be implemented the 
fi rst year. The competing models differ 
in that one has deer numbers as the un-
derlying system driver whereas the other 
has anthropogenic landscape effects and 
human behavior as the driver. Infl uenc-
ing human landscape effects and behavior 
will require time for implementation and 
further time to yield measurable results. 
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Deer population reduction can occur more 
rapidly, and the fi rst two years will focus 
on interventions designed to reduce deer 
numbers in the community. Steps will be 
taken immediately to stop the deer feeding 
(i.e., community-focused outreach educa-
tion, local ordinances and stepped up law 
enforcement). Landscape interventions will 
commence in two years after regulatory 
and outreach/technical assistance infra-
structures are in place. 

Annually, an assessment will occur after 
analysis of survey and biological data. A 
fundamental question will be whether or 
not any cougar confl icts occurred. If an 
event occurs, it will be evaluated to learn 
whether management interventions were 
in place and failed or had not been in effect 
relative to the incident. The results of in-
terventions will be evaluated as to whether 
they achieved the desired effect, and 

whether and how those effects infl uenced 
the fundamental objective. If results are 
below target, the agency team and stake-
holder group will reevaluate the interven-
tion and determine whether modifi cations 
are needed or an entirely new action is 
warranted. Assessment of target measures 
will occur and they will be revised based 
on informed judgment, survey results and 
stakeholder input. Any changes imple-
mented will be monitored. Subsequent 
annual assessments will be used to further 
modify the managers’ models and manage-
ment interventions. Over time, the impor-
tance of deer population management vs. 
elimination of deer feeding vs. landscape 
management in infl uencing the fundamen-
tal objective should be better understood 
and the level of management interventions 
can be reduced, with suffi cient monitor-
ing to assess whether the objective is being 
maintained.
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14.1 A Familiar Beast in the Garden
Autumn colors are brilliant in the woodlot 
adjacent to the Botanical Garden. The clear, 
crisp air of an October morning seems to 
accentuate the captivating vista. Sarah 
has an unobstructed view of the naturally 
painted landscape from her offi ce at the 
Park. She gazes out the window thinking 
about how fortunate she is to be working 
in a place with natural beauty yet set in 
a community with many cultural assets. 
Having grown up in more southern cli-
mate, she especially enjoys the diversity 
of the changing seasons. With four years 
under her belt at this job with the Park, 
she knows well that though the scene is 
beautiful, it is also ephemeral. The color-
ful woodlot and the falling leaves escaping 
the clutches of the ash trees lining the drive 
into Park headquarters are deceiving to the 
uninitiated. 

The autumn scenery around Sarah is 
beautiful, certainly, but it also is a harbin-
ger of the winter weather yet to come. And 
that season change, she thought with a bit 
of discouragement, would bring the pres-
sure many plants would receive from the 
growing deer population of the area. She 
was asked already to speak to a grass roots 
group, calling itself the Neighborhood Deer 
Committee. It was formed by disgruntled 
citizens who wanted to work with the Park, 
Botanical Garden and wildlife agency to 
reduce deer in the community. They are 
well-meaning but have no authority and 
little knowledge of deer ecology and man-
agement. Furthermore, they are narrow 
in their motivations. They frame the deer 
management issue in the community as 
simply “too many deer.” 

Sarah is abruptly swept out of her day-
dreaming by a knock at her open door. It 

14 Hang Together or be Hanged Separately — Applying AIM to a 
   Suburban Deer Management Issue

was Tina, one of her two technicians. She is 
there to inform Sarah that test results indi-
cated indeed the tick bite she had received 
delivered Lyme disease. The doctor pre-
scribed some serious doses of antibiotics, 
which might put her out of commission for 
a few days. Sarah offers the usual hopeful 
comments and understanding any sensi-
tive supervisor would. A few days absence 
from work now is much preferred over 
the possibility of more serious illness and 
debilitating symptoms later. Tina thanked 
Sarah for her understanding and support, 
then left the offi ce, obviously upset and not 
wanting to discuss the situation any fur-
ther.

"That’s it!", Sarah declared privately. 
Something has to be done about the deer. 
The ill-advised fertility control project 
cobbled up hastily by the Botanical Garden 
and Park three years ago is not working, 
as anyone could see. Damage to plants is 
worsening in the Botanical Garden and the 
Park, motor vehicle collisions are on the 
rise in the neighborhoods near the Park 
and Botanical Garden, and residents are 
complaining loudly about the damage to 
their ornamental plants. All these effects 
are occurring unabated while an expensive 
deer fertility diversion is wasting time and 
money. While Tina is the fi rst member of 
the Park staff to be diagnosed with Lyme, 
the local newspaper carried a story not long 
ago about several other cases in the nearby 
community during the warm weather 
season and the county health department 
is ratcheting up its public education efforts, 
especially through the local schools and 
the Park visitor center. Two of those earlier 
cases were children. Sarah hopes that none 
of the dozen seasonal student assistants 
working for her division over the summer 
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will be the next reported case of Lyme.
With the season change underway, deer 

ticks will abate at least temporarily, but 
other effects can be anticipated, especially 
pressure on woody plants, whether rare 
species in the Botanical Garden, culturally 
important species in the Park or ornamen-
tal plants throughout the community. All 
are susceptible. The farmers adjacent to the 
community are really hurting, particularly 
those with orchards. Thankfully, those con-
cerns don’t get levied at the Park (though 
some farmers near the park believe deer 
fi nd refuge from hunters on park lands). 
But she knows her friend Earl, regional 
deer manager for the state wildlife agency, 
will be hammered if deer damage to the or-
chards occurs at a level anywhere near that 
experienced last year. It is time to make a 
strong case for action to the Regional Direc-
tor of Parks. 

Sarah schedules a meeting with Jim, her 
regional director, the next week. She starts 
the meeting by relating the story of her tech 
and then goes on to share data on the deer 
damage to Park assets and the cost of plant 
replacement that the Park has incurred. She 
also lets Jim know that the Park neighbors 
are getting restless, and what originated as 
a discussion group about deer in their com-
munity is certainly going to fl ex its political 
infl uence. Jim has been paying attention 
to the papers and knows that citizens are 
seeking solutions to the deer problem. He 
is also acutely aware they are pointing the 
fi nger at the Botanical Garden and Park 
for being a “cause” for the problems they 
are fi nding increasingly intolerable. He 
listens intently, and then asks Sarah if she 
thinks she could work with the regional 
deer biologist if given the go-ahead. Sarah 
responds affi rmatively. Jim then indicates 
that he regrets having agreed with the Bo-
tanical Garden director to put all their eggs 
in fertility control, and sees that it is time to 
prepare for another approach as they enter 
the last years of the fertility control project. 
Jim asks Sarah to hold off until he speaks 
with the Botanical Garden director, Kim, 
during a regularly scheduled meeting the 
end of the week. She concurs, and thanks 
Jim for his willingness to take action with 
the Botanical Garden.

14.2 Coming to Terms with a Failed 
Management Experiment 
The meeting Jim referred to is a monthly 
“off line” get-together greased with cock-
tails. This is the same venue where 3 years 
earlier Kim had proposed the deer fertil-
ity project. They start their conversation 
on this particular afternoon as usual with 
small talk, but then Jim’s tone becomes 
more circumspect. Jim lets Kim know that 
he is dissatisfi ed with the current approach 
to deer management for several reasons 
and is going to send Sarah to meet with 
Earl, in hopes they can launch a more 
comprehensive and effective approach. 
The Park is feeling too much negative 
public pressure and the plant damage is 
going on unabated. This is not acceptable, 
and no improvement is in sight given the 
current course of action. Will the Botanical 
Garden join in the new effort, or insist on 
continuing the fertility control project? Jim 
is unsure how Kim will take his assertive 
comments. After a few moments, obviously 
thinking seriously, Kim responds.

“Jim, you are absolutely right. This 
fertility control project has been an abomi-
nation. We are still experiencing heavy 
damage at the Botanical Garden—lost one 
irreplaceable plant last week, in fact. This 
is not acceptable to us, either. To top it off, 
my own board is starting to gripe about 
the deer, both in the Botanical Garden and 
around their homes and neighborhoods! 
It’s time to cut our losses and change 
course. Clearly the Botanical Garden can’t 
affect any change in the deer situation by 
ourselves. We need to work with you, but 
as you already recognize the Division of 
Wildlife involvement will be key to a last-
ing solution given the way these deer seem 
to move from areas of occupied habitat into 
any area where food is available, like it’s a 
giant deer magnet. So this time I will follow 
your lead. Count us in.”

Jim is relieved with Kim’s response. 
He now has only one other senior ad-
ministrator to approach, and that is Ben 
Stevens, the regional director of wildlife 
for the state. Ben is a peer within the state 
DNR, with an offi ce in the same build-
ing as Jim. Despite these institutional and 
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spatial proximities, Ben and Jim have not 
been on the best terms since Jim threw in 
with the Botanical Garden on the fertility 
control project. Sparks fl ew between Ben 
and Jim over that move. Nevertheless, Jim 
knows he must have a discussion with Ben. 
Straight talking has always proved most ef-
fective in previous dealings with Ben, and 
Jim hopes that being honest and admitting 
that going ahead with the fertility control 
project without a more comprehensive set 
of interventions that included the wildlife 
division was a mistake. 

The next morning Jim seeks an im-
promptu meeting with Ben, and is sched-
uled for a lunch meeting. Jim explains to 
Ben that he and Kim see that the fertility 
control effort is not working. He also sees 
that there is a public issue brewing that 
will involve the Botanical Garden, Park, 
community leaders and the Division of 
Wildlife. With only two years to go in the 
fertility control program, he hopes that the 
key players can start working together such 
that a more effective, collaborative program 
is in place by the end of the fertility control 
project. A planning effort is needed, and 
should get off the ground quickly. 

Ben could have responded to Jim’s 
overture in many ways. He chose the best 
Jim could hope for—he agreed that a col-
laborative approach would be needed, 
that all the entities Jim had identifi ed are, 
indeed, in this together. At one point Ben 
remarked, “We can either hang together 
or all hang separately.” Jim informs Ben 
that his natural resource chief for the Park, 
Sarah, never was in favor of the project, but 
was doing what she was told. In fact, she 
has been keeping in contact with Earl. Jim 
asserts that those two working together are 
a promising model for leadership in getting 
the deer issue under control. Ben concurs 
and commits to support Earl’s involve-
ment. 

Jim calls Sarah later that day, leaving a 
message on her voice mail—“It’s a go. Start 
talking with Earl. You can count on the 
Park, Wildlife Division and Botanical Gar-
den leadership to be ready to entertain any 
reasonable plan for collaboration. Be sure 
the local community leaders are part of the 

process. Pull together a proposal for a pro-
cess and get that to me asap. Good luck.”

14.3 Ready for a Fresh Approach
Sarah reaches Earl on the fi rst try—a rare 
event as he usually is in the fi eld checking 
out deer damage complaints, speaking with 
stakeholder groups, or, on a nice fall day 
like this one, following Kate, his Brittany 
Spaniel, around the county’s alder thickets 
and aspen groves looking for woodcock 
and grouse. But today, Earl is preoccupied 
with an assignment from the central offi ce.

As Earl had predicted, deer numbers 
have not decreased as a result of the re-
productive control demonstration project 
hatched by the Park and Botanical Garden 
directors. And while Earl got the commis-
sion to allow more hunting pressure on 
surrounding agricultural lands, that just 
moved deer onto the Park and Botanical 
Garden where they caused more damage 
during the fall hunting season, after which 
they dispersed to the surrounding com-
munities and back to the orchards. Earl 
is aware that the people who provided 
money for the fertility control project are 
growing dissatisfi ed because the effort did 
not meet their expectations. By year 3 in a 
5-year project the supporters are no longer 
thinking highly of fertility control as a solu-
tion to their deer problem. Animal rights 
groups have lowered the volume of their 
protestations. Other external groups con-
cerned about detrimental impacts of deer 
have continued pressuring the Division of 
Wildlife and the Park. The pressure from 
the Farm Bureau has really intensifi ed and 
with anxiety mounting about the coming 
winter being a repeat of last with respect to 
extensive deer damage, farmers are looking 
for relief. As if that isn’t enough, he, like 
Sarah, has been watching the rising foment 
from the residential neighborhoods situ-
ated between the Park and the rural farm 
country. The Neighborhood Deer Commit-
tee (NDC) is making its presence known 
with local and state elected offi cials, who 
in turn were expecting Earl to work with 
them to address their concerns. Like Sarah, 
Earl also had been approached by the NDC 
to speak at an open community forum on 
“living with deer.”
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“Central Region Wildlife Offi ce. This is 
Earl.” The business-like tone of Earl’s voice 
is familiar to Sarah. They have had peri-
odic discussions as they watched the deer 
problems worsen. They have been meeting 
occasionally over the last few years, mend-
ing fences between the Park and regional 
Wildlife offi ce. Relations between the Park 
and Wildlife Division have been strained 
at the top, but in addition to maintaining 
communication, Sarah and Earl have not 
personally undermined one another during 
diffi cult times, and still value each other’s 
role in dealing with the deer problem. 

“Earl, this is Sarah,” is all Sarah had to 
say. 

Immediately upon hearing Sarah’s voice 
Earl softens and responds in a more friend-
ly tone. His fi rst words pick up on a famil-
iar, friendly chiding line he adopted some 
time ago. “So, how is the queen of fertility 
control doing today?”

Sarah is ready for him this time. She 
snaps back, “Ready to do some serious deer 
management rather than paying off farm-
ers to keep them from complaining to their 
state legislators!”

At fi rst, Earl is not sure what to make 
of Sarah’s comment. She seems excited, so 
rather than keep the bantering going, Earl 
asks, “What’s up?”

Sarah fi lls Earl in on the recent discus-
sions and the opportunity that is presented. 
On the one hand, he is very pleased by 
these developments, and on the other he 
knows well that they have a lot of work 
ahead of them, and expectations of their 
supervisors and many stakeholders will 
be running high. But, at least they have a 
fi ghting chance to turn things around. The 
current approach is doomed to failure. A 
new approach could do no worse and per-
haps much, much better. 

After some discussion, Earl and Sarah 
decide on their fi rst steps. As a condition 
of the permit for the fertility control proj-
ect, it has an evaluation built into it. After 
year three, the progress in deer population 
reduction using fertility control alone is 
to be assessed. Deer numbers have been 
monitored all along, so the assessment will 
be easy to pull off. Earl and Sarah already 

know the outcome—no effect. The plan ap-
proved by the Wildlife Division includes a 
provision that if the fi nding of “no effect” is 
reached, then a new round of planning for 
deer management will be initiated, leading 
to a second phase of management.

With over a year to develop phase two 
of a deer management plan, rather than a 
couple months like they had the fi rst time, 
Sarah and Earl are ready to launch a more 
robust and comprehensive planning pro-
cess. They understand what that means for 
resources and effort, as well as outcome 
potential. The fi rst thing they need to do is 
get their staffs on board. The curator for the 
Botanical Garden will need to be involved 
as well.

Prior to the fi rst joint staff meeting, Sar-
ah and Earl decide that they need to avoid 
a fi nger-pointing session that might serve 
to harden feelings between employees of 
the Botanical Garden, Park and Division of 
Wildlife. The fertility control project is not 
working. That’s obvious to most staff. So, 
rather than spend time hashing over the 
obvious, they decide to allow the group to 
decompress by discussing the positives and 
negatives of the program. It will be better 
to describe lessons learned than beat up on 
the Botanical Garden or Park, or “adminis-
trators.”

A joint staff meeting is convened. Earl 
began by informing the group that the fer-
tility control project will be terminated. He 
tells them they are tasked with designing a 
planning process that will result in a deer 
management plan their respective organi-
zations and the community could support. 
They have a year to do this. The fi rst work 
for the group is to discuss what they have 
learned from the last several years.

A member of the Park staff piped up, 
“We sure learned that reproductive control 
didn’t work. We need to get some sharp-
shooters in to do the job right.” Sarah tries 
to stop this line of discussion in its tracks 
by replying, “Right. Fertility control by 
itself did not work given the scale of the 
problem we are dealing with here. Now 
that we have established that, let’s see what 
else we have learned.”

“Well, that is a good question—what 
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have we learned?” Earl asks with emphasis. 
“Many of us were so certain that a fertility 
control program wouldn’t work that we 
did not put time or effort into setting up 
the program as a fi eld experiment or man-
agement experiment from which we really 
could learn what the effects of the activity 
would be.” 

“What else is there to learn?” one Divi-
sion of Wildlife staff member asks. “Like 
most of us expected, the fertility control 
program didn’t reduce the deer problem, 
period. Isn’t that all we need to know?”

“We did not set up the fertility control 
program as an experiment, so we don’t 
know that it didn’t reduce the problem 
from what it would have been without the 
program,” Earl cautions. He adds, “We 
can see that deer damage to plants in the 
Botanical Garden and Park has continued, 
car collisions still occur at an unacceptable 
rate around the Botanical Garden and Park, 
homeowners are complaining unabated 
about their tulips and shrubs, but we do 
not know that the fertility control effort 
didn’t help keep the situation from being 
worse than it was. We had no controls, let 
alone alternative treatments to measure 
differences. Whatever we decide to do next 
time, we need to get more sophisticated in 
our approach to learning from the experi-
ence. This issue will be with us for decades 
to come, if not forever, and it’s time we 
start being more scientifi c to back up our 
claims of engaging in science-based man-
agement.”

“Are you talking about taking an adap-
tive resource management approach to our 
deer management dilemma?” one Division 
of Wildlife biologist asks.

“Actually, I’m thinking of a variant, 
adaptive impact management,” Earl re-
sponds. “That approach places the empha-
sis on stakeholder-identifi ed or communi-
ty-derived impacts as the objectives, not 
deer population performance. We all know 
that deer numbers are important but the 
overriding issue isn’t deer numbers per se; 
it’s the effects created by the combination 
of deer behavior and human activities—like 
driving cars and creating botanical gardens 
and parks. We need to focus management 

on the important effects, as our stakehold-
ers and partners see them. We can antici-
pate that we’ll have competing ideas about 
how to fi x the problems, how to reduce the 
impacts, so we can also anticipate that we 
will need to parse out the contributions 
that various elements of an intervention 
will have on problem reduction.” 

“What you are suggesting, Earl, sounds 
very intriguing and potentially very use-
ful in the long run,” the biologist responds, 
adding, “but it may be more than we can 
handle.”

“We’ll need to take this in steps over 
the next year,” Earl confesses, “to see what 
makes sense given the situation we have, 
but I want to set our sights high initially, 
and adjust as we need to, rather than the 
other way around.”

“Haven’t we learned quite a bit from 
our experience of the last several years?” 
asks the curator. “Do we have no confi -
dence in our professional observations?”

“Right, we should make an assessment 
of what we think we know from these last 
years of effort,” Sarah chimes in, sensing 
unease among the group. Looking across 
the table at Earl, she asks, “Can we start 
there?” 

“Certainly, what positive developments 
have occurred with respect to moving for-
ward with a new approach to deer man-
agement?” Earl asks the group. Over the 
course of a half hour the group enumerates 
and discusses briefl y some of the positive 
outcomes of the last few years. More stake-
holders are interested in deer management. 
Some community leaders are more inter-
ested in listening now and working toward 
lasting solutions. The group even found 
that they learned some things from the fer-
tility control project, key among them are 
insights about scale of the issue (e.g., the 
impacts of deer and their management go 
well beyond the Botanical Garden and the 
Park; deer effectively use protected areas to 
avoid hunters, etc.). The Botanical Garden 
and Park learned some things about their 
limits and capacity. Some positive relation-
ships with local media have developed and 
can be used to help communicate about 
what the collaborators want to do next. 
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“Perhaps we have a better informed 
community now,” one staff member ob-
serves.  

“And what were the negatives? What 
should we do differently with whatever ap-
proach we take and how do we incorporate 
that into our next planning process?” Sarah 
asks the joint staffs. 

“We didn’t really think hard about all 
the full range of effects occurring from 
interactions with deer or how stakehold-
ers translate those into impacts,” remarks a 
Park planner. “We didn’t carefully model 
or critically evaluate what we could reason-
ably expect as effects of the fertility control 
program that we had the wherewithal to 
implement. We were using general ideas 
applied loosely to our situation, and what 
we got was a lack of desired effect on spe-
cifi c problems. We should put more time 
and resources into modeling and predicting 
how alternative actions will individually 
and collectively move us toward our objec-
tives.” 

The curator for the Botanical Garden 
observes, “We didn’t engage stakeholders 
in a comprehensive way. We didn’t clearly 
articulate objectives. We didn’t really link 
all community impacts from deer well to 
actions taken.” Pausing for a moment, he 
adds, “So now we have a more polarized 
set of stakeholders; we created new stake-
holders with new concerns that we hadn’t 
anticipated.”

“These are good points,” the Park plan-
ner comments. “And any modeling we do 
should be focused on objectives that are 
couched in terms of stakeholder-defi ned 
impacts, and involve some stakeholders 
in modeling so they understand how the 
system we are dealing with works and how 
our ideas for infl uencing that originate, as 
well as how much effect we can reasonably 
expect.”

These comments give rise to a good 
discussion about the importance of being 
clear about objectives—why management 
is occurring—and connecting actions to 
objectives. More comments about the ben-
efi ts and challenges of stakeholder engage-
ment surface during the discussion, but 
after about an hour the discussion wanes. 
A “bio break” is declared. When the group 

reconvenes, Earl fi rst turns to Sarah and 
asks, “Would you like to add anything else 
before we start discussing the future?” 

“Well, I think we can safely say that 
we have learned relying solely on fertility 
control didn’t work. But no approach that 
hinges on another single technique is going 
to address all the problems we are hear-
ing about either. As we discussed before 
the break, this time we really need to think 
more comprehensively about impacts be-
fore we discuss actions. We need to engage 
stakeholders better and we need to raise 
the sophistication of our analysis to include 
modeling. Accepting that we are going 
to be involved in this management issue 
for many years to come, we also need to 
place more emphasis on learning from our 
experience, in a more rigorous way than is 
typical of the Park and perhaps the other 
agencies present. Fortunately, we have the 
opportunity to do so. That is why Earl and 
I would like to propose an AIM approach 
this time around.”

As Sarah pauses to take a breath, a 
Park staff member looks at Sarah and Earl 
quizzically and asks the inevitable ques-
tion, “Folks, what the heck is an AIM ap-
proach?”

“I can address that question,” Earl 
interjects. “AIM is shorthand for Adaptive 
Impact Management, which is simply an 
approach that focuses management on ef-
fects of human-wildlife interaction of great-
est importance to stakeholders. Those most 
important effects we refer to as impacts. 
AIM judges management success based on 
the extent to which impacts are changed in 
the direction planned during a pre-defi ned 
period of management activity. If we 
are seeking more occurrences of positive 
impacts, such as deer viewing opportuni-
ties for visitors to the Park, then we judge 
success on that. If we are seeking to re-
duce or eliminate deer damage to valuable 
plants on the Botanical Garden or Park, 
then that is what we judge our success on. 
Because we typically need to trade off some 
expectations for more positive and fewer 
negative impacts, we use stakeholder input 
and involvement to determine where the 
tradeoff points are. Thus, AIM seeks high 
quality stakeholder input and involvement 
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to identify both impacts of concern and ac-
ceptability of management actions taken to 
achieve impact changes desired.”

14.4 Considering Adaptive Impact 
Management (AIM)
“I don’t want to be a jerk about this, Earl, 
but how is another process going to help?” 
asks Art, a long-time wildlife biologist on 
Earl’s staff. “It seems like we periodically 
try some new management fad just for the 
sake of it, and I’m tired of that. How is this 
Adaptive Impact Management approach 
different than what we did before? How is 
it going to help? It just sounds like a pile 
of new work to get to the same place we 
always try to be. How much more stake-
holder involvement can we stand?”

“It will take some work to implement a 
good AIM approach, no doubt about that,” 
Earl replies. “But these problems aren’t 
going away. As we discussed earlier in the 
retreat, things are getting worse. And with 
some work, Sarah and I are convinced the 
Park, the Botanical Garden, and our wild-
life agency can really make progress work-
ing with our various stakeholders toward 
some common objectives. We need to make 
a good effort at identifying all the impacts 
of concern in this community, from gar-
deners to hunters. And then we need their 
help in the next step—deciding what the 
inevitable tradeoffs are going to be that will 
result in acceptable impacts across the suite 
of stakeholders affected by deer and deer 
management.”

“The point isn’t to simply do more 
stakeholder involvement,” Sarah adds. “It’s 
to do smarter and higher quality stakehold-
er engagement. You all know that we have 
typically done as little stakeholder involve-
ment as possible—just enough to claim 
we did it with a straight face. This time, 
we need to do it because we really want to 
learn from it and we want stakeholders to 
learn from us and each other. That isn’t do-
ing the same old thing, is it?” 

“No, that would be different,” Art 
responds. “But, it will also raise the stakes 
for us, as we will be raising expectations 
of those stakeholders we involve and the 
people they represent in the community.”

“That’s a good point, Art,” Earl re-
marks, “but we will have one ace up our 
sleeve—the people involved will bear and 
share some responsibility for the objectives 
established, the timeline and the methods 
we employ. That means we will be acting 
as a collaborative community, if we can 
develop a solid foundation for an AIM ap-
proach over the next year or so.”

After crossing the bridge of doubt 
among the staff, Sarah and Earl tell staff 
about the steps in an AIM process. They 
point out that the fi rst step includes a 
situation analysis and a decision about 
whether to go with an AIM or an IM-plus 
approach. They explain that the difference 
is in degree of stakeholder engagement. 
Sarah and Earl make it obvious that they 
are leaning heavily toward the IM-plus 
side of the continuum because they want to 
sustain stakeholder engagement from start 
to fi nish. That decision does not need to be 
made yet, but the seed is planted with the 
joint staffs.

The joint staffs agree to become a col-
laborative deer management team. They 
decide to meet again soon to start the situ-
ation analysis phase of the project. That 
step focuses on development of a concept 
map and involves just them, for starters at 
least. Earl assures the group they aren’t go-
ing to limit situation analysis to staff only, 
but they will do it internally fi rst, then 
expand to include review and input from 
a select number of people who can refl ect 
key stakes existing in the community with 
respect to deer management.

Following the joint staff meeting, Earl 
contacts Pat, a colleague from another state 
wildlife agency who is a skillful facilita-
tor of teams of managers in the process of 
creating concept maps of management sys-
tems. Pat also knows how to use a software 
program called Cmap™ to organize and 
present ideas as a neat concept map. Thus, 
Pat has a few prized skills to offer Earl and 
Sarah as they embark on their fi rst AIM 
approach.

Earl explains the deer management situ-
ation to Pat and asks if he’d be interested 
in helping out with the concept mapping 
work for the collaborative management 
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team. It would involve some preparatory 
work, attendance at a retreat, and then 
a little follow up to clean up the concept 
map. Pat is intrigued, but needs to check 
work schedule and seek an OK from his 
boss. He promises to get back to Earl by the 
end of the week. Earl receives a call from 
Pat within a few days and the answer is 
“Yes.” 

14.5 Situation Analysis through 
Manager’s Model and Concept 
Mapping
With a little coaching ahead of the retreat 
to build enthusiasm, the deer management 
team dives into their assignment to create 
a manager’s model and illustrative concept 
map. They meet over 2 days in a pleasant 
and comfortable retreat atmosphere, away 
from e-mails, telephones and other inter-
ruptions. Pat is introduced to the manage-
ment team at the retreat. Though one of 
the youngest people in the group, he soon 
earns the confi dence of others as he quickly 
proves to be very bright, knowledgeable, 
and skilled in concept mapping. 

Earl and Pat team up to defi ne and de-
scribe what a manager’s model is and why 
it is useful. They present examples of man-
ager’s models from other states and situa-
tions, including a community-based deer 
management case, and in so doing demon-
strate the general architecture and utility 
of concept maps. The deer team learns that 
a concept map is basically a visual depic-
tion of relationships between key elements 
of the management system as they see it, 
including social, political and biological 
aspects. Describing the process of develop-
ing a manager’s model, Pat lets the team 
know they would be discussing a number 
of things that would move them through 
a three-stage process: framing concerns, 
system defi nition (including identifi cation 
of constraints, limits/capacity, and oppor-
tunities) and articulation of likely actions, 
reactions, and mitigation. He assures them 
that there is no such thing as a manager’s 
model that was perfect or an observation or 
a suggestion that was not worth consider-
ing. Not all ideas will be included in the 
fi nal manager’s model and concept map, 
but all will be considered. He emphasizes 

that the discussion is as important as the 
model produced.

After answering a few questions, Pat 
kicks the session off with a few key ques-
tions to get the discussion rolling. It is not 
diffi cult to ignite the conversation. Control-
ling discussion and keeping it on task is a 
challenge, but one that Pat handles skill-
fully. At the close of the fi rst day, the team 
is exhausted, and has nothing much that 
looks like a model or concept map on the 
dozen sheets of fl ip chart paper that adorn 
the walls. They cover a great many topics, 
including describing the current condition 
in the community from a variety of per-
spectives, describing the future conditions 
they and the community would prefer to 
see, biological and sociological informa-
tion gaps, policy constraints (limitations 
imposed by current policy and need for 
additional policy to aid deer management), 
politics of the situation, stakeholder educa-
tion needs, and more.

The second morning starts with Earl and 
Sarah tag-teaming a review of the pieces 
of the concept map that Pat synthesized 
from the discussion of the day before. To 
the group’s amazement, Pat has a draft 
manager’s model, or at least a portion of 
one (covering framing concerns and system 
defi nition) literally mapped out, using the 
software package Cmap™ . He projects 
the map on a screen and hands out printed 
copies to each of the team members. Team 
members who were wondering where Pat, 
Sarah and Earl had disappeared to the eve-
ning before while they were relaxing with 
a few beers and sharing war stories now 
have their answer. They were still working!

Referring to the Cmap™ illustration 
(a computer-projected fi gure), Earl and 
Sarah lead discussion while Pat works 
the technology and takes notes for future 
refi nement of the concept map. With the 
concept map taking shape, and making 
sense, the deer team is visibly excited that 
they are making as much progress as they 
have in the little time they spent thus far. 
This seems to motivate and animate their 
discussion during the second day of their 
retreat.

The management team continues dis-
cussion that contributes to articulation of 
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a manager’s model and Pat keeps up with 
the Cmap™ additions by not taking lunch. 
In this fashion the team completes its fi rst 
draft of a manager’s model and the concept 
map for their deer management system by 
mid afternoon. In the process of developing 
their model, the team reveals quite vividly 
for themselves the difference between the 
existing condition and the condition they 
want to achieve. The concept map captures 
the major relationships and key details for 
further refi nement and communication 
purposes. The management team is quick 
to see the value in the exercise and the 
product. As one points out, “We now have 
a common understanding of the system, 
some challenges we face, and a way to talk 
about it that will improve communication 
among ourselves and with others.”

They know that their work with the con-
cept map is not done yet. With Pat’s assis-
tance after the retreat, the concept map of 
the management system will be developed 
in greater detail. The management team 
does not know how to resolve their deer 
issue yet, but they have a more thorough 
idea of the situation and what they are fac-
ing than ever before.

Ideally stakeholders and partners need 
to be engaged to refi ne and confi rm aspects 
of the manager’s model. The model should 
be “calibrated” against the beliefs of stake-
holders. But for the time being, the team 
has a joint product representing a collective 
perception of the system in which they are 
operating and a vision of the future they 
think would benefi t the community and 
its various interests. They understand that 
essentially what they have, however, is a 
hypothesis. Their model, like any system 
model, is a lie that helps them see the truth, 
but it is not the truth per se. They also 
know that every action they take from here 
forward has the potential to change the 
system they just described—hopefully for 
the better. With attention to such changes 
through systematic monitoring and pe-
riodic evaluation, they will learn how to 
infl uence the system more effectively and 
perhaps even predictably.

With a concept map in hand, during the 
closing hour of the retreat the management 

team turns to Sarah and Earl with the inevi-
table question of “what do we do next?”

With this cue, Earl indicates that they 
have to decide on an overall approach to 
reveal and set priorities for impacts that 
are important across the affected neighbor-
hoods and stakeholders. At this point team 
members start suggesting ideas that range 
from creating an advisory group to holding 
“focus groups” to conducting surveys. 

Sarah reacts by explaining, “These all 
have merit in identifying impacts and we 
are going to have to decide which ones will 
serve us best or whether we can do them 
all in a complementary fashion.” She also 
indicates that each of the suggestions have 
different strengths for different purposes 
and given that we have some time, devel-
oping an approach that incorporates many 
of these suggestions is possible and may 
make sense.

Earl points out that an advisory com-
mittee might be set up for the duration of 
the program from planning through imple-
mentation, and evaluation. Additionally, 
ad hoc stakeholder input groups (SIGs), 
perhaps one in each of the four neighbor-
hoods near the Park and Botanical Garden 
would be valuable for getting suggestions 
initially about impacts, fundamental objec-
tives and enabling objectives. These same 
SIGs might meet a second time, after the 
stakeholder input is aggregated and the 
managers have created what seem like rea-
sonable stakeholder-derived, impact-based 
objectives. Purposes of a second meeting 
would be verifying the objectives and iden-
tifying actions that would be acceptable for 
meeting enabling objectives.

One team member points out that the 
roles and responsibilities of the advisory 
committee and the SIGs will need to be 
spelled out. Earl agrees, indicating the 
advisory committee likely will have some 
authority in selecting objectives and ac-
tions, whereas the SIGs will be the source 
of input and a sounding board for reacting 
to alternatives before decisions are fi nal-
ized. 

One member of the management team 
observes that the development and imple-
mentation of a well-done community 
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survey would be a great aid not only to 
the team but also to the advisory commit-
tee and the SIGs in the overall attempt to 
understand the extent and nature of expe-
riences that citizens are having with deer, 
the effects they are recognizing, and the 
impacts that they want managed. Another 
team member relates an experience where 
the data from a scientifi c survey was criti-
cal to help demonstrate the validity of the 
premises upon which they were basing a 
management program. 

Discussion of the pros and cons, timing, 
costs, and complementary aspects of these 
stakeholder input and involvement meth-
ods leads to a consensus that the approach 
they were going to propose would include 
all three aspects. The team feels that the 
triangulation benefi ts offered by this multi-
faceted stakeholder approach outweigh the 
costs involved to accomplish it. The team 
recognizes that down the road the advi-
sory committee would have a special and 
important role in evaluation of effective-
ness of actions taken and decisions about 
modifi cations in the program (i.e., they 
recognize a need to adapt their approach 
based on what they learn during program 
implementation).

14.6 Will it Fly?
Sarah and Earl take their proposal for pro-
gram planning and implementation to their 
supervisors. They explain the management 
system (likely impacts of concerns, limits 
and capacities expected) to Kim and Jim. 
With the aid of the concept map as a com-
munication device and the compelling 
argument for high quality stakeholder in-
volvement, they gain approval to proceed. 

With the green light from their supervi-
sors, Sarah and Earl set the plan in motion. 
First, they engage in a process to identify 
members of the advisory committee. They 
seek nominations of people from the com-
munity who refl ect various stakes but who 
do not represent any organized interest 
groups. They hope this ensures that the 
diversity of impacts from deer are revealed 
without “baggage” from previously estab-
lished positions. They settle on an eight-
person committee with State Park, Division 
of Wildlife, and Botanical Garden ex-offi cio 

representation. Sarah volunteers to serve 
as secretary of the group. One of the fi rst 
activities with the advisory committee is 
for Sarah and Earl to share the concept map 
of the system with the committee primarily 
as a catalyst for discussion. The advisory 
committee is asked to help refi ne the sys-
tem model.

The second order of business is explain-
ing the purpose and value of a community 
survey and then soliciting advisory com-
mittee willingness to participate in devel-
oping the survey instrument. The advisory 
committee agrees. The third action is for 
the advisory committee to be the “sponsor” 
of the SIG meetings. 

Next the Division of Wildlife contracts 
with the state university to work with 
the deer team and advisory committee to 
design and implement a survey of citizens. 
A formal expectation is that the principal 
investigator (PI) will work with the adviso-
ry committee as she considers the method 
and develops the instrument. All agree the 
best method will be a telephone survey. 
After considerable discussion as to whether 
the survey should come before or after the 
SIG meetings, the PI and advisory commit-
tee decide the survey could run simultane-
ously with the meetings. 

With the help of community leaders, po-
tential SIG members are identifi ed for each 
of the four neighborhoods. Asking commu-
nity leaders to assist in this way serves both 
to engage them and to improve credibility 
with them when “their” nominees to the 
SIGs make suggestions. Participation is so-
licited from these nominees in early winter, 
a time when deer-car collisions rise and 
therefore the deer “problem” is apparent 
within the community. The fi rst SIG meet-
ings focus on identifying impacts and draft-
ing fundamental objectives. These present 
a logistical chore; meeting arrangements 
and communication with each SIG (each 
had eight members) required time and 
attention. Fortunately, the local Coopera-
tive Extension educator volunteers to help 
organize and facilitate the SIG meetings. A 
second meeting of each neighborhood SIG 
focuses on identifying enabling objectives 
needed to achieve fundamental objectives 
they identifi ed during their fi rst meeting. 
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They also discuss a variety of management 
actions that might achieve enabling objec-
tives. The primary input desired from SIGs 
with respect to management actions is their 
contribution to the assessment of social ac-
ceptability of action alternatives.

14.7 Impacts to be Managed
Collectively the various stakeholder groups 
begin identifying their concerns. From this 
exercise, events and interactions between 
community member and deer are articu-
lated, as are effects and impacts. This is the 
grist needed to start developing fundamen-
tal objectives.

 The list of impacts is diverse: 
• diminished value of Botanical Garden 

plants for research and education, 
compromised cultural and historical 
plant assets in the state park,

• Botanical Garden and park staff and 
visitor health (Lyme disease), 

• community resident’s health (Lyme 
disease) and safety (deer-auto colli-
sions), 

• aesthetic quality of residential land-
scaping, 

• cost incurred by farm families from 
deer damage, 

• health and safety of farm families, 
• enjoyment of recreational hunting, 

and 
• enjoyment of deer viewing.
The deer team presents this list to the 

advisory committee for discussion. It is 
important to inform and receive input 
from the advisory committee on the im-
pacts because these ultimately drive the 
management interventions in the Impact 
Management approach they are taking. A 
critical task is making sure the advisory 
committee is mindful of the limitations 
of the deer team, so the team fi rst identi-
fi es the recognized impacts that they have 
authority to manage. For instance, man-
agement of human-tick interactions might 
more appropriately fall to the public health 
department and deer-auto collisions to the 
transportation department. The deer team 
accepts the fact that the number and distri-
bution of deer may affect ticks and colli-
sions, but other actions by the health and 

transportation departments will be needed. 
The advisory committee suggests that these 
additional public agencies be contacted, 
which the deer team agrees to do. 

This results in a reduced list of impacts 
for further consideration: diminished value 
of Botanical Garden plants for research 
and education, compromised cultural and 
historical plant assets in the state park, 
aesthetic quality of residential landscaping, 
cost incurred by farm families from deer 
crop damage, enjoyment of recreational 
hunting, and deer viewing. In further 
discussions the group decides that deer 
viewing would not be treated as a sepa-
rate objective, because no matter what the 
management interventions might be there 
would still be deer for viewing. 

Next the management team meets to 
work on articulating fundamental and 
enabling objectives in terms of these key 
impacts. The fi rst hour of the meeting is 
dedicated to a preliminary report from 
the community survey. As one would 
hope, the survey pretty much confi rms the 
input from SIGs with respect to the kinds 
of impacts being experienced in the four 
neighborhoods. But the survey also holds 
a couple surprises. First, unlike the impres-
sion one might have formed from the SIGs, 
deer-car collisions are not the major con-
cern of the neighborhoods. Instead, plant 
damage tops the list, by a wide margin. 
Second, the university folks who worked 
on the survey were able to use GIS to spa-
tially reference degree of problems expe-
rienced by respondents. As expected, one 
area of heavy impact is a band of residenc-
es near the Park periphery. But another 
band is revealed on the urban-rural inter-
face—that is, immediately adjacent to the 
agricultural lands on the outskirts of town. 
This is not expected. Furthermore, those 
respondents are more inclined to accept 
recreational hunting as a remedy than are 
those who are close neighbors to the Park. 
These data are just the ticket for fueling 
some excellent and creative discussion.

The ensuing discussion leads the deer 
team to realize that at a fundamental level 
the concerns of the Botanical Garden, Park, 
and many home owners are similar. Sim-
ply stated, they desire complete protec-
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tion of the most valuable plants on their 
property and reasonable protection for the 
vast majority of other plants. The concerns 
of the agricultural stakeholders are more 
related to enterprise economics than aes-
thetics or irreplaceable values, but plant 
protection is still at the base of their con-
cerns. Likely prompted by the geo-spatial 
aspects of the community survey analysis, 
the deer team starts to identify what might 
be a two-zone strategy to attack the deer 
problem. The fi rst zone is at the core of the 
area under consideration. It includes the 
Botanical Garden, Park, and residential 
areas adjacent to the Park. The second zone 
is the agricultural area and the outer ring 
of adjacent residential neighborhoods on 
the urban-rural interface. This partitioning 
of the area geographically is discussed at 
length. By crossing jurisdictional bound-
aries it has pros and cons. On the down-
side, more than one set of decision makers 
(trustees, Park administration and elected 
offi cials from local community) needs to be 
in agreement to implement actions. But the 
up-side is that it is treating the system more 
like the way the deer are affecting it, based 
on deer behaviors and movement patterns 
as well as the various forms of stakeholder 
input received by the deer team. The team 
decides the pros exceed the cons and they 
turn their attention to developing funda-
mental objectives for the two zones. 

Using the input from SIGs and the 
preliminary fi ndings reported for the com-
munity survey, fundamental objectives are 
identifi ed for Zone 1 for the next 5 years: 

• No loss of the research and education 
value for rare plants. 

o Enabling objective: eliminate all 
damage to rare plants

• Reduce damage to replaceable plants 
(used as specimens at Botanical Gar-
den, in agriculture at Park and part 
of ornamental landscaping around 
homes) to an acceptable economic 
level.

o Enabling objective: reduce damage 
to replaceable plants by 75%. 

Fundamental objectives identifi ed for 
Zone 2 for the next 5 years are: 

• Achieve crop damage at a level accept-
able to farmers. 

o Enabling objective: reduce by 20% 
the cost to farm families from deer 
crop damage. 

• Expand recreational hunting opportu-
nities in the agricultural areas. 

o Enabling objective: make available 
20% more deer permits in the agri-
cultural areas.

Next, the deer team takes these draft 
fundamental objectives to the advisory 
committee for review. The committee is 
comfortable with them, except for those 
referring to agricultural damage. They ask 
that the targets indicated in the objectives 
be verifi ed with some group representative 
of the farmers. Earl volunteers to do that 
by discussing the situation with the local 
farm bureau at their next monthly meeting, 
scheduled for two weeks hence. 

Earl is a familiar visitor at farm bureau 
meetings because the group regularly seeks 
information on deer population status, 
projections of hunter harvest, actual results 
of harvest, access issues, etc. Usually they 
feel that the Division of Wildlife is deal-
ing with their concerns inadequately and 
certainly not without political pressure. 
They are surprised when Earl announces 
that he is there to seek input on the degree 
of deer damage they can tolerate, and what 
they think is reasonable in exchange for 
the presence of deer (which he knows the 
farmers appreciate a great deal). The farm 
representatives present had never thought 
of specifying a reduction level in terms of 
percent change. They always just want few-
er. Lack of data about the economic transla-
tion of damage levels currently experienced 
hinders informed discussion, but they try 
in earnest to weigh the pros and cons of 
various levels of change. They also know 
well that the Division has only so many 
tools at their disposal to effect a change. In 
the end, they ask Earl to change the reduc-
tion amount from 20% to 30%. They also 
ask that a study be hastily put together to 
get a baseline estimate of the current level 
of agricultural damage, and offer to allocate 
some funds for that purpose, if the state can 
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match them. Earl agrees that this is a good 
idea and promises the additional funds. He 
will get the university researchers on this 
inquiry as soon as possible. He asks if a few 
farm bureau members are willing to work 
with members of the deer team as a steer-
ing committee for the inquiry. They agree 
and three people volunteer on the spot. 

14.8 Management Interventions—
Finally! 

14.8.1 Interventions Described
After multiple meetings and discus-
sions with staff members and university 
researchers the overall management ex-
periment begins to take shape. Logistical 
considerations such as two management 
zones, limited study area sizes, disparate 
stakeholder perspectives, and the complex-
ities of the urban-rural interface complicate 
decision making on how best to structure 
the management experiment.

They agree that in Zone 1 individual 
small exclosures will be installed to pro-
tect all of the most valuable, very rare, and 
irreplaceable plants. The reason for the 
deer-proof exclosures is to ensure survival 
of these plants regardless of the outcome 
of the management experiment examining 
effects of deer density reduction and repel-
lent effectiveness. 

For other plants in the Botanical Gar-
den and Park that are classifi ed as rare or 
irreplaceable, a highly-touted deer repel-
lent, recently developed by the University 
Agricultural Experiment Station, will be 
tried. The repellent will be applied to 50% 
of these plants, leaving 50% untreated. 

Culling of deer using various techniques 
including sharp shooters, archery hunting, 
and trapping plus euthanasia will be used 
in Zone 1. In Zone 2, deer removal will in-
clude expanded antlerless hunting harvest 
during the normal hunting season, coupled 
with post-season special culling hunts and 
targeted killing of deer that tend to congre-
gate in private orchards. In addition, local 
bow hunting clubs agree to volunteer at 
least 1000 man hours to provide the effort 
needed to achieve the targeted harvest 
rates.

Numerous discussions and debates lead 
to setting deer reduction goals. It is agreed 
that the targeted harvest rates for Zone 1 
will be set to achieve a reduction in deer 
numbers of 40% over a 5-year period. It 
is acknowledged that considerable effort 
and tenacity will be needed to achieve this 
objective. 

In Zone 2 the goal is to increase antler-
less deer harvest signifi cantly in year 1 to 
achieve a population reduction of 20%. 
Additional reductions over the next 4 years 
will be set to achieve a total reduction of 
30% by year 5. 

University researchers serving as advi-
sors to the management team are clear 
that if the goal is to identify a level of deer 
reduction where repellents are most ben-
efi cial, then a key aspect of this experiment 
has to be focused on learning about specifi c 
interactions between deer densities, effect 
of repellents, and level of herbivory on rare 
and valuable plants. The researchers point 
out that it will require the development of 
specifi c models with competing hypothesis 
tested to ferret out this information.

Together, the management team and the 
researchers create a fi rst-order model of the 
deer-repellent-plant damage interactions. 
Using some data from the literature and 
reasoning to fi ll in approximations where 
data are lacking, they develop hypotheses 
for how this system operates. 

Data gathering will be intensive. Moni-
toring of the deer populations in both Zone 
1 and Zone 2 is paramount. It is acknowl-
edged that there will be movement and 
interchange of deer between the two zones. 
The population estimate will be done con-
sistently at the same time of year over the 5 
years and the point estimate for each zone 
will be the estimate. This point estimate 
is needed to calculate the number of deer 
to be removed each year. Thankfully, an 
on-going mark-recapture effort has been 
in place for the past few years that greatly 
aids the effort.

Concomitant measures of hunter par-
ticipation, success, and satisfaction will be 
taken. These systems are generally in place 
and done annually by the Division of Wild-
life, but will be supplemented by specifi c 
hunter reporting requests.
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To monitor rare and endangered plant 
responses the standard and on-going meth-
od of determining plant viability utilized 
by the Botanical Garden will be employed. 
In addition, other measures of plant her-
bivory such as intensity of browsing on 
ornamental plants in residential areas will 
be recorded. 

Standard information that is routinely 
collected on impacts important to the vari-
ous stakeholders will also be part of the 
evaluation. These include number of deer-
car collisions, deer damage claims from 
farmers, incidence of Lyme disease among 
residents in both zones, and measures of 
key stakeholder satisfactions.

Earl and Sarah convene the deer man-
agement team to discuss the next step in 
planning an AIM approach—deciding on 
action alternatives. Prior to the meeting, 
they discuss how in previous management 
efforts, they often would start with the ac-
tions assumed and work backwards to gain 
approval for them. This time they have 
input already from stakeholders who have 
made their preferences known via the com-
munity survey or the SIG meetings. De-
spite the data available, the decisions to be 
made “will not be any easier, but perhaps 
much better” as one deer team member put 
it.

Zone 1. A management action identifi ed 
to accomplish the enabling objective of “no 
loss of rare or highly valuable plants” is to 
construct exclosures. The alternative is to 
fence the entire Botanical Garden and Park, 
which would come at a high cost and great 
resistance from community members want-
ing free access to the facilities, so the group 
opts for the individual exclosures. This 
leaves open the reality that plants not en-
closed will still be subject to deer damage, 
perhaps even greater damage if no other 
actions are taken to provide relief from 
browsing. Nevertheless, the team feels this 
action will allow for an acceptable degree 
of damage and cost. 

A management action to reduce damage 
to replaceable plants is the use of chemi-
cal repellents. Park managers do not see 
how repellents will work for them because 
of the expansive nature of the heritage 

agricultural operation. Homeowners will 
not be enamored with exclosures around 
their ornamental plantings, but likely will 
consider them for the period from late fall 
through early spring when their plants are 
most susceptible to deer damage. They also 
will consider repellents. Moreover, they 
are willing to consider alternative plants 
that have demonstrated resistance to deer 
browsing. The deer team is unable to iden-
tify any signifi cant collateral impacts from 
these proposed management actions. 

Clearly some reduction of deer is essen-
tial. Some form of culling (perhaps removal 
by sharpshooters, archery hunting, trap-
ping plus euthanasia) is needed in the Bo-
tanical Garden and Park especially. These 
remedies have identifi ed collateral effects, 
such as concerns about safety, second-
ary contamination, venison consumption, 
cost, and hunters fear of a non-hunting 
precedent for deer management. Based on 
an assessment of the collateral effects and 
cost/diffi culty of mitigation of these, it is 
decided to proceed with a signifi cant cull-
ing operation in year one, followed thereaf-
ter by the combination of archery hunting 
(where feasible) and trapping plus eutha-
nasia to achieve harvest rates when archery 
hunting alone does not do so. 

The deer team identifi es collateral effects 
associated with this course of action. Some 
organized resistance from animal rights 
interests is anticipated against the culling, 
whichever means is employed, and bow 
hunting. The community survey shows that 
some people (20% +/- 5%) will be opposed 
to killing deer regardless of method and 
some will be opposed to the archery hunt 
in residential areas because of safety con-
cerns (15% +/-5%). Fewer are concerned 
about trapping plus euthanasia, but the 
team envisions this as a limited activity, 
not useful for the larger number of ani-
mals they want culled by archers. The only 
mitigating measures the team can identify 
are getting out a great deal of information 
indicating general community support for 
the measures recommended and publiciz-
ing the progress made and safety record of 
the culling by archers. They hope that over 
time these actions together with success 
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in reducing impacts from deer will lessen 
the fears of many. The team feels it simply 
has to accept the fact that not everyone will 
be satisfi ed with the suite of actions they 
identify. 

Zone 2. On the agricultural lands of 
Zone 2, the group decides to rely heavily 
on expanding hunting harvest during the 
normal season, coupled with post-season 
special culling hunts and removal of deer 
that congregate in orchards in late winter. 
To reduce effects on adjacent residential 
properties where gun hunting is not con-
sidered a safe alternative by anyone, an 
unprecedented 120-day archery hunting 
season is proposed, running from Novem-
ber through February. Local bow hunt-
ing clubs agree to volunteer 1000 hunting 
hours for this civic purpose and suburban-
rural interface landowners are largely in 
favor of allowing archers on their land to 
provide this culling service. Deer carcasses 
will be processed for the meat and distrib-
uted to various outlets in the community.

Collateral effects anticipated are of two 
types—(a) resistance from hunters who 
do not want does killed, especially not in 
large numbers as will be proposed, and (b) 
resistance from animal rights groups who 
will protest the archery hunt in suburban 
areas. To mitigate the concerns of hunt-
ers, the Division of Wildlife staff will try 
to convince them that a rare opportunity is 
being presented for the hunting commu-
nity to demonstrate its real potential as an 
instrument for management of deer for the 
greater public good. They can demonstrate 
a civic purpose for hunting, adding value 
to the cultural and recreational benefi ts 
typically associated with the activity. The 
team is less successful in identifying any 
mitigating actions to reduce the protests of 
animal rights advocates, other than trying 
to explain why the actions are being taken 
and reaching out to those interests to be 
participants in addressing the public issue 
that deer management has become.

On behalf of the deer team, Earl and 
Sarah present the Adaptive Impact Man-
agement action plan fi rst to their supervi-
sors, who blessed it, and then to the advi-
sory committee, who also blessed it. Now, 
with the formal approvals behind them, the 

deer team can proceed. The process takes 
eight months.

14.9 Adaptive Impact Management 
Pilot is Launched

It is late spring now. From Sarah’s offi ce 
window she can see the fresh green leaves 
cloaking the trees of the Park’s woodlot. 
The early perennial plants around the old 
farmhouse are blooming, having sprung 
up overnight following a warm spring rain. 
She can see several deer feeding on the 
sprouts of new growth outside the exclo-
sures that protected the heritage plantings. 
All of the mature does in the group are ob-
viously carrying fawns that in a month or 
so will add to the growing deer population, 
attesting to the ineffectiveness of fertility 
control project. The coming year is sup-
posed to be the last year of fertility control, 
but everyone is convinced it has failed mis-
erably and that the Adaptive Impact Man-
agement plan resulting from the collabora-
tive effort of the deer management team is 
far superior, so fertility control is cancelled 
a year early. Soon the AIM implementation 
will start in earnest. Actually, the Park and 
the Botanical Garden already erected ex-
closures for their most valuable plants. Earl 
has approvals from the wildlife commis-
sion for increasing hunting permits, deer 
removal permits, and lengthening archery 
seasons per the Adaptive Impact Manage-
ment plan. And, the Cooperative Exten-
sion educator who works with the SIGs is 
doing a great job informing homeowners 
about how to make attractive and effective 
exclosures for use in their yards and which 
plants might be deer resistant replacements 
when exclosures are not desired.

While these pieces of the plan are falling 
into place, the culling measures needed in 
the Park and Botanical Garden have run 
into a snag. Some people, clearly a minor-
ity, are not yet ready to accept the idea of 
just killing deer by sharp shooting, trap-
ping plus euthanasia or poisoning. These 
seem less palatable than normal hunting 
for many citizens, yet they do not feel that 
such hunting is safe in their situation. This 
log-jam needs to be broken because much 
of the rest of the action plan depends on 
knocking back the number of deer in one 
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effective pulse prior to the other measures 
being implemented. A law suit results in 
an injunction, but the state Attorney Gen-
eral for the Park system assures Sarah that 
because of the exhaustive, indeed unprec-
edented public input effort used to arrive 
at the strategy, this law suit will be settled 
quickly, resulting in a minor delay at most, 
and perhaps no delay at all.

Earl is working to get the farmers and 
hunters talking on a regular basis, and that 
results in hunters softening their resistance 

to the added deer permits. They under-
stand farmers’ concerns a little better. And, 
farmers understand that part of hunters’ 
concerns is lack of access to good hunting 
land, so the more deer the better chances 
of hunting success on the marginal lands 
open to the public. The farmers themselves 
help to mitigate this collateral effect by 
offering more access on their farms in the 
area. This unanticipated gesture has Earl 
grinning from ear to ear.
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Actions: the primary operational activities 
designed to achieve enabling objec-
tives.

Assumptions: beliefs held to be true or ac-
cepted for purposes of developing a 
program; conventions from which to 
build understanding of a system and 
how it operates, including responses 
to management interventions.

Capacity(ies): the magnitude, compre-
hensiveness or volume of resources 
(people, money, skills, knowledge, 
will) available for a purpose.

Collateral impacts: unintended impacts 
that occur simultaneously with the 
implementation of primary manage-
ment actions; typically the focus of 
mitigating actions.

Cmap™ : a particular version of a concept 
map, created using the Cmap™ soft-
ware.

Concept map: schematic depictions of 
managers’ models. Such depictions 
are summaries or road maps to the 
content of the manager’s models

Concerns: disparities revealed between 
desired and actual conditions, held 
either by management agency staff, 
partners (e.g., other agencies, munici-
palities, or NGOs), scientists not em-
ployed by the agency (e.g., academic 
researchers, consultants) or by one or 
more kinds of stakeholders.

Constraints: various kinds of limits and ca-
pacity issues that restrict management 
aspirations and activities.

Current conditions: actual state of the sys-
tem with respect to biological, physi-
cal and socio-political subsystems or 
components.

Desired future conditions: describes, often 
largely in qualitative terms, what the 

Appendix A: Glossary of Terms

world would be like if conservation 
and management of resource X were 
achieved.

Effects: the results of events or interactions 
of wildlife, habitat and people as per-
ceived by various actors in a manage-
ment system

Enabling objectives (management objec-
tives): the necessary conditions that 
enable achievement of a fundamental 
conservation objective (desired condi-
tion); provide precise direction to ac-
tions and interventions an agency and 
its partners might undertake; enable 
achievement of fundamental objec-
tives that in turn result in maintaining 
or creating a desired condition.

Fundamental objectives: a statement about 
a condition the management team 
wants to reach or maintain; at fi rst 
stated as a goal, but eventually refi ned 
to being measurable with a timeframe 
identifi ed for accomplishment. Not as 
specifi c as an enabling objective. 

Goal: the large, long-term objectives and 
outcomes desired, resulting in and 
from the desired future condition to-
ward which management is directed.

Impacts: the most signifi cant effects (see 
defi nition) that are important enough 
to stakeholders to warrant manage-
ment attention.

Interventions: an alternative label of reac-
tions, but often used to represent the 
suite of actions taken. The primary op-
erational activities designed to achieve 
enabling objectives.

Limits: the outer bounds of knowledge, 
skill, resources, and such that can 
be applied to a situation; sometimes 
absolute (as in scientifi c knowledge 
available), but often determined by 
priorities.
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Management objectives (enabling objec-
tives): the necessary conditions that 
enable achievement of a fundamental 
conservation objective (desired condi-
tion); provide precise direction to ac-
tions and interventions an agency and 
its partners might undertake; enable 
achievement of fundamental objec-
tives that in turn result in maintaining 
or creating a desired condition.

Management system: the coupled biologi-
cal, ecological, cultural, and institu-
tional components of the management 
environment and their interactions 
that create the constraints, limitations, 
barriers and opportunities resulting 
in positive and negative impacts war-
ranting management attention. 

Manager’s model: a description of the 
management system from the per-
spective of a manager or, in most 
cases, a management team respon-
sible for management of a resource.

Mitigation: reduction of negative effects 
and impacts through ancillary actions.

Mitigating actions: ancillary or second-
ary management actions taken for 
purposes of reducing negative con-
sequences (impacts) of the primary 
management actions.

NGOs: nongovernmental organizations.
Opportunities: existing or potentially cre-

atable means for expansion of limits 
and capacities.

Policy: legal or formal (statutory and agen-
cy directive) and informal (profes-
sional convention, institutional rules 

and protocols) guidance to individual, 
group, community and organizational 
behavior.

Professional judgment: the expression of 
a particular perspective on a situation 
rendered by a professional in the sub-
ject, based on that person’s cumula-
tive knowledge and synthesis of both 
scientifi c and experiential knowledge, 
tempered by reason and logic; often 
relied upon to fi ll the gaps in science-
based knowledge available to apply 
to a management situation.

Science: used here generally to indicate 
knowledge revealed through various 
forms of systematic inquiry—experi-
mentation, fi eld studies, qualitative 
research, surveys, modeling, etc.

Scale: various levels of temporal, geo-
graphic, political (jurisdictional) scope 
and effect, including extent of com-
munity (of place or of interest).

Socio-political: systems and system com-
ponents that focus on the human 
dimensions of management; involve 
human processes, such as formal 
(laws, policy) and informal (norms) 
bounds on behavior of individuals 
and organizations; individual and 
group beliefs, attitudes and behaviors; 
etc.

Stakeholders: anyone who is affected by 
or affects the resource or the manage-
ment thereof.

Subsequent impacts: unintended impacts 
that occur as a result of accomplishing 
primary management objectives; po-
tentially cascading if left unmitigated.
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Figure B2. Example manager’s model schematic created by a team of managers focused on management of elk and aspen in Arizona.
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Book:
Organ, Decker, Carpenter, Siemer and 

Riley. 2006. Thinking Like a Manager: 
Refl ections on Wildlife Management. 
Wildlife Management Institute, Wash-
ington, DC. 106pp.

Articles (recommended to read in order 
indicated):

Riley, Decker, Carpenter, Organ, Siemer, 
Mattfeld and Parsons. 2002. The es-
sence of wildlife management. Wild-
life Society Bulletin 30(2):585-593.

Riley, Siemer, Decker, Carpenter, Organ 
and Berchielli. 2003. Adaptive impact 
management: an integrative approach 
to wildlife management. Human Di-
mensions of Wildlife 8:81-95.

Enck, Decker, Riley, Organ, Carpenter and 
Siemer. 2006. Integrating ecological 
and human dimensions in adap-
tive management of wildlife-related 
impacts. Wildlife Society Bulletin 
34(3):698-705.

Appendix C: Suggested readings

Decker, Wild, Riley, Siemer, Miller, Leong, 
Powers and Rhyan. 2006. Wildlife 
disease management: a manager’s 
model. Human Dimensions of Wildlife 
11:151-158.

Decker, D.J., S.J. Riley, W.F. Siemer. 2012. 
Human Dimensions of Wildlife Man-
agement. Pages xx-xx (chapter 4) in P. 
Krausman (Ed.) Wildlife management: 
contemporary principles and practices. 
The Johns Hopkins University Press. 
Baltimore, MD. IN press.

Decker, D.J., S.J. Riley, W.F. Siemer (Eds.). 
2012. Human Dimensions of Wildlife 
Management. Second edition. The 
Johns Hopkins University Press. Balti-
more, MD. IN press.
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A.  Title: Name the management system 
of interest (6 words or less)

B.  Species or natural resource of interest: 
What is/are the natural resource(s) of 
concern? A wildlife species, a fi shery, 
a habitat, etc.? Describe the context for 
the resource—how is it situated with 
respect to landscape traits? (200 words 
max.)

C.  Management challenge or issue: 
Briefl y describe the management 
challenge or issue. Is it new or long-
standing, current or emerging? Is the 
issue entirely “owned” by your agen-
cy, or shared with other agencies (e.g., 
Florida Panther—FWC, USFWS, NPS, 
etc.). Who are the key stakeholders 
and what are their stakes in the issue? 
Is this issue at a crisis stage or is it in 
need of on-going attention? Etc. (300 
words max.)

D.  Management history: Describe status 
of management. Does a plan exist? Is it 
up to date? Has it been followed? What 
primary actions are indicated in the 
plan or have been taken? Has it been 
evaluated? (100 words max.)

E.  Political history: Is this issue a politi-
cal hot button? At what scale—local, 
in-state region, statewide, multi-state? 
Who is mad at (agency) and who is 
happy with (agency) in this manage-
ment system? (100 words max.)

Appendix D: Instructions for pre-workshop preparation of issue 
      briefs

F.  Policy history: Has the issue been the 
subject of special policy or does it pres-
ent concern about setting precedent? 
Are there jurisdictional issues—what 
other entities have a role? (100 words 
max.)

G.  Research history and science avail-
able (ecological, biological and social 
sciences): What is the general status 
of research-based knowledge with 
respect to the management system? 
What is underway at the moment? 
(100 words max.)

H.  Agency capacity: What is the agency’s 
capacity to deal with this management 
system? Are there current or potential 
partners (research institutions, other 
state and federal agencies, NGOs, 
etc.)? (100 words max.)

I. Does the management team have 2 or 
more people with some reasonable 
level of knowledge about this man-
agement system?

K. Who was involved in preparing 
this brief? List names of individuals 
involved in preparing this proposal. 
Indicate a contact person and provide 
e-mail and offi ce telephone number so 
that we may reach that person if we 
have any questions.

Prepare a 2-page brief using 12 font 
or larger, and submit electronically to 
(leader), at <e-mail >, no later than (due 
date—2 weeks prior to fi rst meeting).
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Appendix E: Tips for Eliciting, Recording and Organizing Output 
      of Manager’s Model Discussion

Key components of a
managers’ model

Activities to elicit information 
for the concept map

Desired future conditions (DFC) 
• Not a philosophical discussion, but concrete 

expression of the habitat, wildlife popula-
tion, policy and human belief, attitude or be-
havior conditions managers want to achieve.

• Identifying specifi c desired conditions will be 
the basis for crafting fundamental objectives.

• This is primarily a listing exercise. Use fl ip 
charts to capture ideas in bulleted form. 
Encourage brainstorming—open and free 
fl ow of ideas. These can be combined and 
critiqued (edited) afterward.

• Try to capture the qualitative aspects of man-
ager’s aspirations—richness of description of 
desired future conditions is desirable.

Current conditions
• Events and interactions create the current 

condition.
• Constraints: capacities and limits.

• List key events and interactions (which lead 
to effects, impacts) that regularly occur.

•Classify key events and interactions into 
impact categories (make sure that this exer-
cise prompts the team to consider all major 
categories of effects).

• Have separate fl ip chart ready to capture con-
straints that inevitably will be described—try 
to sort into limits and capacity categories, but 
that is not essential.

Gap analysis • Compare the DFC description and the actual 
conditions description for major changes 
that will need to be met in order to create the 
DFC.

• Have separate fl ip chart ready to capture con-
straints that inevitably will be described—try 
to sort into limits and capacity categories, but 
that is not essential.

Concerns (agency, partners, stakeholders) 
• Coach uses probing questions to elicit agency 

and stakeholder concerns recognized by the 
management team.

• As information on concerns accumulates, the 
recorder works with the management team 
to craft a spreadsheet of concerns by stake-
holder group category (primary or collateral, 
etc.).

Constraints and limits/capacity, opportunities • Policy, science, socio-political, agency re-
sources, institutional or individual capacity, 
partnerships.

• Policy: Does it restrict you? Is it silent on im-
portant questions? Any policies that uninten-
tionally impede you?
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Key components of a
managers’ model

Activities to elicit information 
for the concept map

Stakeholder identifi cation • Exercises to identify stakeholders (those 
affected by primary impacts; those affected 
by subsequent or collateral impacts). What 
is this information based on (e.g., systematic 
inquiry, special interest group mailing lists, 
professional judgment)?

• Identify and defi ne stakeholders and part-
ners (e.g., for each key stakeholder or partner 
identifi ed by the management team, clarify 
Which stakeholders hold particular con-
cerns? How many people are there in a given 
stakeholder group, etc.?

Fundamental objective(s) 
•Discuss gaps identifi ed between desired con-

ditions and actual conditions, and reasons 
why these exist. 

•Fundamental objectives are essentially clarifi -
cations of desired future conditions, focusing 
on specifi c changes needed. 

• Analyze the DFC description and the ac-
tual condition description for the few large 
objectives that will need to be met in order to 
create the DFC

• Key impacts to create, avoid or modify 
should be identifi ed and listed. These should 
be keyed to particular fundamental objec-
tives.

Management/enabling objectives • Linking spreadsheet: on fl ip charts and 
computer spreadsheet, link impacts related 
to fundamental objectives to enabling objec-
tives and eventually to actions (see example 
spreadsheet below).

Collateral and subsequent effects/impacts • Charting exercises to get primary and expect-
ed subsequent or collateral effects listed.

• Identify how the wildlife agency believes 
people are affected by the species or issue 
(i.e., make an explicit list of what managers 
recognize as effects and impacts by stake-
holder group; make sure the team gives 
some thought to all major categories of ef-
fects).

Management actions/interventions (primary 
actions and mitigating actions)

• List management teams’ preliminary ideas 
on possible primary and mitigating actions.

• Coach clarifi es that discussion of agency 
actions is intended for group learning by the 
management team. Coach leads refl exive 
or iterative discussion that stimulates team 
members to clarify how they believe each 
potential action relates to achievement of 
enabling or fundamental objectives.

Appendix E. Continued.
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Categories of impacts for 
fundamental 

objectives 

Enabling objectives 
(outcomes needed to meet 

fundamental objs)

Actions to achieve 
enabling objectives

Stakeholder impacts
(perceived by hunters, 
birdwatchers, conservation 
interests)

Improve understanding of stake-
holder attitudes, beliefs, motiva-
tions

• Enhance stakeholder 
engagement

• Sponsor/conduct social 
science research

To develop general support for 
mottled duck mgt among stake-
holders

• Increase external commu-
nication

• Develop external partner-
ships

Agency impacts about 
credibility or effectiveness 
regarding ability to control 
exotics and loss of biodi-
versity

Develop resources and capacity 
to implement hybridization mgt 
strategy

Create informed employees about 
hybridization problem

• Explore means to obtain 
external dollars

• Increase state duck stamp 
dollars

• Develop internal commu-
nication strategy

Ecological impacts (e.g., 
loss of biodiversity)

Increase scientifi c understanding 
of duck ecology in this setting

• Research on population 
dynamics

• Research in genetic and 
monitoring

• Develop phenotypic key

Reduce hybridization of mottled 
ducks and mallards

• Reduce mallard popula-
tion

• Prohibit possession of 
mallards

• Reduce federal restric-
tions on mallard removal

• Clarify options for genetic 
trajectories

Appendix F: Example of a table that a wildlife management team 
could create to explicitly link fundamental objectives to specific 
enabling objectives and actions.a

aThis example uses mottled duck management in Florida. Creating a table, such as this, helps dis-
tinguish between fundamental and enabling objectives and links actions to enabling objectives.
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